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Abstract. 
This thesis is a sociological account. of the controversy that surrounds New 
Religious Movements with special emphasis on the role of the print media in 
sustaining the controversy. The research that is reported here was conducted 
primarily by means of content analysis of articles appearing in four leading 
British publications between 1975 and 198.5. Results are compared with on-
going research in the U.S. and Belgium in an effort to gain some cross-cultural 
insight into the phenomenon. This thesis is not, howev.er, confined to a presen-
tation of statistical data for it attempts. to make sense of the findings within an 
interpretative framework. 
The thesis begins with a discussion of certain key concepts and then reviews 
the aut.horitat.ive works on New Religious Movements, showing that. the dom-
inant theories do not pay enough attention to the role of the mass media in 
the development and maintenance of crucial moral boundaries. The sociological 
literature on the topic of deviance in the mass media and the social construction 
of moral panics is reviewed in Chapter Two, with special attention being given 
to the relevance of this topic to the treatment of New Religious Movements. 
The methodology of content analysis is outlined and assessed for its usefulness 
in the social· sciences in Chapter Three. The findings from the British study 
are presented in Chapter Four and compared with those from studies ir? both 
the U.S. and Belgium. \Vide variations were found in the treatment·· of indi-
vidual NRI:vls. The predominantly negative tenor of print media items about 
i.hem was la.rgely a function of i.he overwhelmingly negative portrayal of 011e 
particular movement; the tenor of items changed over time; but endorsement of 
anti-cultism was weaker than expected. The image of a control group of older 
minority religious movements .was found to be significantly different from that 
of the NRMs. Finally, conclusions are drawn concerning_ the present study, with 
potentially productive areas for future research being highlighted . 
. } 
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An Int.roduct.ion: British Print Media Account.s of New R~ligious 
Movements 1975-198.5. 
Organised religion has become a peripheral matter in many countries in the 
Western World. In addition t.o losing their power to set the agenda of public 
opinion, the impact of the major churches and denominations seems to be con-
fined to matters affecting, at. most, private conscience, the nuclear household 
and the local community. This 'domestication' ot religion has been partly in-
terrupted, however, by the appearance of the so-callec~ cults or New Religious 
Movements (NRMs hereafter) which have occasionally caught the public's at.-
tention as a result of publicity about their unusl}al practices and/or the societal 
react.ioris to them. Some of the. bet.t.er known movements in this sphere in-
dude the Unification Church, Scientology, the International Society. for Krishna 
Consciousness (or Hare Krislmas ), the followers of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, 
Transcendent.al.Meditat.ion, the Children of God (or tlw Family of Love), and 
the Divine Light Mission. 
Embodying uniqne aud hitherto unexplored concepts. these remarkable groups 
have proved to be sociologically signitkant, not least. because of the controversy 
t.h <'11 surrounds them in each cou11t.ry. The recent. growth of religious movements 
in \Vest.ern society has evoked considerable opposition from various quarters. 
Since the mid 1970s an intense conflict. bas erupt.ed between NRMs and t.heir 
criti\·s- a \onftirt that has helped to st>1. the agenda for t.be development of these 
groups. NRl\ls have struggled against strong opposition in a number of arenas, 
with t.be anti-cult. movement spearheading the at.tack on these ·religious bod-· 
ie:;. Various societal institutions and their repre:;entatives have become involved 
in the controversies surrounding NRJ\b. including polit.i<"ians, church organiza-
tions, the medical and mental health world, various scient.inc representatives, 
the judicial and legal community a.nd, most importantly for this study, the 
.mass media. Many of these cl1omains have been t.he focus of so<"ial scieJJt.inc dis-
courses, although it. may be show11 1lmt the char0;ct.er of the publicity given to 
' 
these NRMs has been crucially important in shaping the image of t.liem that is 
widespread in Britain. James Beckford ( 1981) focuses upon this question in par-
ticular and argues that t-he mass media are frequently the single most important 
influence on people's attitudes towards NRMs. He specifically highlights the fact. 
that. many parents who had known nothing about the Unification Church when 
their child joined it acquired their first pieces of information from newspapers 
or (more rarely) the television. In relation to this, Beckford points out. that: 
'The number of mass media reports favourable to NRMs in Britain 
has been extremely small. Newspapers, in particular, have given 
almost free reign to moral crusaders wishing to stir up dis-
trust in NRMs. A sense of balance and objectivity has been 
conspicuously lacking in all but a very few articles or pro-
grammes.' 
Beckford, 198.5~p.239. 
This st.a.temen·t must be viewed alongside tbe fact that. n<:• mov~ment. (other 
than Scientology) has ever t~'lljoyed many more than a thousaiJcl members at. any 
given time, therefore meaning that. it. has not. been possible for very ma11y people 
tu have had direct c"nt ad with these groups. 
Elaborating upon the at.t.raction of the so-called cults t.o the meclia, Bryan 
\\.ilsc•n puts forward the view that: 
'The movements are newsworthy partly because they are not local 
schisms, but are of exotic origin; the media are more effec-
tive; the movements themselves know how to exploit the oppor-
tunity for publicity, and devote themselves to this as a means 
of disseminating their ideas; and perhaps most importantly of 
all, they now generally recruit a different and more conspicu-
ous section of the population- the young.' 
Wilson, 1981,p.21 8. 
In this thesis I aim, through a content analysis of the British press accounts 
of new religjous movements, to develop a better understanding of the process of 
mass communicatioi1, the precise image of NRMs in the print media, and the 
cultural context in which religion can be made to appear controversial in the 
U.K. This research fills what I perceive to be a gap in sociological theorizing 
on the phenomenon of NRMs. By specifically highlighting the theme of 'press 
reaction', the debate within the sociology of religion may be discussed alongside 
the work concerning the mass media and deviance, thereby emphasizing a new 
slant within this broader sociological field. 
My research will involve explicit. comparison with the work of B. VanDriel on 
the Americ-an media, and fhat of Dobbelaere, Voet. and Verbeke on the press in 
Belgium. This analysis is intended t.o offer a modest form of cross cult. ural com-
parison. The Belgian study is also of interest as extra data (and int.erpr<-'t.ation) 
are presented, thereby allowing further comparisons and assessment .. The major 
drawback of this study, however, is that the sole contributor of press cuttings 
is listed as being the Unification Church - a factor which does limit. bot.h the 
article itself and the comparisons that can be drawn from it.. A more clet.ailecl 
discussion of bi)t.h studies may be found in section two of Chapter Four. 
This i he:-;i~ will also cont.ribuie t.u\•,·a.• ,_).:; the debate that. surrounds t.he in-
terpreta.ti(•Jl of t:h~ patlt-rns of rult.- r•·Jf11<:>cl runtnwersy. Disagreement. in this 
sphere is not sil!lply a.hout the ~·,.·:ctl policies relating t.o t.he management. of 
NRtv1 bas<:>d cu1J1 r••versies - b<•t.h frnm the point of view of defending the move-
ments' freedom to practise t.heir rdigiun \vit.hout. undue hindrance and from the 
point of view of defending their critics' right. to challenge wliat t.hey consider to 
be abuses of the civil rights of members and ex-members. A clisagreenwnt. abo 
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exists about the social and cultural factors which generate t.he controversies. 
I therefore intend to illustrate the fact that controversy in Britain around the 
perceived problem of 'cults' is socially constructed, and that. the media play a 
vital role in this construction. The 'cultic' label is used by the press in a pe-
jorative way to enhance the image of these groups as predominantly deviant, 
thereby outlining a dom!nant interpretation for public use. A brief review of 
the literature on deviance and its applicability to the media may be found in 
Chapter Two, with this debate having a bearing on the conclusions which are 
drawn in the final chapter of this work. 
The methods of my research are rooted in the widely accepted principles of 
content analysis as developed by Budd et al (1967), Holsti (1969), and Krippen-
clorf ( 1980), a discussion of which will ensue in Chapter Three. The principles are 
applied to items centrally com:ernecl w.ith NRMs and published in ~he Times, 
The Su.nday Times, the Daily Mail, and New Society in the period from January 
197.5 to December 1985. It is realised t:ha.t these i1ewspapers are not. particu-
larly representative, wit:h Thr Tim.l's aiming at. one sect.or of the- population, 
the Daily .Mail another, and N cw Society addressing itself to a smaller minority 
of slightly more specialized individuals. This press selection was made in part 
to facilitate comparisons between this study and van Driel's work on t.he U.S. 
print media. As a result. sweeping statements about 'the press' as a whole may 
not be made, yet it is hoped that. through a close examinat.ion of t.he chosen 
publications conclusions may be made as t.o the way:; in \\'hich these particular 
papers react. Some inclicat.ion a~; t.,) t.he broad outline •)f journalistic traits may 
also be tentatively reported. bowf'ver. thereby contributing some input to the 
overall picture. 
The term New Religious l:vlovement implies a generic phenomenon, and points 
tt) the assumption that there are particular features within these contemporary 
groups which set them apart from earlier innovations in the religious sphere. 
·New Reli.gious lvlovement.' refers principally to the groups which ba.ve at.t.ract.ed 
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the most publicity and/or notoriety, and aH.hough certain distinct.iv~ qualities 
may be identified once any form of interest is taken in the format., beliefs and 
practices of these movements, it becomes apparent that. they do differ in very 
many ways. These .differences are highlighted in the vignettes of these move-
ments which may be found in Appendix One, yet. it may be stated at the outset 
that their one overriding common feature is that they tend to be controversial. 
For the sake of strict comparability with van Oriel's analysis (the preliminary 
findings of which have already been p,ublished), only the following groups are 
counted as NRMs: the Unification Church, Scientology, Hare Krishna, Tran-
scendental Meditation; the Divii1e Ligh~ Mission, the Family of Love (otherwise 
known as the Children of God), Meher Baba, the Rajneesh Foundation, the 
\Vay International, the Jesus Movement, Campus Crusade, Youth for Christ., 
Navigators, the Church Universal and Triumphant, and Eckankar. Published 
items about four other minority religious movements (not usually categorized as 
NRMs) are also analysed in order t.o control for t.he common fador of being a 
minority. They are: Christian Science, the .Jt .. ho•vah 's \Vitnesses, the Salvation 
Arm_y iind the Amish or Mennonites. Adherence to the methods used by van 
Drie I i~ ft'lt to be important in this thesis, as useful comparisons may therefore 
be evoked. It has been noted, however, that. other NRMs are potent.ially of 
interest in 1his sphere (for example the Bugbrook Fellowship and Emin Ten), 
t.he inclusion of wbich wnulcl be fruitful in any extension of this work. A brief 
(•utlinf.' of the backgu··l;ild and teachings of each group will be given in Appendix 
One. 
C'Lapt er One di~··us:-;es t h~ debates t.bat surround t h·~ phenomenon of NR.1v1s 
in an att:empt t., -;]J. ,_,. i JJ<tt t.br> research reported in this thesis pursues a hitherto 
· 1..mcharted path. h1 f:]:;, 111 er Two i.he literature dealing with the mass media and 
images of deviance is discussed, thereby locating this work within the framework 
of the sociological ini.erpret.atioil of cleviance. Follmving this, Chapter Three be-
gins with a short. discussion on the uses of cont.ent analysis in t.he social sciencrs, 
which is then followed by the specific utilization of this mc:>thod in the present. 
study.. Chapter ~our ·contains the results generated through the application 
of this research method to the print media coverage of NRMs in Britain, fol-
lowed by a comparison between this study and that of van Driel in the U.S. 
and Dobbelaere and his colleagues in Belgium. Lastly, I conclude with some 
cmhments which serve to further the debate surrounding NRMs by highlighting 
potentially productive areas for future research. 
Chapter 1 
Theories of New Religious Movements : A Critical Analysis. 
1. Introduction. 
NRMs in Western democracies are a remarkable feature of the last tift.een 
years. Being t.ot.ally unexpecl.ed, difficult to explain, and; above all C•)ntmversia.L 
they have aroused great interest. among sociologists. This chapter will review the 
literature centrally concerned 'Nith these movements. The aim of t.he first. sedion 
is t.o illustrate the importance of prevailing controversy in the field, thereby 
establishing the sociological significance of this facet. of the debate. Despite 
being relatively small numerically, these 1i10vement.s have generated a high level 
of public at tent.ion, the mass media of communication playing a central role in 
thi~ respect. 1 shall argue that many theories tackling the problem of NRMs do 
m>t pay enuugh attention to the role of the mass media in the generation of cult. 
cnnt rovennes. 
Tlw scene therefore is initially set through a discussion of prominent. t.heories, 
with ::iJH"citic emphasis being given to the question 'what. is new about New 
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Religious Movements?' The next section of this Chapter examine:; the elements 
which may be cited as being particularly controversial, thereby highlighting t.he 
significance of these groups to many journalists through various channels. ( 1) 
Lastly, some conclusions will be drawn about the ways in which NRMs initia.t.e 
relationships with the British press in particular, an element in the debate which 
is especially important in this study. 
Thomas Robbins ( 1985) sets the scene when he suggests that the spiritual 
ferment of the past two decades in America (and by inference in Britain) may 
be divided into three overlapping periods. The first stage is labelled as a period 
of 'diffuse counter- cultural protest,' beginning in the mid-1960s and coming to 
a close in the early 1970s. The second phase is seen to begin at. t.he end of the 
1960s, and is at present waning. The latter half of this period is characterized by 
increasing controversy over 'destructive cults', and a scholarly and journalist.ic 
preoccupation with 'brainwashing', conversion and cc•mmitment. dynamics in 
·religio-therapeutic movements. Robbins also situated the emergence of the 'anti 
- cult· movement in this jund.ure, as well <-ts 1 he di\'ersincat ion of NRMs as 
the:-- muved away from their dependence on street. solicit at ion and sought. to 
r~t.rend1 and consolidate themselves. Recruitment statistics are seen t.o have 
declined during this time, while legal challenges to the movements increased. 
The third phase, according to this theory, is said t.o begin in the lat.e-1 970s 
and to continue through t9 the present, being characterized by the growth of 
'conservative' evangelical chun·hes and denominations, and t.he politicizat.ion of 
these _g;roups. A curious alliance behveen some NRivls alJCI evangelical groups 
may be seen tu have emerged during this time, as issues of ta.xati.-•Ji <tncl freedom 
of reli~ion came to the fore in the debate surrounding religit)J1. 
- - -
Robbins is culJc:erned primariiy with the second phase of develupment., and it 
is t.hrougL an emphasis on this period that we may also gain an insight. int.o tht: 
facets v:hi•h <t.rP intrinsic t.o NR.Ivis, tlualit.ies which make them c:ont.roversial in 
t.his his+.oric:al junct.ure. The format. of Western capitalist. society has eucoura.ged 
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the growth of these bodies in a way that is idiosyncratic to this time period, 
and through an investigation of the forces working together to produce this 
phenomenon we may come to an understanding of this distinctive aspect of 
present-day societies. 
Despite being largely overlooked by some theorists of NRMs, the power of 
the mass media in shaping public opinion and setting the agenda for ongoing 
debates in this sphere is central to the question in hand. This thesis is designed to 
remedy this general oversight partly by critically examining authoritative works 
on NRMs and partly by producing new empirical evidence about the account.s 
given of the movements in the British print-media. 
The term 'New Religious Movement' has been coined in recent years to de-
scribe in an unbiased way the phenomenon popularly known as the 'cult' or 'sect'. 
The term implies that. there are particular features exclusive to the present- day 
movements which are not shared by earlier generations of religious movements. 
:Oespi1:e this defin.ition, however~ J. Gordcm Melton ( 1987) highlights the debate 
which exists as to whether NH1vls are true]y a ]af.e :20t.h cent.ury phenomenon: 
'The groups popularly· ca·lled ''new religions'' did not suddenly 
burst upon the American public in the late 1960s. Alterna-
tive religions that participate in the theosophical·- occult 
-Eastern world view popularly called the ''New Religious Con-
sciousness'' have bee? part of the American scene for at least 
a century and a half and have steadily grown in force and size 
and influence since their first appearing in Swendenborgianism, 
Transcendentalism, and Spiritualism. Their dramatic blossoming 
in the 1970s can best be seen as the continuation of the grow-
ing presence of alternative religions within Western culture as 
a whole.' . 
1\-lelton, 1987d).87. 
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For the purposes of this study, however, it is important to note that recruits 
to NRMs tend to be young, single, white, middle class and well educated. This 
alone indicates that these groups are different from their nineteenth century 
'counterparts,' for example. As Melton points out, the sudden upsurge of these 
movements also sets them apart, as does the Eastern origin of many of their 
· philosophies. Their high visibility, controversiality and wide media coverage 
indicate not only the sociological significance of these groups themselves, but 
also important elements in their host societies, illustrating a phenomenon known 
as the construction and perpetuation of boundaries of the 'normal'. 
ii. ProiJlii1e11t Theories i11 the Field- of New Re·Iigious Moven1ent.s. 
The counter culture of the 1960s is heralded by some theorists as being the 
initial spark which caused the explosion of NRMs in the West. in the early 1970s. 
Stt>vt'n Tipton,( 1979) and Da~1iel Foss and Ralph Larkin(l976, 1986) fall into 
this cate~ury d theorists, with their emphasis upon the recent cuHural changes 
of \iVestern society as the most important factors in the propagation of these 
groups. 
Tipton ( 1979) highlights the 1970s in particular as being a period which 
witnessed a contlict and confusion in the field of moral ideologies. He pinpoints 
the role of NRMs in particular in combi-ning some of the products of the cotmt.er 
- cult:ure v1,;ith pre - existing sources of ethical feeling, thereby providing members 
flf these groups wii.h ways to overcome the problems thrown up in the 1960s: 
'The conflict of values between mainstream American culture and 
counter culture during the 1960s framed problems that alterna-
tive religious movements of the 1970s have resolved by mediat-
ing both sides of the conflicts and transforming their diver-
gent moral meanings. Contrasting styles of ethical evaluation 
have shaped this conflict and its mediation. These styles dis-
tinctively characterize the romantic tradition of the counter 
culture and the two traditions that underpin mainstream cul-
ture, biblical religion, and utilitarian individualism.' 
Tipton, 1979,p.286. 
Tipton divides NRMs into three broad categories or ideal t.ypes. 'Neo- Chris-
tian' groups are seen to recombine the expressive ethic of the counter culture 
with the authoritative ethic of Biblical religion, (for example t.he Children of 
God), while 'Neo- Oriental' movements join the expressive ethic with the regu-
lar (or human) ethics. Lastly,. 'human pot.ential'groups are seen to combine the 
expressive ethic witli a consequentialist ethic, whereby people join these groups 
in order to gain something practical and personal (for example Scientology). 
In this way Tipton's analysis may be said to be an articulation of two in-
terrelated perspectives, combining a societal integration thesis with the not.ion 
that t.he growth of NRMs responded to a broad cultural transformation and 
crisis of meaning, which was in turn due in part to the disruption of American 
ci-.;·il religion. Although interesting on a classificatory and explanatory level, 
t.he role of the mass media in the shaping of the controversy and formation of 
boundaries (for example t.he 'culture versus counter - culture dichotomy) is !lot 
taken Into acccount in this theory. This oversight is highlighted by Tiptou's cat.-
egorizat:ion of NRMs as 'nt>o-Christ.ian ', 'neo-Orienial', and 'human-pot.ent.ial' 
without reference to the pnhlir pt>rception of 'cult.s'. Content analysis of Brit.ish 
priuHJJetlia H'jY•r!.s of N RIVls. a::; will be shov.·n in Chapter Four, has found that. 
lit.t.]e emphasis is put on these distinctions, whilt> broad generalisations (for ex-
ample, 'cults brainwash young people') encourage indiscrimina.t.e grouping of t.l1e 
various movements into a single, pejorativE' category. 
The ideas of Daniel Foss and Ralph Larkin ( 1976) are based upon a similar 
analytical premise to Tipt.on:s theory. They argue that t.he counter - cult.IIrP 
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sparked off a number of groups which offered members ways of coming t.o terms 
with the 1960s phenomenon: 'On some level formerly dissident. youth had to 
make peace with the dominant structure or die.'(1976 p.6.) 
These groups were seen to take the form of either authoritarian communes, 
mechanistic Marxist parties, Oriental sects, or various Christian groups. In this 
way NRMs were classified as being the 'fag- end' of the counter culture; a facet 
which in itself may attnict publicity. Yet the role· of the mass media in the 
formation of public responses is not dealt with by Foss and Larkin. 
Taking a somewhat similar stance (albeit. with a different emphasis), Freder-
ick Bircl's ( 1979) tripartite typology aims to explain the reasons for the rise of the 
so called 'cults'. The theoretical basis of this sche~ne is the belief that, following 
the advent of 'multiple, relativistic and comparatively permissive moral expecta-
tions, '(Bird, 1979, p.344.) feelings of moral accountability have been aggravated. 
The nature of modeni society is examined, and Bird argues that external and 
internal expectations conceri1ing moral obligations are out. of balance, produc-
i11g a great. dilemma. for many. This allegedly increases t.he popul<t.rit.y of NRMs 
whiclL he feels, ' .. tend to encourage among their a.clherenb a reduced sense of 
nJoral acwunt.ability.' ( 1979, p.33.5.) 
Bircl's argument. is that. the relationship between followers, masters and the 
sources of sacred power revered in NRMs falls into three broad categories of 
'devotees,' 'disciples' and 'apprentices'. Devotees are seen to surrender them-
selves to a 'holy master·orultimat.e reality to whom they a.ti ribute superhuman 
pnwers of consciousness.' ( 1979, p.336 ), while dis·-ipl<"s ·prugressively seek to 
m·as1er spiritual and.'ur physical disciplines in ,-,1. !er t 1 • hcLieve a state of enlight-
enment. and self- bc..nrwny, often follo-.·;ing th• • ··;tn:pk- of a revered teacher.' 
( 1979, p.3:36.) Apprentices, ._-m the u1 her hand. · . .-wd~ to masi.er particular psy-
chic, shamanic and tlwrepeutic skilh in 1xder t.• • tap and release sacred powers 
'Nithin themselves.· ; I •J/9, p.:33t!) 
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Bircl's approach is useful• in that it pays specific attention to the doctrinal, 
metaphysical and moral teachings of NRMs in such a way that their practical 
ethics may be examined, allowing clear distinctions to be made between groups. 
Most importantly, this scheme links t.he discussion of types of NRMs to the 
sphere of moral change and conflict in modern societies. NRMs are therefore 
shown to exist in an important relationship with major trends and for<_:es, a facet 
of this theory which is of particular importance to our discussion. 
Despite these advantages, however, Wallis criticizes Bird's theory for being 
too narrow; 'While it may be true for some converts and especially true for 
. certain movements, the theory over- generalises a limited and particular feature 
into ·a universal explanation.' (1984, p.69.) 
It can also be cri~icized for present purposes for ignoring the societal re-
sponses to NRMs' various ways of avoiding moral accountability. One wonders, 
for example, how each type of movement fits into 'cult controversies', but Bird 
1s silent· on this question. 
The theory of Daniel Bell (] 9713) comes to a superficially similnr viewpoint 
to that of Bird, but. from a different st.a.rting point. Post - inclust.rial society is 
seen to be fragmenting into three different spheres; culture, economy and society. 
Religion is said to become more marginal to the power centre of life in the West 
as a result. At. the same time, ~1owever, Bell argues that d.irect. experience is 
sought when tbe institutional framework of a society breaks up. He at.t.ributes 
this tendency to man's desire for personal feelings, and sees the cult as meet.ing 
this need for some. ln this jJerspective. NRMs are not seen to be <1uthentically 
religicms, but t.o be mainl:,i n.bout. con~traint. and control ··a phenc•HW!IC>Il induced 
by- the vacuum in mf~anin.(! created by ll1e decline of mainstream religions. 
Butl1 Bircl's typolo,gy anci Bell's theory may be seen to haYe explanatory 
value, as the eruption of NRMs into \i\Testern life and the nature of the con-
troversy surroundillg them are peculiar t.o this specific historical jtmdure. But. 
neither Bell nor Bird examine factors such as the role of the mass media in bc.t.h 
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framing, reporting and therefore helping to influence 'cults' and public opinion 
about them. This is surprising, for the public controversies about NRMs are 
pervaded by moral issues and should not, therefore, be divorced from wider 
questions about. moral change in the host. societies. Bell, in particular, could be 
accused of failing .to distinguish clearly _between the moral concerns of NRMs 
and the moral concerns about NRMs. Evidence about the latter can be found in 
mass-media accounts of the movements, as will become clear in Chapter Four. 
A more sensitive approach to these contextual issues might be expected in 
Robert Wuthnow's ( 1976, 1978) examination of growing interest in alt.emat.ive 
religion. He identifies a gradual yet profound change in the cultural sphere of 
American society, a change which he identifies as the 'consciousness reformation'. 
This altered consciousness is said to have affected people's basic conceptions of 
themselves and the meanings that. they ascribe to their worlds. 
- Based on lengthy interviews with a thousand people who were randomly 
selected in the San Fransisco Bay area, Wuthnow's findings are not. intended to 
represent v1.rhat. is happening throughout. America: yet lte does at.t.empt. t.o reveal 
the underlying causes and processes of cult.m:al change in a way that. holds t.rue 
for the rest of the lT.S. He accomplishes this by carefully relnting data on t.l1e 
belief systems of those whom he sampled t.o actual changes in their lifestyles, 
values, political behaviour, and so on. 
Belief in the supernatural is said to be m decline, and rugged individual-
ism is felt t.o be no longer prominent.. Correspondingly, W'ut.hnow identifies a 
.rr:n"CJ ~ Pr r.-·iian ce on science (and especially on social science), which emphasises 
;:1;;' 'llij)(•rt.<HJ<·e ·A social, economic and cultural forces in human affairs. More 
rt'C•''Jt!y. the <1ut.bor cites an increase in the pop1:larit.y of mystical or experi-
enti <t.i liHderst.aHdings of reality which rt>ly more • 1n int uit.ive insights int.o t.he 
nature and meanings of life than on logical or philosophical explanations - a 
facet nf life which he deems t.o be of grr'al imp(1rt.ance. Such changes, according 
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to Wuthnow, have in turn had a significant i'mpact on the economy, political 
life, standards of moral conduct and styles of family life. 
The new consciousness examined in this theory has, claims Wutlmow, 'ush-
ered in a new era of increased social experimentation, novelty and diversity 
which promises to remain a basic feature of our society.' (1978' p.19). This 
diversity is seen to offer greater freedom of choice, as well as to increase greatly 
the difficulty of maintaining social harmony and cohesion.· 
Wuthnow's contribution to the New Religious Movement debate is of some 
interest, as· he not only looks at the problem in a broad perspedive, but he 
also attempts to anchor this information in empirical research. It must be said, 
however, that this theory does: not examine the public controversies that have 
emerged due to this 'consciousness reformation'. Indeed, a major shortcoming of 
the whole project was the complete neglect of the most controversial NRM, the 
Unification Church. This movement was totally neglec:t.ed in the collection of 
par}ers on NRMs that was edited by· Glock and Bellah ( 1976) as part. of the San 
Fransisco Bay area study. Moreover, as questions were no1. asked in interviews 
about. the controversial aspects of NRMs and the new religious consciousness, a 
valuable opportunity to discover whether moral assessments of NRMs were also 
changing was therefore missed. Only Lindt (1979) and Beckford (198.5) have 
subsequently paid attention to the public response to NRMs. 
A considerably more negative assessment of NRMs can be found 111 Bryan 
\\Tilson's work ( 1976}. Like \Vuthnow, ·wilson discusses the distinctiveness of 
contemporary religious groups and feels that it is to be expected tha1 new and 
often highly specialized religious cults should come into being as o)]d religious 
inst itut.ions and beliefs lose their social significance and appear nd1 urally less 
i:1.nd less credible t.o more and more people. These modern 'religious cults,' as 
\Vilson calls them, are seen to ofl"er new t.herapif's. new access t.o power. no:w 
modes of personal assurance, ' ... and oc:casic,nally. though wit.h le~s emphasis and 
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more vagueness, even suggest something like the new social order.' (Wilson, 
1976, p9.5 ). 
Wilson notes that some theorists regard the NRMs as representing a religious 
revival, but he sees them as confirming the process of secularization which he 
finds to be intimately related to the decline of community, to increased social 
mobility, and to the impersonality of role - relationships in the modern world. 
He states: 
'They indicate the extent to which religion has become inconse-
quential for modern society. The cults represent, in the Amer-
ican phase, ''the religion of your choice'', the highly_priva-
tized preference that reduces religion to the significance of 
pushpin, poetry or popcorn. They have no real consequence for 
other social institutions, for political power structures, for 
technological constraints and controls. They add nothing to 
any prospective reintegration of society, and contribute noth-
ing towards the culture by which a society might live.' 
'\Tilson. 197(L p.9G. 
Despite their supposed ineffectiveness in bringing change, \Vilson feels t.hat 
t.he 'cults' reject. the instrumental rationality of modern societ.y i:mcl largt> scale 
impersonal social order, and argues: 
' ... whereas earlier religious revivals, revivalism within a re-
ligious tradition, led to a reintegration of the individual so-
cial order, the new cu~ts proposed to take the individual out 
of his society, and to save him by the wisdom of some other 
wholly exotic body of belief ana practice.' 
'Vilson~ 1 97G, p.98. 
1 [, 
Contemporary society is said by Wilson to be less legitimated than any pre-
viously existing social system, partly due to the collapse of a shared conception 
of a transcendent order. Consumer ethics demand the rejection of the 'culture of 
postponement' and in its place they offer a cult of 'present realization.' Within 
this change of focus Wilson characterizes the value of the NRMs as follows: 
'It is wholly characteristic for new religious movements to fa-
cilitate mobililty, quicker ways to the spiritual top, that cut 
through the encrustations of ritual, institutionalism, intel-
lec;tualism, and the whole apparatus of scholarship that re-
ligions tend to accrete. Thus, the instancy and the urgency 
are not in themselves new, but their combination with intensive 
subjectivism, rejection of the culture, and the preoccupation 
with the self is new.' 
Wilson, 1976~ pp.l00-101. 
vVilsun·s conclusion is that; 'Secularization ... is t.lie major contemporary t.raiJS-
f,_,nn<t1 ion of religion, against which the culfs are likely t.o be uo more than 
tr~.nsient and volatile gestures of defiance.' ( 1976,p.l12.) 
\i\Tilson 's ba!>ic premise may therefore be seen to be the Parsonian view that 
a 'normal' society is integrated by shared values, and a 'normal' person is con-
trolled by internalized restraints. In this way religion is regarded as a functional 
r(:'.quirement f1•r t.he maintenance of the social syst.Pm al!Cl t.lw personality, pro-
viding that it performs t.he controlling functioJJs. Tlwse imp;:.rt.anl. ass.umptions 
help tu explain the disqualification (by definition) of cf'rt.ain groups which do 
llCJt restraiu emotion, as well as aiding the formulation of a general critique of 
i lw t.heory. 
\iVilson 's theory can be used as a. ion] for highlighting some of the more con-
troversial aspeds of NR.tvls which iu turn lf~acl journalists to generate a generally 
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unfavourable view of these· groups. He emphasises the inability of the cults t.o 
radically change the 'dominant' social order, and he stresses that the alternative 
views perpetrated by the new religions tend to be 'world rejecting' and therefore 
perceived as somewhat threatening by outsiders. Finally, the supposed lack of 
legitimation that is said to exist in society is cited by Wilson as one reason for 
people to be sensitive to competing conceptualizations of the world. 
One particularly interesting facet of Wilson's views of NRMs is his emphasis 
upon the role of stereotyping in the mass media. A stereotype is regarded as 
a widely held, constructed image of a group which uncritically ascribes certain 
stock. descriptions which tend to be one - sided, exaggerated or biased. The 
stereotype of cults is seen by Wilson to conform t.o prevailing prejudices, re-
flecting and reinforcing them. It is therefore felt to be resistant to change -
even in the face of disconfirming factual evidence. In this way, the stereotype 
is seen to be most frequently used with respect to social groups or movements 
about which there is widespread ignorance, and which do not share conven-
tional assumptions. Thus, the stereotype presenl.s <1 simplt-' hut. biased image 
of a complex phenomenon, and Wilson reit.eri:ltes the fRet 1 hat stereotypes of 
unfamiliar or new religions have almost always been nega1 iYe. Ti:Jday's NRMs, 
for example, are condemned because they are held to promote commitment to 
exuti• •mmtries or cultures. The amassing of wealth has been another peren-
nial ac\usation, as has been the onslaught of 'brainwashing', the break up of 
families and 'unhealthy' living conditions. Wilsori states; 'What is remarkable 
about these stereotypes is that they have been recurrent in recent hist.ory and 
have been widely applied to quite diverse religious mnvements at various times.' 
( 1976,p.114). 
Rumours or authentic facts about one group can thus be recycled t.o fit. other 
groups, the assumption being that all so - called cults can be lumped together 
and described in the same way. One particularly prominent. example of confusion 
occurred in Th r Times ( 4.11.8.5) where an account of parents 'kidnapping' t.heir 
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son, who had joined the Church of Scientology, appeared under the headline 
'Parents Kidnapped Moonie Son.' 
In sum, although Wilson has paid little explicit attention to th~ controversies 
surrounding NRMs, it. is possible to infer that he would expect. them to arise 
because of the challenges that. some movements represent to prevailing moral 
sentiments and social structures. It might also be expected that. controversies 
would arise from conflict bet\veen movements competing for followers in roughly 
the .same religious 'market place'. Only a study of the precise mechanisms of 
societal response to NRMs, however, would be able to test. these expectations. 
A rather different. theoretical and conceptual approach to NRMs is found in 
the work of Roy Wallis. Although he has not subsequently refined the terms in 
which he analysed t.he societal response to Scientology ( 1976) as an example of 
deviance amplification! his typology of NRMs' responses to the world deserves 
scrutiny for any light. t:hat it. may throw on cult-related controversies (Wallis, 
1984). The early work merits dose at.t.ent.io11 before the usefulness of t.he lat.t.er 
typology can be assessed for present. purp•)ses. 
Drawing heavily upon the work oft he deviancy amplification theorists (and· 
St.anley Cohen.in part:irular), \Vallis pub forward t.he idea i.hat. Scientology has 
been vie\':ed by society in a manne: approaching moral panic. He acknowl-
t>dges t.he fnct., however, that. the moral c>nt.repreneurs and social ront.n .1 agents 
involved appear to ac:cP.pt. the cla'lsic model which sees deviance leading t.CI sn-
c.iet:al reaction, while tlw Scientolugis1.s themselves prefer the notion of social 
reaction leading 1-o deviancf' in a (crude) form of the labelling theory. 
. -
VVhatever the sources of moral panic, \Vallis vie\'.'S the mass media as being 
central to its propagation. He cites the work ofColwn, who states: 
'The mass media operate with certain definitions of vh~t is news-
worthy. It is not that instruction manuals exist telling news-
men that ce~tain subjects (drugs, sex, violence) will appeal 
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to the public or that certain groups (youth, immigrants) should 
be continually exposed to scrutiny, rather there are built-in 
factors ranging from the individual newsman's intuitive hunch 
about what constitutes a ''good story'', through precepts such 
! 
as ''give the public what it wants'' to structural ideologi-
cal biases, which predesposes the media to make a certain event 
into news.' 
Cohen, 1980, p.45. 
Wallis elaborates upon this idea by saying that: 'The media typically build 
upon labels imputed to individuals and groups, elaborating a stereotype which 
will render the phenomenon intelligible and "predictable" to the readership in 
terms of general cult. ural images.' ( 1975, p.92.) 
\Ve may see the t.crm 'stereotype' being used once more to explain the labels 
imputed to NRMs and the subsequent picture that emerges. This concept may 
tlwrefore be cleenwd 1 o be uf great. import.anct~ in tile handling c,f the present 
phenomenon. 
The 'morRl cn.tsaders' located by \Vallis as being instrumental in the effec-
tive at.tack on Scientology i11clude; state agencies, doctors and psychiatrists, 
clisgmntlecl ex-members, relatives of Scientologists, neighbours of Scientology 
establishments, and the press. Each group is seen by Wallis to benefit. in some 
way from the crusade, however righteous· their moral" indignation. Charact.eriza-
ticms of Scientology as 'fraudulent', 'brainwashing', 'hypnot.ic', 'quack' and so on 
served to lt>gitimate attitudes adopted by the crusading groups and individuals, 
and their demand for social control of the movnnenL 
Tht~ press fonncl what Wallis outlines as 'sensational cupy' in Scient<)logy and 
1 he allep;at ions made about it. In the- words uf Youn,g : 
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'The mass media in Western countries are placed in a competitive 
situation where they must attempt constantly to maintain and 
extend their circulation. A major component of what is news-
worthy is that which arouses public indignation. Thus the me-
dia have an institutionalized need to expose social problems, 
to act as if they were the personified moral censors of their 
readership.' 
Young, 1971, p.103. 
There certainly appears prima facie to be a lot of truth in Young's view as 
well as in Wallis's interpretation of the interests at stake in attempts to control 
Scient.ology. In neither case, however, are the assertions confirmed by empirical 
evidence except. by way of illustration. It is one thing to collect. press cuttings 
which confirm t.he 'moral entrepreneur' thesis: but it is quite another matter 
mef.hodologically 1.o examine a random samr>lt> of all mass-media items in order 
t.o determine <11·curctfely the extent. and int.,ousify of htllt>llin,g. stereotyping, nnd 
moral indig;nat ion. \Vallis's arguments are, of course, plausible, but. they need 
to be supported by more reliable evidence t.han was available t.o him. 
The question now is whether Wallis's subsequent construction of a typology 
of NRMs affords greater leverage on the issues of societal response to deviant. 
movements. The typology has the form of a logi<:al trichotomy. the elements of 
which constitute an exhaustive set of ways in which a New Religious Movement 
may orient: itself to t.he social world. The resulti11g types are world-reject.iou, 
world-accommodation and world-affirmat.i.:•J:. VYallis sees social cbfferent.iat.ion as 
leading tu the eme.rgenr.e of distinctive sociai groups and st.rat.a whose world-view 
mi.e;ht. overlap with those of neighbouring groups only marginally. Underlying 
his typology is t.he belief that.; 'New Reli,e;~ou:; Movements have - in substan-
tial measure - developed in response to, and as at.t.empt.s t.o grapple wit.h t.he 
<'•)nsequences of, rationalization.' ( 1984, p.41) In t.his way advanced indust.ria.l 
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·societies are seen to maintain a situation of religious pluralism in which religious 
institutions and collectivities are in competition for a clientele. Shifts in market. 
demand are felt to lead to a shift in the character of products supplied, and in 
this way Wallis explains the upsurge of the New Religious Movements with their 
idiosyncratic beliefs and practices. 
Wallis aims to explain the attraction of various groups to people in different 
social circumstances, while acknowledging the extensive 'middle ground' between 
the different forms of movement. This scheme is helpful in that it. emphasizes 
the fact that no NRM actually conforms with the depiction of any logical type 
and that specific groups may represent complex mixtures of orientations. It. 
also draws attention to affinities between the messages of certain NRMs and the 
social circumstances in which potential recruits find themselves, an important. 
addition to any general theory in this sphere. But. the classificatory criterion 
of Wallis's typology has been criticized for being too ambiguous as the term 
'response to the world' is very much open to personal interpretation (Beckford, 
1 (l ., - ) .:~{').') . Moreover, distinct. ions are not made i 11 t.his t.ypc•logy conct:rning tht: 
varying relationships between the movements· teachings and practices and tht: 
beliefs of individual members, and this is aw,:.t.iler r.ause of criticism. 
But. for present purposes the most serious shortcomiiJg of \Vallis's typology 
is that. it refers ahnost. exclusively to matt.ers of doctrine, belief and value within 
NRl'vJs. and entirely neglects the social forces which come to bear on these move-
ments from the outside. Thus, while \Vallis plausibly demonstrates affinities 
between types of NRI'vl and distinctive clienteles. based on the assumption that 
the mc•vement..; · teachings. practices, and vah.ies are differentially attractive to 
dift'erent social strata and constituencies, he is unable t.o explain differences in 
so:Jciet.al respm1ses to NRMs in terms of his typology. ln fact, t.he question is not 
even broached in the monograph ( 1984) ·which Ct)ntains t.he most. fully developed 
versi(ln of his typology. It is not. surprising, t.herefnre, that the typology plays 
no part in a more recent attempt to discover cross-national responses to NRtvls. 
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In another informative article forthcoming in Sociologica.l A na.lysis, Roy Wal-
lis ( 1988) examines specifically the differences between the public response to 
NRMs in the U.E:. and U.S.A., and therefore may be seen to link directly with 
this present study. He reduces this differentiation primarily t.o a mat.t.er of the 
level at which public regulation of the movements is effective within the bounds 
set by the First Amendment to the Federal Constitution and by the unwritten 
constitution of the U.K. His argument. is summarized as follows : 
'The high level of institutionalised toleration and protection 
of minority and civil rights, plus the constitutional protec-
tion of religion in America has created a situation where the 
state machinery has little effective power to control NRMs. 
Thus problems escalate until the Federal apparatus can inter-
vene or the local machinery can overcome its natural reluctance 
to a:ct. In the U.K. c·ontrols are stricter earlier. Public of-
ficials are less susceptible to pressure not to act in enforce-
ment of regulations; many of the legal right& claimed in the 
U.S.A. do not exist, and there is less recourse against exec-
utive or legislative (sic) action by constitutional rights or 
''due process''.' 
\Vallis, 1988. 
In this way, \Valli:; sees i.he l.l.I\. as being more repress1ve earlier, but. it 
possibly ha.s a more to}erant. climate in t.be long run. l'v'la:;sive differences un-
doubtedly separate t.he American and British sysl.ems of law and politics, and 
they bave clearly shaped the clevelopmellt. of cult controversies in each country. 
Despite the relevance of this insight, however, Wallis places su~h a. high level of 
importance upon t.he differences bet.v.reen t lw t.\vn <:C•lmtries that he overlooks the 
grounds on which, and the processes whereby, issues are publicly defined as c011-
t.roversial in the two countries. In short, Wallis's argument. entirely ignores the 
fact that, in the U.K. and the U.S.A. alike, the print media have accounted for 
NRMs in such a way as to create a highly unfavourable image of them: This may 
have been done more for the sake of journalistic appeal than with the intention 
of combating the movements directly, yet it remains the case, as will be made 
clear in Chapter Four, that the mass media present a largely uniform image of 
controversial NRMs as abnormal and threatening on both sides of the North 
Atlantic. Given the dependenc~·\;hat. most people have on the mass media for 
their opinions about public matters, it. would be very surprising if journalistic 
accounts did not therefore constitute an irreducible and effective constraint on 
the activities of most NRMs, and in this way Wallis's account may be viewed 
as incomplete clue t.o the lack of reference to this sphere. 
The regulation argument may also be criticized on a number of relevant 
·points; t:lw level of frustration experienced by the leaders of NRMs in the U.K. 
is lil;.e]y 1 ..:. b<" considerably lower 1.h~tn among their American counterparts clue 
i.o t be nK•l e modest expeet.at.ions ufreligious freedom in the U.K.; the size of t.he 
movements in both countries and t.lw location of t.beir leaders and headquarters 
are important here; as is their differential levels of wealth and power (meanin.g 
thai. expensive law suit.s could not. be embarked upon as easily iu Britain.) .For 
the purposes of this study, however, the neglect of mass media coverage of the 
phenomenon may be seen to be of vital importance. 
Stark and Bainbridge ( 1981) also attempt tc' rationalize the recent growth of 
New Heligiuus ~vlovements and define secularization as being a self -limiting phe-
nomenmL the reveJsal of which is manifested in t.he development. of NR.Ms. They 
argut> 1 hat the countervailing processes of 'revivar and 'religious innovation' are 
both import::tnt. The concept. of revival refers t.o the schismatic formation of new 
sects whicl1 emerge from dr>caying religi.-•us t.r<tcli"t.ions \Vhich have 'secularized' in 
the sense of having become t.ame au.J \V(Irldly. Religious innovation, on t.he ot.her 
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hand, embodies the process of controversial NRM development., a phenomenon 
which is interpreted as the replacement for the weakened older faiths. 
In this way Stark and Bainbridge acknowledge the existence of secularization, 
yet. it. is felt that the market. for religions is dynamic, having a constant flux of 
new organizations and a frequent demise of others. In this way secularization is· 
seen to be a constant feature of the life- cycle of religious organisations. Success-
ful religious organizations may therefore fail to maintain a high level of tension 
with the surrounding society -and thereby drift towards churchly accommoda-
tion. · Stark and Bainbridge maintain, therefore, that controversy surrounding 
any NRM' is likely to be trailsient rather than pennanent, adding an interest-
. ing twist to the debate. The implication seems to be that as a NRM cannot 
remain controversial, it must either become more conformist or fade away. This 
overlooks the possibility that the grounds for considering a NRM controversial 
may change over time. The role of the mass-media in framing the terms of such 
cr•ntroversy wbtl'lcl be ii11porlai1t, but. Stark and Bainbridge have seen no reason 
tr, study it spt'cifically. 
Hubbin::; (l98S) argues that the emerging crisis of religion is in part a con-
sequ(:>nr.e of the increasingly comprehensive state regulation within society. He 
believes that any expansion and diversification of the activities of religious groups 
can easily lead to an increase in tension:; with the state. This is especially likely 
t.o happen with controversial NRMs: 'Groups such as the linificat.ion Church or 
the Church of Scientology are situated at. the cutting edge of the church/state 
tension because they are highly diversified and multifunctional entities with their 
fill_g:ers in numerous pies.' ( 1985,p.9) 
Robbins is quick t.o point out. that this frontier position is also held by many 
.-.t.ber religious organizations (such as the resurgent. evangelical movements), yet 
l1e feels thai t.ht' various groups that are stigmatized as 'cults' would appear 
i.(• provide extreme .-xamples of t.his phenomenon on the grounds t.hat.: ' ... cults 
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are controversial in part because they are particularly diversified and mult.ifunc-
tiona! enclaves lying outside the web of regulation which increasingly enmeshes 
"secular" organizations.' (198.5,p.9.) The unfamiliarity of NRMs to the public 
at. large, coupled with their lack of 'grass roots' support, may well be important. 
in their vulnerability to stigmatization, stereotyping and social control, facets 
whicl1 are of great importance for present purposes. 
Although Robbins has not methodically studied the processes whereby NRMs 
are stigmatized and therefore rendered even more vulnerable to cont'rol by agen-
cies of the st:ate, it. is implicit in his perspective that the mass-media play an 
important part in these processes. In particular, he has suggested ( 1985) that .. 
the 'problem of cults in the U.S.A. has been 'meclicalized' by various moral 
entrepreneurs and agents of social control in order to bring unconventional spir-
itualities and life-styles within the ambit of approved methods for coping with 
perceived pathologies in social and psychological realms'. It. remains to be seen 
whether a similar process of the meclicaliza.t.ion of deviant religion can be de-
tec1ed in t.he British print-media. 
There has been only ont" empirical study rA the Brit..ish mct.ss media's por-
t.rayal of religion, namely, the project on ':dedia portrayals of religion and their 
reception', which was conducted at Leeds University by Dr. Eim Knott. be-
tween .1982 and 198:3. T\'v·o reports on this· project (Knott, 1 98~), 1984) describe 
its theoretical rationale, methods and principal findings. The aim was 1.o comple-
ment a parallel project. on 'Conventional and common religion' by inve$t.igat.ing 
the complex relationship between religion in general and t.he mass media. TIH" 
invest.igation took the form t)f. tirst, a content. <t.nalysis of five selected publico-
·buns and television pmgra.mmes and. second. a que.st.ic•nnaire survey of public 
responses t.o th·· rnedia·s p(ori rayal of religiun. 
Alt. hough the projert was not designed t l) investiga.t.e t.he media's portrayal 
of NRMs i11 particular, S(•IJW of it.s conclusic•ns have a bearing on t.his t.opic. li 
·r ~·) 
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was found, for example, that 'The media are almost. directly responsible for con-
temporary knowledge and opinions about astrology and horoscopes, the Turin 
Shroud, other world faiths and the "Moonies".' (Knott, 1983,p.17) This finding 
appears to justify the dec: is ion to focus the present study on print media accounts 
of NRMs such as the U.C. More important for present. purposes, however, was 
the conclusion that two processes were central to the media's portrayal of re-
ligion in Britain: 'the media reflect and reinforce contemporary wisdom; they 
bring new ideas into the public arena and popularise them' (Knott, 1984,p.32). 
It will be argued in Chapter Four that the British print media have indeed been 
active in reinforcing public: stereotypes about 'normal' and 'deviant' religion as 
well as about religious innovations such as NRMs. Finally, there will also be 
confirmation of the view that 'Religion in the media, just like anything else, is 
subject to the media's own irrepressible rhetoric: and style'. (I\nott, 1984,p.31). 
James Beckford ( 1985) tackles the societal response to NRMs specifically in 
his hook entitled· Cult: ContTOuersics, The Societal Rr.sponsc to New Rehgio·us 
Afoufm.r.nis, and this work also merits a close examination. Looking at. the rise 
of NRMs and their subsequent. highly controversial st.ai.us, BPckford warns that.: . 
'New religious movements, in the most general sense of the term, 
are by no means restricted to the present &istorical juncture. 
Indeed, the religious history of the west in modern times could 
be written as a continuous dynamic activating, at one moment, 
massive structures of religious stability and, at another, forces for 
change and restructuring.' 
Beckford~ 1985,p.24. 
The author folk)\·\·s on from this, however, by tentatively suggesting that. 
prt>st>nt.-day NRMs an· sigJJinc:;.mt.ly different. at least from their prf'clecessors 
in the post-Refurmat.iun era .in the western world i11 respt>d of their visibility, 
the form of opposition to them, the religious 'career' of their members and t.he 
political economy of the groups. 
This approach highlights the ways m which NRMs are inserted into their 
host. societies, allowing us to view these groups as distinctive sets of social rela-
tionships. With this aim in mind Beckford constructs an 'internal-external' axis 
thereby enabling special attention to be given t.o the processes in which NRMs 
are produced, reproduced, and transformed. Thus: 
'The main object of the proposed framework is to emphasise the 
··association between NRMs profiles of internal relationships and 
their differential susceptibility to controversy. In short, 
the ways in. which people join, participate in, and eventually 
leave NRMs all help to explain why certain movements become em-
broiled in particular controversies. In turn, the character 
of controversies f~eds back into the way in whic~ NRMs recruit, 
motilize and lose their members. The framework is designed to 
highlight this dynamic association.' 
Beckford, 198.5,pp.77-78. 
In this way Beckford illustrates that the political and mural eronomy of 
NRMs is concerned with the production of both ideas and m<'t.t.erial resomce:;, 
thereby emphasizing the fad that ideas and values do not evc,Jve in a vacuum, 
but. play an important part jn reflecting and affect in.!?; the maJerial circumstances 
in which religious movements have to operate. Tl1is t.ypr.•logy illumi11at.es the 
high clf'gree of organizat.iC>nal purpose, control and direction of these movements, 
with tl1e t.lwurist. stressing that they have at their centre carefully circumscribed 
collectivities uf aciors and resources oriented towards specific goals. This image 
contrasts with t.he hitherto popular feeling that. NRMs arf' nothiug hut. ·currents 
of diffuse sent.iment.s or dispositions' voiced by many. 
Beckford argues that the inclusion of 'economy' is essential to t.be a11n of 
explaining the process of change which takes place in the mode of insertion of 
NRMs in societ.;y, as it attempts to accou!1t for the .establishment of priorities 
which in turn help to determine changes in the interaction of members of these 
groups with outside people, collectivities and institutions. 
The typification of internal relationships is based primarily on the character, 
strength, and valency of the bonds between people in NRMs. Because of this, 
Beckford feels that the configuration of bonds reflects a movement's distinc-
tive profile, and he outlines several forms of membership, including 'devotees', 
'adepts', 'clients', 'patrons' and 'apostates'. This enables Beckford to typify 
NRMs on ·the basis of their external relationships with various institutional 
spheres and organizations. The terms 'refuge', 'revitalisation: and 'release' are 
used to describe the basic patterns of relationships, and in this way it is felt that 
an explanation of subsequent controversies may be generated. 
In his discussion oft·hese·paHerns of.inl:crnal and ext.emal relationships Beck-
ford emphasises several poi nt.s. He argues firstly th <i1 the clominan t. modes of 
economic activity in the host. ~ociety a.re reproduced t.cJ varying degrees in most. 
refuges, the highly utopian ones· being: tlJe cmly groups to differ. The associa-
t.icms between the modal types of internal and external relationships in NRMs 
are shown to be both loose and variable, and here Beckford stresses the point. 
that t.he profile of each movement's modes of insertion can help t.o explain how 
and why it. is involved in controversies. 
A positive link between the strengths of a movement's relationships with 
the outside world and its readiness to defend it.s interests by resorting I.() judicial 
procedures and senllar notions of const.it.ut.ional righb is shovvn to exist in many 
uf the NRMs in question. This shows tltat <t. NR.M may use the resources of i.he 
wider society in its 'mode of insertion' to further (or prnt.ect.) it.s own collective 
interests, and in this way Beckford attempts t.u Pxplain t.he means by which the 
beliefs of members are c:ultivat.ed by NRMs, rather than the reasons why people 
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hold :.hese ideas. This major tenet of his theory sets it apart from earlier work 
in this field, echoing in part the work of Thomas Robbins. For him the changing 
focus of sociological inquiry concerning the phenomenon of NRMs reflects a 
growing concern with 'cult - controversies' and pertinent church - state issues, 
which in turn overshadow an earlier drive to illuminate the cultural meaning of 
NRMs and what. these new groups meant for societal transformation. 
The essence of Beckford's scheme is therefore that the modern 'cult.- contro-
versies' are a result of numerous overlapping fears and grievances about NRMs 
which reflect the movements'· modes of insertion in society. Allegations of brain-
washing, deception, fraud, exploitation, profiteering, the break up of families, 
manipulation, authoritarian leaders, links with undemocratic political forces and 
regimes, plus unjustifiably harsh treatment of perceived enemies are outlined, 
t.o name but. a few. 
Critiques of this work include; Champion, 1986; Hexham. 1986; ·wallis, 198.5; 
Regan, 1986; Hemming, 1985; Hill, 1986; Roberts, 1986; and Turner, 198.5. 
Alt h•:.11glt t.be:'•" articles do not g() into any great. depth in their discussion of 
Cu.!! C'outr.,vu.>ics, one or two interesting points do emerge in the course of 
tl1eir discussion. 
Roy Wallis highlights what he feels. t.o be an over-emphasis on one NRM; 
the l!nification Church. Beckford's conceptual scheme is seen by Wallis t.o of-
fer a successful explanation for controversy surrounding t.he U. C., yet he put.s 
forward the view that; ' ... this conceptual scheme seems to be of relatively lit-
tle use except to point out that. movements possessing different configurations 
along these dimensions are likely t.u provol\e cliHerent fC~rms and degrees of con-
tr"versy.' (19,":\.5) DespitP this cril.icism. Wallis does romment that. Beckford's 
; 1 !! ervie\vs ' ... provide valuable insig;ht. int.o the p..:'rsonal struggles and anxieties 
t.ha1 culmina.i.e in disengagement. aml into the subsC"quen1 cliffirult.ies faced by 
fc,rmer membPrs. · ( HJI').t:~) 
Irving Hexham also comments upon the work of James Beckford. He puts 
forward the veiw that; 'Each study contains a wealth of information and is 
valuable for the contribution it. makes to the scientific study of religion. But., 
taken together in one book, the studies fail to provide he reader with a coherent. 
whole.' (1986). Hexham feels that issues are raised and topics discussed which 
merit far n1ore ·attention than the author gives them. This critic also puts 
forward the view that Beckford avoids discussing in any depth the psychological 
aspects of the cult phenomenon, and in this way encourages this topic to be 
'swept. under t.he rug and ignored.' ( 1986 ). 
Daniel Regan promotes a largely favourable view of Beckford's work. He 
does, however, outline what. he feels are two shortcomings of C'lllt Controversies. 
First, 
' .... although the program of comparative research - different 
countries, different movements, varying responses to them - is 
a great advance, it seems tacked on to the book. The reader 
does learn about public responses to NRMs in France and West 
Germany, but in fact most of the volume is a report of the au-
thor's research on the Unificatlon Church in Britain. Little 
systematic use is made of his genuinely innovative conceptual 
framework, to locate and compare NRMs.' 
Regan, 1986,p.648 
Second, Rrgan feds that some sections are ·clisappuintingly' devoid of data. 
He st.at.es; 'Oft.en tlw reader i::; asked to t.ake a great. deal on fait.h, without 
much in the way of supporting evidence.' ( 1986,p.648) The present. st.udy t.here-
f, •re aims t.o move on from this point., by providing empirical evidence within 
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the specific. field of media responses to NRMs, and the general sphere of 'cult. 
controversies.' 
m. Controversial Aspects of New Religious Movements; A Sum-
mary of Recent Discussions. 
At this stage in our analysis it is useful to draw together the salient points 
gained from a review of the prominent theories in the sociological study of NRMs 
insofar as they touch upon the qu·alities which contribute to the societal defi-
nition of these groups as 'controversial'. In particular, methods of recruitment 
(including allegations of brainwashing), form of membership, the break up of 
families, physical and medical deprivation of metnbers, elements of East.ern Mys-
t.icism intrinsic to NRM theologies, plus the sudden upsurge of these groups all 
contribute to the 'news ratings' of NRMs, as does the strong anti-cult feeling 
voiced eloquently by various bodies both in Britain and abroad. 
Central t1:.. virtually all t.he controversies obout. NRMs are the themes of 
'braimvasbing: and mind cont.rol. The basic thesis is that conversion and re-
cruit.nwnt. are the product of devious but identifiable strategies acting upon 
unsuspecting and therefore highly vulnerable individuals. The common brain-
vvashing models are bound up with the explanation in the 19.50s of the radical 
changes observed in prisoners of war in communist thought. reform camps in 
China and North Korea. Richardson and Kilbourne (1983) state, howeYer, t.hat.: 
'Unfortunately, the actual value of coercive techniques to ex-
tract information and false confessions to demoralize, to con-
fuse, to break up a group, and to function as an effective pro-
paganda strategy has been largely lost from view as some re-
searchers of the new religions· attempt to compare ear(y thought 
J 
reform techniqu~s with recruitment and resocialization prac-
tices in new religious groups.' 
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Richardson and Kilbourne, 1983,p.33. 
In this way it is felt that an uncritical acceptance of classical models of 
brainwashing has led some investigators to incorporate various elements of these 
models into their contemporary explanations of resocialization into the new re-
ligions, as if these elements were firmly established and agreed upon. All in all, 
this tendency is seen to result in a form of 'moral panic' within the media and 
society alike. 
Richardson and Kilbourne argue that a close examination of both classical 
and contemporary models of brainwashing suggests that the continuity of expla-
nations is more a function of common ideological, conceptual, metaphysical and 
methodological bases than of similar conditions in thought reform camps and 
new religions. Thus they claim that the strength of the brainwashing models 
is their comprehensive nature and pseudo-scientific tendencies, which treat. the 
'cult syndrome' as a' stereotypical phenomenon which may be t>:xplclined sim-
ply t.hrough a process of definition. RPlating 1.he popularity or Lhis C!II1Cept to 
modern day American society Richardson and Kilbourne argue: 
'The brainwashing label functions effectively in a boundary main-
tenance fashion to define acceptable behaviours, and to cut the 
deviant individual off from his/her social group. Moreover, it 
becomes an effective means to delegitimate demands and to mis-
attribute the origin of new values and ideas to a pathological 
state or condition.' 
Richat·dson and Kilbourne, 198:l, p.44 
The hrainwasing rhetoric may also be seen t.o provide the victim with a 
n'ady-made justificatory account, acceptable t.o both the 'victims' and t.beir 
parents. 
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Robbins and Anthony (1981) argue that current applicat.ions of thought re-
form concepts to 'cults' generally entail a number of gross distortions. These are 
based on the pejorative use of brainwashing models as conceptual models t.o jus-
t.ify and legitimate t.be use of coercive measures to abduct allegedly brainwashed 
victims. 
The key problems associated with the use of brainwashing models to explain 
membership in NRMs are seen by these authors to be fourfold. The use of 
over generalized cult stereotypes is highlighted, as is the implicit equation of 
religious movements with governmental operated institutions employing forcible 
constraint. The lack of 'free·will' involved in a member's recruitment, plus var-
ious methodological issues (for example the over-emphasis on apostate st~ries) 
are also emphasized. 
Robbins and Anthony conclude: 
'The metaphor of brainwashing can probably best be· understood as 
a social weapon which provides a liberation rationale for per-
secuting unpopular social movements and ideologies. There are 
three aspects of the current use of the metaphor which allow it 
to serve this purpose: its subjective status, a concealed con-
cern with the content of others' beliefs, and an authoritarian 
·denial that unpopular beliefs could be voluntarily chosen.' 
Robbins and Anthony, 198l~p.2G5. 
In a more n·cent paper ( 1982), the same authors ou t.line vv hat. they term 
t.he 'meclicalizat.ion of deviant. religious groups'. They argue that. the use of 
t.he brainwashing concept involves an application of the medical model to reli-
gion, vv·ith certain religiou-s beliefs being consignr>d t . .:) t.he realm of involuntary 
pathological symptoms. Robbins and Ant ho11y the>refore feel that the role uf the 
medical profession and the me>nt.al health communit.y is becoming incrc>asingly 
')') 
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important in giving plausibility to pathological conceptions of cult.i~ts' involve-
ment, thereby confirming the so-called 'brainwashing hypothesis'. Lastly, the 
authors highlight the close proximity of several 'brainwashing issues' (2) in the 
1970s as being responsible for bringing this phenomenon to the forefront of pub-
lic con cern. 
Eileen Barker ( 1984} sought an objective means of distinguishing between 
conversion to NRMs in which the converts were responsible, active agents, and 
conversion in which they were the passive victims of forces or techniques beyond 
their control. She came to the conclusion after a long study of recruitment. into 
the Unification Church that although environment did play an important role in 
this process, there was no evidence of 'brainwashing' or physical coercion. She 
states: 
'There is, .however, plenty of reason to believe that the Moonies 
will do their best tb influence their guests' perception of 
the situation ln which they now find themselves. Some of the 
guests' memories are more likely to be evoked than others; hopes 
and fears and, sometimes, feelings of guilt may be played upon; 
care ls taken to find out what ''resonates'' with each indi-
vidual; options are painted in terms most favourable to the 
Unification Church's alternative; less attractive aspects of 
the movement are suppressed or occasionally denied; in some 
places, most particularly in California, there has been little 
opportunity for potential recruits to be exposed to a counter-
vailing influence; and, most significant of all, the experience 
of loving, caring community within the Unification environment 
can foster feelings of personal involvement and may encourage 
the guest to accept, more readily than he would otherwise, the 
world from a Unification perspective.' 
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Barker, 1984,p.2:33. 
She goes on to say, however: ' ... it is also obvious that. the Unification envi-
ronment is not irresistible. Conversion to the movement. is the result. of a limited 
number of individ'u.a.l experiences: it. is not. tbe result. of mass induced hypnosis.' 
(Barker, 1984,p.233.) 
Barker discusses the social sources of. the brainwashing hypothesis, making 
. 
references to the role taken by parents of converts, the media and the anti-
cult movement in particular. She puts forward the view that, at. a fairly obvious 
level, the proposition 'my child was brainwashed by the Moonies' makes a better 
headline than 'young man decides to adopt Unificati~n faith'. Although these 
accounts are often full of inconsistencies, they do provide a coherent explanation 
for something which might otherwise seem inexplicable. 
The role of deprogrammers in popularizing the brainwashing hypothesis IS 
highlighted by Barker, a:; it. is sl1mm that their interests lie very much in this 
fielcl.(3) Barker gr.Jes un frulll here t.u p.:•int. •Jtlt 1lm1. cuthusiasm and devotion 
are a fairly normal phenomenon am• J!lg nev.; converts to a faith, yet she does 
acknowledge t.he effects that: this could have upon parents, rela.t.ives and friends 
of these individuals in their perception of the situation, thereby explaining the 
lure of the all-encori1passing brainwashing metaphor to some extent.. She states: 
'Once t.he story that brainwashing takes place gains a certain 
currency, it is easy enough for bewildered and anxious parents 
to believe that everything seems to fit in with this most plau-
sible explanation. Confirmatory evidence 1s accepted and re-
peated; other explanations .are suppressed or ignored.' 
Barker, 1984,p.253. 
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In the course of her study Barker found that in some instances the Moonies 
themselves fanned parents' fears by not allowing free access to their children (the 
argument. being that this was for fear of kidnapping). She concludes her book by 
attempting to explain the phenomenon in general by putting forward the view 
that many new members of the Unification Church do not make a calc.ulated 
decision to join the movement, consciously taking into account. all the relevant 
details. According to Barker: 
• 
'Although a few. Moonies do claim to have made an entirely ratio-
nal choice, most will have beei swept along by the excitement 
of having discovered what seemed to be the very answer they had 
always been looking for, and they commonly give non-rational 
(which is not the same as irrational) reasons for their deci-
sions to join. ' 
Barker, 1984,p.254. 
In a further extension of this line of reasoning, Ai1son Shupe and David 
Bromley ( 1981) have captured the essence of t:he pressures which led some vic-
tims of 'deprogra.mming' (mentioned in Barker"s work) to manufR.ct.ure 'atrocity 
stories' in the U.S.A. They emphasize the humiliation .:A parents and the money 
that they have often paid t.u a 'deprogrammer' for help in their plight, plus the 
threat to them from the la\N. They conclude that. 'public contrition for having 
c=thC~.nd• •ned parf'nl.al values became the cost. of re-admission into the mainstream 
CI•JUJ;;~ll1it.y.' \ l9X}, p.l9.5.) 
In t.his way t.he authors a.t.t.empt t.o illustrate the interactive process which 
exists between the responses of t.lw wider society and the development of NR.tvls 
themselves. They emphasize the role of atrocity stories by apostates in this 
process, claiming that virtually all '.Jf t.he public 'l.::no\vledge' ahout. NR.Ms has 
been obtained inclirect.]y from accounts in the midi( a substantial proportion 
. . I . 
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of which were initiated by opponents of the NRMs in general and 'apostates 
in particular'. In this respect., Shupe and Bromley believe that 'Because these 
individuals have been readily accorded credibility by the media, they have had a 
disproportionate influence in setting the agenda for public discussions of NRMs.' 
(1981, p.181.) 
Brainwashing IS therefore shown to be an idea developed (by parents of 
devotees in particular) as a key to conversion, and this convinc.es Bromley and 
Shupe that the thesis is unsubstantiated. They reject the standard brainwash-
ing hypothesis which suggests that a stereotypical 'zombie' personality syi1clrome 
is produced, arguing that in fact people display differential, individualistic re-
ceptivity to recruitment methods~ manifesting nothing like the uniformity of 
consciousness attributed to them. 
Bromley and Shupe observe that most of the 'cult.' stories in the American 
press were reprinted from wire services and other newspapers since most news-
·papers did not have t.he financial resources or expertise to cover the complete 
issue of the cult. phenomenon. As a consequence. num~"rous nnt agonistic st.o-
ries that. appeared in one location were subsequently r<:>printed verbat mn <1-crc•ss 
the nation~ without any- check on the accuracy of allegations cont.ainecl in such 
art.icles. The authors state: 'This sequence, of course, raised the distinct pos-
sibility t.bat stories which were superficially researched and published initially, 
assumed t.h r(•ugh widespread pu blicat.ion the quality of a nat-ional level rum our.' 
(1980,p.110.) 
However. James Beckford has sounded a cautionary note abou1. Shupe and 
Bromley's argument.. Fur hilll, this work is of limited use ·when Ct •nsidering the 
role of apostates in shaping NRMs in Britain. as it- tends 1.•• be specifically linked 
tu the U.S. The definition of apostasy is also questioned. as is t-he emphasis 011 so-
call<'cl 'atn•city' tales (a title Beckford feels is too dramatic for most of t.he reports 
which appeC!r in t.lw press.) Yet it could st.ill be argued that another of Shupe and 
Bromley's articles ( 19X1) is of use to our present discussion. a.s it. highlight-s more 
specifically their theme of boundary maintenance by claiming that: 'Every age 
possesses its own paradigm that incorporates icl.eas of evil.' (1981, p.251.) Evil 
is seen in this account to be introduced by some rarely encountered source in the 
routine of daily life. It is 'knowable but not commonly known or experienced', 
being powerful yet. almost preternatural; out of the ordinary order of things 
but operating within that order. The example given by Shupe and Bromley is 
that of the Unification qhurch in the U.S., with the themes of brainwashing 
and possession being stressed in particular. They state: 'Evil is antisociaL It. 
makes no contribution to social order or to established institutions. Often, 
in fact, it operates to subvert them. Its goals and purposes thus come to be 
seen as parasitic, if not overtly harmful.' (1981, p.254.) This evil is identified 
by many as being a transient phase if help can be provided in the form of 
'cleprogrammers'. These people are seen to confront evil, overcome its resistance, 
and bring about a transformation or restoration of the original non-evil identity. 
This twist to Shupe and Bromley's work adds substance to t:be brainwashing 
debate, highlighting t.his l:heme wit.l1in the broader umbrella theory of boundary 
consl ruction, whid1. agam is of. use in any discussion of the mass media and 
NRMs. 
Beckford ( 1985) clraws attention to the theme of the 'break up ·A families·. a 
facet of the NRM controversy and debate which links in closely with t.he reasu-JJs 
behind the elaboration and perpetuation of the brainwashing hypothesis. He 
claims that.: 
'What comes as a shock to many families... lS the realization 
that something claiming to be a religion can engage the in-
terests of a member of the family to the exclusion of other 
kin. It is the contrast between this atomism and the deeply 
entrenched cultural mode of religion as a communal and/or fa-
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milial activity which alarms so many close kin of the U.C. re-
cruits. ' 
Beckford, 1.985,p.l 04. 
Recruits are often encouraged by the movements involved not: to discuss their 
new beliefs with any outsiders, including their family and friends. This aspect. of 
many NRMs has been developed for a variety of reasons, including the anxiety 
of well established members that new recruits may be swayed by the 'unfounded' 
beliefs of outsiders that their groups are not t.o be trusted, and so on. A 'catch 22' 
situation often occurs in so far as parents become anxious when their offspring 
refuse to discuss their new religion, thereby promoting various responses in these 
'outsiders' wl1ich prove unfavourable to the NRMs. This in t.urn encourages 
these movements to warn future members against outside discussion, and so on. 
The mass media, infiuenced by anti-cultists, play a.crucial role in t.his scenario .. 
(Beckford, 1981.) 
To summarize t.he discussions so far, t.he composition of the membership 
of most. NRMs sets them apart from their 19th century predecessors, with the 
people attracted t.o these groups tending to be caucasian, middle class, well 
educated, sihgle, and in particular young adults - all qualities which cause t.he 
groups that they have joined to be thrust. into the limeli!-';ht.. Because of tlw 
characteristics of the membership, NRMs may effectively be shown to be a t.hrf'<1.t. 
by the anti-cult. movement in particular, a constituency which init.self is made 
np n,a.inly of parents of people involved in the NRMs. If wl1c•l(• families were 
lwillg recruited (as in the early Mormon movement. for example), there might be 
nJuch less opposition to the groups because close kin \V<"•tlld 1101. be so adversely 
affected by th.e choice of recruits. 
If vve turn to the o·rganized sources of oppositi,.n t11 N r{~,Js. it is clear t.hat. 
the brainwashing scenario has enjoyed special fav• 1ur beca1t:>e uf its putent.ial for 
explaining apparently sudden changes of out.I•J•.lk and ident.it.y in cult. n"crnit.s. 
It also provides a rational for the .pract.ive of 'deprogramming' or methodically 
breaking a person's religious commitments which have allegedly been made as 
a result of deception and manipulation. 
The first anti-cult. organization was FREECOG (Free the Children of God), 
founded in San Diego, California in 1972. Among its founders was Ted 'Black 
Lightning' Patrick, who developed the practice of 'deprogramming'. This group 
formulated.a stereotype of what happens in all the 'cults', a stereotype which was 
successfully applied to NRMs, and even to certain Christian Charismatic and 
Pentecostal Churches. That stereotype included the depiction of these move-
ments as being· led by an authoritarian 'guru', the presence of brainwashing in 
conversion, sexual and/or economic exploitation of new members, food and sleep 
deprivation, and estrangement of recruits from families. 
In comparison with the intensity of anti-cult campaigns m France, West 
Germany and the States, there has been little in the way of a formal response 
to NRI\·1s·on behalf of 'related' organisations in t.he lJ .K. The leaders of political 
part.it>s, Trade Unions, y(Jut.b movements and st.udent. associatioJJs. for example, 
have been largely silent on this topic, alt.hough in some cases there has been a 
very localized response to some groups. In this way the topic of NR.i'vls may not 
be seen to have entered into the wider debat.e about. 'youth problems'. (Beckford, 
'] (\ 'r: ) ,:;(').). 
The two mam anti-cult. organizations e::::ist.ing m Britain are FAIR (Fam-
ily Action Information and Rescue), and t.he Deo Gloria Trust. The former is 
manned primarily by relatives of members of \·aric·us ·cults'. The lat.i:er is a 
multi-purpose organization of ev<mgelical Christ ii1ns which became almost. acci-
dentally involVf·d in t.rying t(l extric;;t ,. members from the Children nf God. It 
ha.s adopted a rat her low pn•tile in alit i-n1lt circles since t.he early 19;~0s. Thus, 
FAJR is t.he more Yisible and Rcfive ••rganizatir:•n despite a number of int.ernal 
problems cuncerniug pf)licy and iiiJ<t!!;t'. FAIR describes it.s role as follnws; 'VVe 
are ant.i-decept.iou. ant.i-exploitat i.•J! aud against. the splitting up c•f families. 
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But we have no religious axe to grind, and cult members are not enemies but 
somebocly's children, people in great need of caring concern.' (FAIR News.) 
Being voluntary associations, the groups depend upon donations for finance, 
and therefore rely upon the good will of various individuals in this sphere. The 
nature of their campaign also demands a favourable response by the general 
public, an objective helped along greatly by the backing of the mass media. 
FAIR's main services include the collection, analysis and distribution of in-
formation about NRMs by newsletters, meetings and personal contacts. It. also 
intervenes on request in a conciliatory role with NRM members or ex-members 
(or a relative or friend of a member), as well as participating in public debates, 
public relations ~ctivities and political lobbying. In the mid-1980s FAIR was 
taken over by what. one might term the more 'hard line' members of the group, 
and it will therefore be interesting to observe how FAIR will develop in the 
future especially now that. the Home Office and various mainstream religious 
bodies agreed· in 1987 to fund a more conciliat:ory organization (INFORM) lo 
mediate bet·ween ~R.rvJs and their critics. 
In August 198.5 a new organization announced its arrival, •vith 'Cultists 
Anonymous' adopting its name from the successful 'Alcoholics Anonymous·. 
Tbis .e;roup offers a 24 hour telephone service to members of cults who may wish 
(c, talk to someone outside their religious community. Cultists Anonymous may 
b.e seen t.o have heightened the dramat.ic quality of its operat.iOJts by empha-
sizing the indispensability of anonymity t.o safeguard its members from alleged 
'repris;1,]s' by the cults. Little is known about. this group except. that it is staffed 
by ex-cultists and prefers to keep out. of the public gaze. Leaders of some NRMs 
bavl." criticized it for allegedly favouring cloak-and-dagger practi<es leading to 
cuercive deprogramming. 
The source of t.he anti-cult. associations' great.esi support. bas uften been said 
to be t.he mass m<"dia.. This was explained i11 tt>rms of the 'newsworthiness' of 
stories presented by anti-cultists, plus the fact. t.lmt. nwdia. rr>present.atives t:ended 
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t.o share the same set. of cultural assumptions and biases as did the families of 
members of the NRMs. Shupe and Bromley ( 1980) outlined the factors which 
contributed to what became a wave of anti-cult articles (in the U.S.). Firstly, 
once cults became a 'story', every major publication appealing t.~> potentially 
interested individuals published a relevant expose of cults. Most. of the stories 
about NRMs in the U.S. tended to be in local newspapers, and this led Simp~ 
and Bromley to stress the low level of resources available to journalists and 
the consequent lack of substantial research. The third factor was the pressure 
on individual journalists to produce dramatic and lurid stories as a result of 
pressure emanating from editors, colleagues, and potential 'customers'. 
Shupe and Bromley reiterated the fact that most. of what people 'knew' about 
NRMs was obtained through stories reported by the mass media, and for this 
reason the overwhelmingly negative quality of such reporting was seen to have a 
noticeable impact. on the public at. large. This was echoed in Beckford's ( 1985) 
belief t.hat.: 
'The number of rriass media reports favourable to l1Rl1s in Britain 
has been extremely small. Newspapers, in particular, have given 
almost free reign to moral entrepreneurs and moral crusaders 
wishing to stir up distrust of NRMs. A sense of balance and 
objectivity has been conspicuously lacking in all but a few ar-
ticles or programmes.' 
Beckford, 198!l~p.1:39. 
l1. mnst: be acldecl, bowt>ver, that. neither Shupe and Bromley nor Beckford 
collduct.ed a methodical analysis of large enougb samples of mass-media accounts 
uf NR.Ms. Their information was d<:>rived from limit(:>c] sources and was more 
illustrative 1 ban analytical. This criticism assumes further import.anr<:> in the 
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light of some' of the findings from Richardson and van Driel's ( 1987) research 
into American print media accounts of NRl'vls. 
This main argument .of this Chapter was that sociological discussions of 
NRMs have tended to pay inadequate attention to the contribution of t.he mass 
media towards the movements' predominantly controversial image. This is con-
sidered to be an important weakness in many of the available studies because it 
indicates that they have failed to ask pertinent questions about the dynamics of 
public responses tq the movements. These responses are felt to be central to a 
sociological understanding of the conditions affecting the growth and/or decline 
of NRMs. 
Chapter Two will attempt to bridge this gap to some extent through a review 
of some of the more important theories centrally concerned with the portrayal of 
deviance in the mass media. It. is hoped that. this discussion will outline further 
theoretical reasons for investigating in more clept.h the social processes whereby 
NRMs have been defined as controversial. 
Endnotes: 
( 1) Anti-cult. movements figure prominent.iy in this relaying of information 
about. cults, putting forward their own version of events. Journalists also pick np 
information from other publications (partly due- to the lack of time and re-somces 
for valuable investigative journalism), and in this way the whole phenomenon is 
perpetuated in an int.ert>sting \\·ay. 
( :2) The concept of hraimY<t::;hing was developed 111 the 1950s, \vith init.ial 
<t1 t ent.ion being focused on !lw t.reatment. of U.S. prisoners of war in Korea, 
whose susceptibility t.o Chinese Communis1 propaganda provoked concern. lu 
t.he 1970s several issues brought this theory back int.o i.he limelight., including 
the case of Patty Hearst and the li .S. hu~Lages in 1r<m. Tbese cases belp,~d 
t.o develop the view that. brainvrashing was <t serious Lhreai., opening up the 
possibility of N R1v1s being classified in 1.l1ese terms. 
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( 3) The First. Amendment of the American Constitution and the U nit.ed N a-
t.ions Declaration of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms guarantee the 
right of every (U.S.) individual to believe in any religion that. he may choose. 
Because of this facet. of modern law, it is in the interests of so-called 'cleprogram-
mers' t.o insist that their subjects did not in actuality freely choose to believe 
whatever it is that they say they believe. In this way deprogrammers and coun-
sellors are likely to claim that they can always cleprogramme a member. 
Chapter 2 
The Mass Media and Images of Deviance. 
1. Theoretical Perspectives. 
Frum a review of the literature centrally concerned \Vit.h NRi'ds in the last 
chaptt"r it: was co:Jnducled that t.he topic of cults in modern \IVestern sucieties has 
aroused much interest in the public realm. It was argued that this interest is 
due in part to the extensive reporting of the phenomenon by the mass media. 
Jt. is t l1erefore essential t.o revie\v the sodological literature on the relationship 
bet v\·een the mass media and images of deviance. ln this: way insights int.o the 
sncial ·~onst.ruct.ion •)f moral panics will be used i.u fill in ::;omf' of the perceived 
g<q>s i11 the sociological theories uf deviant. religion. Parallels will be drawn 
bet \\'he'll various facets of t.he deviance studies and specific coverage of the so-
called 'cults·. The aim is to produce a rounded picture of t.he phenomenon, 
aJi.h, •l_lg:IJ it must. be emphasised that for my present purposes only a relat-ively 
smali st>lt'ct.ion of theories of deviance will be reviewed. 
A _!!;l)od place t.o start is 1\arl Marx's observation that.: 
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'Up till now it has been taught that the growth of Christian 
myths during the Roman Empire was possible only because print-
ing was not yet invented. Precisely the contrary. The daily 
press and the telegraph, which in a moment spread inventions 
over the whole earth, fabricate more myths .... in one day than 
could have formerly been done in a century.' 
Marx, 1871. 
This quotation highlights the beginning of an important debate witJ1in the 
study of deviance, reporting, and public perceptions of deviance, from which 
much research has emanated in recent years. Studies specifically focused on the 
phenomenon of the mass media and images of deviance include the association 
between crime, reporting and public assimilation of information; the dynamics of 
moral panics; the role of rumour in society; the 'uses and gratification' approach 
to the media; the ideology of crime waves; and the e:fff'd.s on cult.urf' t.haf. f.he 
media produce. This body of researcb has helped bot.h to define and expand a 
fruitful field in the sociology of deviance, illuminating an interesting and vital 
area concernin.g t.he ways. in which public percept.ions of events are shaped, 
validated and perpetuated. A selective review of this literature is therefore 
essential 1 o any successful assessment. of both the media response to NRMs and 
the signiiicance of this response 111 shaping peoples' understandings of these 
controversial groups. 
Tnmabu Shibut.ani (1966) directed hi~ at.1ention in particular t.o rumour in 
snciety. \\!bile discussing the role t J,,t. nmwur plays in the process of under-
standing event.s, he insisted t:llat: 
'Societies, no matter how stable they may appear, are on-going 
things. The world is in a state of continuous flux, and as 
4.5 
.. ~. 
life conditions change, knowledge must keep pace. Crisis situ-
ations arise whenever new events are incomprehensible in terms 
of established assumptions. Existing expectations are vio-
lated; new sensitivities arise; and new ideas emerge to be tested. 
In order that they may continue to act in association with one 
another men must alter their orientations together. Thus, the 
emergence of new hypotheses and their acceptance as part of a 
modified· outlook is a social process.' 
Shibut.ani, 1966,p.182. 
It is iri this light that· we may review the work of David Glover ( 1984), as he 
looks specifically at the sociology of the mass media and t.be way in which images 
are formed and validated, setting out a broad historical outline of research within 
this sphere. The earliest studies were based on the idea that tlw effect.s of the 
·media upon our lives were very simple and direct, wit.h the mere portrayal of 
criminalit-y, for example, being enough to sf.imula.t:e a rise iu deviant behaviour 
amung a vulnerable audience. Glover calls this the hypodermic- syringe model, 
di w. 1 ,_. the simplicity of the images portrayed. These ideas were formulated in 
the 19:20 ·s and were based on the portrayal of crime in cinema films. Despite 
the popularity of these ideas at. the time, Glover shows that the evidence has 
proved to be inconclusive. · Some remnants of this theory may st.iJJ be found 
in public discussions of the media, l10wever, and are often resurrected during 
debat.es surrounding the levels of violence on television, t.o give one example. lt 
is notable that S11eh deba.t.es do tiot extellcl to the coverage of rult.s in the media. 
as this topic appears in t.he guisf' of factual 'news'. 
Clover goes on to discuss the two step flow model of Eatz and Lazarsft·id. 
Their research heralded a new paradigm in theorizing about t.he mass media. 
and may be seen in part to be a reac-tion against the simplistic model of t:lw 
'llYP'•clermic syringe'. The authors felt that: t.be media were import.ant. in i.]w 
shaping of attitudes, yet they also pinpointed a section of the populace whom 
they call 'opinion leaders', stating that it is this minority who are susceptible 
to the imagery generated in the press, television, and radio, and that. through 
them the effects of the media were transmitted. This process was not seen as 
automatic, however, and the theorists emphasized the role of personal decisions 
·made by opinion leaders as a result of their greater exposure to the media 
than non-leaders. In practice the link between exposure and decision was quite 
complex. 
Glover criticizes this model by highlighting the clifficult.y, first. of all, of divid-
ing audiences into active and passive members, and secondly by criticizing the 
unnecessary simplifications of the process of influence. Other criticisms include 
the limited view of 'power' held by the authors, the fact that. the concentration 
of newspaper ownership in fewer and fewer hands (and the domination that. this 
might. entail) was ignored; and the limitations of the theory which emanate from 
t.l1e focus on short term changes alone. 
The third theory examined by Glover is what. he calls the 'uses and .e;ra.tifi-
cation' c;.pproach. Although there are several versions of this theory, all of them 
start. from t.he view that human beings purposefully strive to shape t.heir lives in 
accordance wit.h t.be needs which they have. A complex psychological make-up 
is usually assumed, witl1 lower level needs for safety and secnrit.y. and higher 
level needs for love, acceptance and self-realization. It is tlw lat.t.er \':hirh are 
seen 1.o figure rnost p1'ominently in people's relat.ion t.o the mass media.. 
Glover t•ul'lines criticisms of this model on three main kvt"ls. The danger of 
losing t hr: s.: .. ·ial dimensic•n completely in t.he wake of tlw p::;yrholngic<tl view-
point. is streS!"f'd, as are a.ct.ivit.ies such a.st.he. casu<·d watching of t.ele\-isi<)l1 (in an 
effort t.u sh.nv t.hat. nut all int.eraci.ions \vith the media are purposeful). Last.ly, 
thE' popularity of progran11n~s, rather than the needs of people alone. is shown 
by the author to afft:·ct tlw size c•f tlw audiences. 
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More recent work within the field of media influence has led to a re-thinking 
of the nature of effects, and may be categorized under the umbrella heading of 
. 
'cultural effects theory'. According to Glover: 
'This approach assumes that the media can have important ef-
fects on their audiences. However, these effects are not the 
immediate changes of opinion studied by earlier researchers, 
but rather the slow, cumulative build-up of beliefs and values 
through which we understand the world.' 
Glover, 1984,p.14 
Exponents of this approach do not look at media images in isolation: they 
also look at the social situation of their audience. Thus, the cultural effects 
theory seeks t.o bring together both the methods by which meanings are crer.ted 
by the media, and the ways in which t.hesf> meanings relate differentially to 
t.he cultures of p<1.rt.icula.r groups. This t.beory bas particular relevance to t.he 
interpretation of NRMs in the print media. and t.he effects of this on peoples' 
subsequeut percept.ions of. them. Chapter Four elab(,ra.tes upon this theme, bui. 
suffice it is to say here that. journalists t.encl t.o promot.e a consistent image of 
t.hese groups. Alt:hough the question of how this image is assimilated by the 
public is not. broached in the present work, it. must. be acknov,.declged that. t.hese 
t]Jeories have stimulated an interesting debate and that. further research on this 
i.opic would be worthwhile. 
(~]nvPr's c')Wn icll"c.s .:•n t!Jt~ t.upic of audience response were summarized as 
i<:>lluw:s: 'Tlw mass media have an important. role in developing the labels by 
·,dJicb social problems are publicly recognised.' ( 1984,p.14.) Clover feels that. 
such problems are typically ronvPyecl to us in clichot.omOllS terms, as a r.onflict. 
bte1.ween forces of good and evil. The res11lt (•f this common imagery is that t.he 
snciaJ problems represented hy llloclern ·folJ.:;- devils' becomes magnified nut. of 
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all proportion. This idea complements the notion, introduced in the prev10us 
chapter, that. t.he 'normal' is created by means of bouncla!·y maintenance devices. 
It. was hypothesised that the topic of NRMs is often tJSecl to legitimate the idea 
of the 'normal' person. 
The term 'folk-devils' is derived directly from the work of Stanley Cohen, in 
particular in his book entitled 'Moral Panics and Folk Devils' ( 1980). Although 
primarily about the 'moral panic' surrounding t.he dash of the Mods and Rockers 
in 1963, Cohen's book also examined the role of the mass media in generating 
moral panics and defining social problems. A similar approach may be adapted· 
to the upsurge of NRMs in the west over the last 20 years and to the reactions 
of both journalists and the public to these groups. 
According t.o Cohen: 
'Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods 
of moral panic. A condition, episode, person or group of per-
sons emerges to become defined as a threat to social values and 
interests; its nature is presented in a stylized and stereotyp-
ical fashion by thi mass media; the moral barracks are manned 
by editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking peo-
ple; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnosis and 
solutions, ways of coping are evolved or (more often) resorted 
to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates 
and becomes more visible. Sometimes the object of the panic 1s 
quite novel and at other times it is something which has been 
in existence long enough, but suddenly it appears in the lime-
light. Sometimes the panic passes over and is forgotten, ex-
cept 1n folk-lore and collective memory~ at other times it has 
more serious and long-lasting repercussions and might produce 
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such changes as those in legal and social policy or even in the 
way the society conceives itself.' 
Cohen, 1980,p.9. 
In this way Cohen empha~ises that there is a cycle in the presentation of 
media images of deviance and that they subsequently influence the society in 
question. He goes on to say: 
'In the gallery of types that society erects to show its members 
which roles should be avoided and which should be emulated, 
these groups mods and rockers have occupied a constant posi-
tion as folk devils: visible reminders of what we should not 
be.' 
Cohen, 1980,p.10. 
Cohen 1 herefc•re ff'els t !1<1.1. t.ht: st.udeut of clt>'.-ianre should no longer t.ake for 
granted the process of labelling t:ha.t: is undertaken by S<)ciet.y or certain powerful 
groups within it.. He therefore accepts t:he argument.~ of Howard Becker and 
Edwin Lemert ( 1 ), that definitional quest.ion~ must at. all times be <1dded tc• 
those of the behavioural type. In t.his way the media are identified as agent.s 
of moral indignation in their own right., ' ... even if they are not self-consciously 
engaged in crusading or nntck-raking, t.heir very reporting of certain "fact<. 
can be suftlcieut. t.n generat.f' c<:JJKem, anxiety, indi.gnation or panic.' (Cohen. 
J 9iSO,p.l6.) 
Cobe11 \:argument is that. when such fedinp;s roincide with a perrept.ion that 
particular valuE's need to be prot.ecr.ecl, t.he preconditions for new rule creation or 
s• ,cia! problem definition are present .. A it. hough this is a straightforward roncepL 
Cohen is at pains t.o show that, despite the presence of t.his climate of opinion, 
tlw out.come might not. be as condusive as the actual creation of 1ww rules or the 
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more rigid enforcement of existing ones. Instead, he feels that. what. might result 
is a form of 'moral passage', in which there is a change in the public designation 
of deviance. Following Gusfield, Cohen cites one example of the way in which the 
problem drinker changes from 'repentant' to 'enemy' to 'sick'. Parallels can also 
be drawn here with the treatment of NRMs and their members in the British 
press and the public response to these groups. Roy Wallis ( 1976), for example, 
cites the work of Cohen at some length in his discussion of Scientology. 
Another effect of the media is said to be the creation of feelings of anxiety. 
Cohen states that such 'vague feeliiigs' are crucial in laying the ground for further 
moral enterprise and cites the work of Jock Young who has shown how, in the 
case of illegal drug-taking, the media play on the normative concerns of the 
public, thrusting certain moral directives into the universe of discourse and 
thereby accentuating social problems both suddenly and dramatically. This 
potential is deliberately exploited by .those whom Howard Becker calls 'moral 
ent.rt>preneurs', to aid them in their attempt to win public support. 
Becker ( 1974) el11borat.es upon his pioneering labelling theory. He indicates 
t.bat in the early st. age:; of C:c•heu 's 'moral panic' some person or group perceives a 
certain t.or->ical condition as being a potential threat to their values. \Viclespread 
concern develops gradually aft.er the 'instigators' of the panic point out; the 
si1:uation to others, and convince them that. it. is alsu their problem. Enough 
support is t.hereby established for institutions tn be formed and charged with t.he 
responsibility of monitoring, controlling and eradicating t.he undesired condition. 
At t.his stage an offical agency usually assumes responsihilit.y f•x 1akiug care of 
the ·problt:>m' (as t hF livelih.:wds of officials oft.en depend on i l1i~· ·i by r<:'peat.edly 
redefining the sit:uat.i(:Jll as prublemat:ic 10 -_:arious segments of s•-.ciety. Cases, 
information and clat a arf" _generated by 1 hf' agencies, ensuring that. there is a 
continuous prucess ',f \·a! w1t i•): 1 and public detiui t.ion of 'problematic condi t.ions'. 
This i.heoretind framt·wnrk is relevant 1u cuh controversies, a.s the anti-cult. 
movement. is of central impur1ance in t.hf' perpetuation of t.his 'problem·. Being 
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the chief providers of information on NRMs for journalists, these groups directly 
shape the image of cults that is presented through this medium of communica-
tion. Once a story is 'on file', journalists tend to refer back to it every time a 
new incident merits reporting, and in this way a dossier on the cults is built up. 
Restrictions upon time and money mean that crude but clear images of cults 
are presented, often without substantial investigation. The personal views of the 
reporters involved may also have an effect. upon the stories presented (Shupe and 
Bromley 1980), and once more the versions provided by anti-cult. bodies may be 
seen to be effective. 
Bearing the theories of both Young and Becker in mind, Cohen goes on to 
outline the media responses to the clashes of the Mods and Rockers in 1963 by 
summarizing the cumulative effect of the inventory in four main stages. Firstly, 
the initial deviation is identified, from which further 'stereotyping, myth making 
and labelling' could then proceed. Secondly, the expectation is created that. this 
form of deviatim~:woulcl occur again before. thirdly, wholly. negat.ive symboliza-
tion in regard t.o t.he Mods, Rockers ancl objects associated with t.hem can be 
created. Lastly, all of the elements in the situation are made clear, so much so 
that 'full scale demonology' may develop, and the target groups are thus made 
into 'folk devils·. 
One of the main distinguishing features of Cohen's theory is his suggestion 
tlmt., in addition t.o the ordinary deviation amplification sequenre (initial de-
viance. societal rea.ct.ion, increase in deviance, increase in reaction~ and so on), 
<1. similar pr,.•cess is Rt. work within the reaction itself: This is indicat.ed. during 
the morcd panic, by the •:..ccurrc:nce within the control culture of such pressures 
as sensitization. difrusion. escalation, dramatization and exploit.at.ion. These arc> 
seen by Cohen to be parasitic upon each other, as ·were the different. groups of 
reactors. Ow~ entmple of this process i!:i the fact that the media n~<ict not so 
much to the dt>\·iance but to whoJ the magistrates said t.he deviance \l!as. Cohen 
feels that. in this way the reactors amplify the situation almost. inclependent.ly 
from the deviance. Once more, parallels may be drawn with the media coverage 
of anti-cult bodies, Parliamentary debates about NRMs, legal cases in the 'cult' 
sphere, the attitudes of parents of young people in the movemer~ts, and so on. 
Wouicl-be agents of control over NRMs typically have difficulty in maintaining 
contact with the movements, so they are forced to 'joust' with their popular 
images instead. This sometimes results in 'stories' in the press which are not 
much more than reports of anti-cultists' reactions to earlier 'stories'. 
Another facet of Cohen's theory that may he picked out and loosely applied 
to the situation of NRMs is the observation that was made on the format of 
social reaction. He felt that social reaction in general, and the inventory in 
particular, reinforced and magnified a predisposition to expect trouble, as well 
as providing the context for rumours and the milling process, thereby structuring 
the objects of observation into potential or actual deviance. In Cohen's words, 
' ... such rumours and images facilitated deviance by solidifying the crowd and 
. validating its moods and actions.' ( 1980, p. 175.) In addition, a set of culturally 
identifiable symbols are seen to be created which furtl1er st.ruciun: t.IH' situation 
and legitimate act i•)li. 
Foreshadowing the work of Cohen, Erikson felt that., ' .. a ronsiderable por-
tion of what \\'<.:' call "news" is devoted to reports about. deviant. behaviour and 
consettuences. · ( 196G,p. 164.) He clemed, however. that this was just for enter-
tainment •)!' to fulfil some psychological need for either identification or vicious 
punishment. Such 'news', a<> Erikson has argued, is a main source of information 
about the normative contours of a soriet.y. It informs us about right. and wrong, 
a.bou 1 1 ht:· hvu11daries of the 'normal· (beyond which one should not. venture), 
and ab••til "i.he shap.:'s that. the dt>vil can assume'. The workings of the media 
in rela.t i<,n l.o N Rl\ls have been shown to conform with t.his model (Beckford, 
1979). 
Stew Chibnall ( 1977) reinforces this point in his analysis of crime reporting 
in tlw British press. He emphasises the fart. t.hat. : 
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'Newspapers and television do not merely monitor the events of 
the real world; they construct representations and accounts of 
reality which are shaped by the constraints imposed upon them: 
constraints emanating from the conventions, ideologies, and or-
ganization of journalism and new bureaucracies.' 
Chibnall, 1977.p.205. 
Chibnall argues that media representations create preconceptions and new 
situations which are then negotiated by participants to fit them. He feels that 
newspapers do not. necessarily distort reality in random ways but rather 'trans-
. form the world of life in a systematic fashion.' ( 1977 ,p.207.) According to 
Chibnall: 
'Newspaper fiction is not the antithesis of factual reality, 
it is a distortiorr of -that reality, pulled and puckered out 
of shape by the interests and the everyday practices of news-
men and their informants. As a distortion of reality it is far 
more pe:rsuasive than mere fiction.' 
Chihnall~ 1977,p.20G 
To anticipate some of the findings from Chapter Four, it \Nill be slwwn t.ha.t. 
a not.io11 such as 'brainwashing' has been quite exi.er1sively used in print-media 
accouni s uf :\H ivls' recruitment practices. 1t is a suggestive and highly charged 
not.i••JI v:hici1 d••es. hovvever. hear just enc•ugh relation t.o t.be reported experience 
(_)f S(•J11t' nllt recruits i.n appear plausibk. But. it a.lso clist.orts t.hat. experience 
by making it iii int.o a pc:•werful image deployed by journalists who write about 
brainwashing in NRI\.Js aud can tberefore be said t.o 'take a short. cut' in the 
search for a gond story by 1.rying t.o make events conform vYith a convenient, 
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but unclear, model. In doing so, they may exercise considerable influence, for 
according to Chibnall: . 
'The news media are our central repositories of knowledge and, 
as such, exert a considerable influence over our perceptions 
of groups and life styles of which we have little first hand 
experience. They have the power to create issues and define 
boundaries of deviance ..... They provide interpretations, 
symbols of identification; collective values and myths which 
are able to transcend the. cultural boundaries within a society 
like Britain.' 
Chibnall, 1977,p.226. 
The recognition that a phenomenon is deviant or problematic can occur in 
the course of a long-term process of cultural definition. According to Hubbard. 
DeFleur and DeFleur ( 1975) the media can han" a specird impact during what. 
they term the 'emergent' and 'legitimizing' phases·of socic:d problems. The emer~ 
gent stage would t.y.pically involve persons or groups lobbying for attention and 
support. from politicians, social agen~ies, the media and (·thers. Through group 
activities and social e:-:changes, public awareness of the cc.nclit.ions is thought. to 
incren.se. and shared definitions of 1lwm begin to be formulated. Judgements 
are then made tliat there are object.i0nable conditions needing corred.ion, and 
some type of ameliorative action is urge<L This ocrasio11ally result.s in no further 
act.iun being sougllt, as the conditions i'; qne:;t ion are felt not to warrant it:. By 
contrast., a problem may be given wide recug11i1.ion and t.hen be legitimized. 
During the legitimation phase there is usually considerable consensus that 
t.he condition in question constitutes something about which people should be 
concerned. In these cases an inst.it.utiomdizecl stage ma.y occur, once a.n unofficial 
social machinery is established 1.o alleviate the problem. In t.he inst.it.n1.ionalized 
stage bureaucrati<;: vested interests may act to maintain the social problem as 
a rationale for their continued existence, and social problems become part. of 
a society in the form of more or less permanent 'cultural definitions and orga-
nizational structures. (See also Kit.use and Spector, 1975). This approach is 
therefore of relevance to any research into the influence of the media on t.he 
development of social values, .and the responses of the media to defined 'social 
problems' at different stages of their development. Hubbard and his colleagues 
come t.o the conclusion that: 
' .... it could be argued that media coverage of social problems 
not only creates- an awareness of these problems, but also a 
sense that something is being done about them ... since news 
of actual events is in short supply, there is a continuing need 
for 'pseudo~events', to fill the front page or the newscast.' 
Hubbard et. a.l,. 1975, p.3. 
Chapter FiJur will examme the. evidence from Britain concernmg the role 
of the print.-medict. in defining NRMs as a social problem and in legitim(tting 
remedial action. But it. needs to be made clear at. this stage that. the evidence 
does not lend itself entirely to the ii1terpretive model offered by Hubbard ct al. 
In particular, the print media appear to be much more active in dd]ning this 
problem than in seeking or promoting remedies. A <1uestion mark must there-
fore be raised against any simplistic assertion that journalists are nece:;sarily CIS 
clear-sighted, inst.rument.al or manipulative a.s some models of the processes of 
mass-communication seem t.o imply. It. is probably safer merely t.o agrt>e with 
Ba.ll-Rokeach ' J':ii.:J.) that. many people are dependent. upon the media for dis-
covering; what is Lappening in the world around them because the media have 
vast. informat-ion rt>sources, and by utilizing t.hem they may haw a number of 
indirect. effects 011 1heir audiences. Ball-Rokeach feels that in this way the media. 
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can play a role in setting action and cognitive agendas for people, in initiating 
attitude formulation about certain topics or events, and in the formation and 
development of significant public issues. 
This view accords well with Roshier's argument about the influence of the 
selection of crime news on public perceptions of crime and criminals. He came 
to the conclusion that, ' .... it is at least plausible that the selective portrayal of 
crime in the mass media plays an important part in shaping public definitions 
of the ·"crime problem" and hence also its "official definition".' ( 198l,p.28). 
Roshier therefore felt that the newspapers gave a distorted impression of the 
relative frequency of different types of crime and that this distortion was in 
the direction of an over-representation of more serious offences (or offences of 
serious topical concern, as in the case of the controversy surrounding NRMs ). 
He also found that these distortions show a remarkable consistency both over 
time- and between newspapers, with several features making stories particularly 
newsworthy. The, seriousness of the offence plus the involvement of famous or 
high status people in any capacity influence t.l1e appearance of cert.ain stories in 
the press, as do what. Roshier calls 'whimsical' circumstances that. were often 
felt to surround t.hese groups. 'Sentimental' type stories were included in this 
field with parents making pleas to their children, and the theme of the 'break-up 
of families' being played upon. This bas been a major aspect. of the framework 
within which the British print-media_ have accounted for NR\Js. 
In his analysis Roshier also suggests that the press ci(Jes use t.he mnsiderable 
power at its disposal t:o keep alive, direct. and f,., somP t>;.;1.f'n1. <:>xa.gg<'rat.e the 
problem as it is perpetuated O\'er t.ime, wit.h the sanw 1 JJe'llr'S • .ccurring ag;~.in 
and again. It. is emphasised tl1at peupl{:' t.end 1 •, u:;<" 1l1e m;:ss nkdia selectively 
in such a way a::; to reinforce the existing view~ ll!nl they hold, and again this 
may lw seen to be important. in the tield of NRl.'k as cert.ain in1ages of 'c.ult.s' 
have gainc>ci precedence in society riHmks hotb tu the media and to the anti-cult 
agencws. But attitudes are seen partly tu relied the 'official' picture of crime 
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that is held by society, rather than the media view of crime alone, and in this 
way Roshier rejects the simple deterministic conception of the effects of the mass 
media suggested by some early theorists in this field. This is in accordance with 
the findings of Beckford's (1982) research on the families of Unification Church: 
members and ex-members, namely, that the mass media are (at least initially) 
the main source of information on this and other movements, and in this way 
print media articles may be seen to play a definitional role. But there are also 
other sources of information which may conflict with the print-media accounts, 
for example; ministers of religion and ineclical practitioners. 
In analysing crime waves Mark Fishman highlights another interesting facet 
of the reporting of events in general which has a bearing on print-media accounts 
of NRMs. According to Fishman: 
' .... journalists' methods for detecting events and determining 
faciticity are. int-egrally tied to burearctatic idealizations 
of the world. Such methods lead the journalist to present an 
ideological view of the existing social and political order be-
cause ne.wswor.k is predicted on the assumption that bureaucra-
cies function properly ..... Routine journalism communicates an 
ideological view of ihe world. What newsworkers end up report-
ing is not what actually happens, not what is actually expe-
rienced by participants or observers of news events. Instead, 
the journalist winds up weaving a story around hard data, which 
means the bureaucratically defined events that agency officials 
mean to happen and need to happen.' 
Fishman~ 1980, ppl39, 1.5.5 
In addition to this idea, Fishman puts furv:ard the view that CTJme Wa\'es 
bPgin as rrime themes that journalists perceive in the process of org;anising and 
selecting news to be presented to the public. He feels that because journalists 
depend on one another for their sense of "what's news"·, a crime theme can spread 
throughout a community of news organizations, and as each news organization 
sees the theme presented by other organizations, they learn to use t.he theme 
and present it in their news. 
Evidence will be presented in Chapter Four to show that many print media 
items ostensibly about NRMs are actually about the involvement of journalists 
in investigati~ns of NRMs or legal boundary disputes with them. In other words, 
the mass media have a tendency ·to feed off one another and thereby to keep 
certain themes on the public agenda. 
It is one thing to observe the impact of mass-media on the definition of what. 
is to count as news; but it is quite another to claim that they actually choose 
to favour one particular version of reality over possible competitor realities. 
Molot.ch and Lester ( 1981), for example, attempt to explain the relationship 
. bet. ween different kinds of news and how it is that news needs of people differ-
ently situated in the r.•rganization of journalism produce the social and political 
'knowledge~ of !.he public. The authors see the media as reflecting not a world 
'out there', but. the practices of those having the power to determine the expe-
nences of others. Molotch and Lester do not t.herefore look for reality in the 
media. Instead, they look for the purposes of creating one reality instead of 
another. They feel that for the public to read the newspaper uncritically select-
ing topics of study, is to accept. as reality the political network by which events · 
are constituted by those who happen to hold pnwc>r currently. The crux of this 
theory is t.bat il is fln]y t.hrougb accicletJts, and. sec-o:Jndl~'~ in scandals, 't.hat. t.he 
routine> polit.ical work is tra.nscencleclt.o some sigui:iicnnt. degree, t.herC'by allowing 
access to information which ma~' be- direct.ly lws1 ile to t.hose groups who typi-
cally manage public event. making. Bu1 :rvlolotch and Lester may be criticized for 
sug,gest.ing that. it. is possible t.n ddine a ·world of rea.! events~ in juxtaposition t.o 
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a world of news reporting. Their argument. relies heavily upon the questionable 
assumption that there is a world out there 'to be objective about..' 
Similar criticisms can be levelled at the Glasgow University Media Group's 
definition of news media as ' ... the cultural arm of the industrial order from 
which they sprang' (1976 p.1.5.) And the same problem arises in relation to· 
Stuart Hall's (1981) claim that. news is not merely a cultural product but. is 
aiso the product of a set of institutional definitions and meanings which is com-
monly referred to as 'news values'. In this way it is argued that journalism's 
basic model of society is that. of a democratic consensus where a considerable 
measure of agreement. occurs over the legitimate nature of t.he existing political 
and economic agreements. . 
Stanley Cohen and Jock Young (1981) discuss Hall's proposit.ion about. the 
journalistic paradigm and suggest that. this framework might. well be useful for 
many events, but that problems and ·contradictions arise whe.n the media are 
asked t.o explain these groups and phenomena which explicitly deny the con-
sensual vvorld view. The authors give as examples Black Power, t.he New Left. 
and the Women's Movement, and we could add NRMs to this list.. In these 
cases, stat._e Cohen and Young, the media adopt. an analysis ( an.d implicitly a 
mode of selection) which diffuses the rert.lit.y of alternative conceptions of social 
order. It. does not allow such phenomena an integrity of their uwJJ·, but. instead 
characterizes them as 'meaningless', 'immature', or 'senseless·, as involving a 
misunderst.andin,g of reality rather than an alternative interpretation of its na-
ture. 
In examining 1he roots of t ht> ,·<,n:>ensual paradigm theory which developed 
in mass media analysis during the l9ti(h ancll910s, Young (1981), claims that. 
the image of consensus is a mystificat-ion foisted upon the public, as realit.y 
for Young is seen to consist of wnfiict.ing definitions of what. is normal and 
deviant. Tbe key characteristics of the consensual paradigm are seen to be a 
rational, volunt.a.r;stic notion of human action, a notion of soc.it't.y lwld together 
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by a mystification directly functional to the ruling class, and the coercive nat.~tre 
of reality hidden beneath the surface of consensual appearances. Young has 
introduced the notion of the active subject struggling to make sense of this 
world, generating both the desire for news and the accommodative culture. The 
mass media is seen in this way as being a central agency in this process, and 
Young stresses that it is in this context. that we must understand news. 
This statement is a valuable acknowledgement that the selection of what 1s 
to count as news is far from being a simple matter of ideological bias or social 
class interests. Rather, the reality· is more complex .and inconsistent. Chapter 
Four will confirm the usefulness of this interpretation by displaying the varied 
content of British print media accounts of NRMs. 
ii. (;onclusions. 
Sociological research into the mass media of commtmi~at.ion has shown that 
their direct eifects on the opinion of individual consumers are elusive and possibly 
fleeting. By contrast, there is a wealth of evidence in support. of the arguments 
th<1i, first.ly, the media enjoy the power to frame the terms in which opinion is 
fornwd by setting the public agenda, and, secondly, the media are selectively 
used by consumers to confirm or reinforce their pre-existing ideas. The develop-
ment of public controversies therefore owes much to the ways in which journalists 
mould t.hem. This is evident in the importance attached by the leaders of NRrvls 
and anti-cult movements to 111nnitoring and influencing print. media accounts of 
cuH cunt.roversies. The characr.t:r of these acroun1.s is o maJ<X aspect of the 
public response to NRI'v1s. 
The main argument of Chap1 er O!le was t.ba.1. :-;oriological discussions of 
NRl'vls have tended t.o pay inadequat.e at.t.ent.ion t.o t.he contribution of the mass 
media towards the movement.s' predomina.ni.ly controversial image. (2) This is 
considered to be an important. weakness in many of the available st.uclies because 
it indicates that t.hey have failed to ask pertinent. quest.i.uns abou1. t.lH~ d.vnamics 
(-)] 
of public responses to the movements. These responses are, in turn, considered 
central to a sociological understanding of the conditions affecting the growth 
and/or decline of NRMs. 
This chapter examined sociological discussions of the processes whereby the 
mass media may influence the terms in which deviance, social problems and 
public controversies are framed. It was argued that, for a variety of reasons 
associated with moral concerns, the economics of the mass media, news values 
and ideological interests, journalists are often key actors in the· identification, 
definition, and sanctioning of perceived departures from public norms and mores. 
If the theoretical insight from the two chapters are combined, a number of 
questions arise about the mass media's portrayal of NRMs. This project was 
designed specifically t.o answer some of these questions by means of an empirical 
investigation. In order to strengthen the .empirical foundation of the project, it. 
was decided t.o con cent rate exclusively on British media and, in particular, to 
.conduct. a content. analysis of selected print. media publications. This decision 
was imposed partly by limitat.ions of time and other resources and partly by 
the wish to make the results comparable with those of an American project.. As 
a result., this study _can make no claims t.o exhaustiveness or definitiveness hut. 
it can certainly claim to make a positive contribution to d.-bates in both the 
sociol(lgy of NRMs and t.he sociological study of the mass media and clevian\e. 
ln t.he li.ght. of Chapters One and Two, we may see that NRMs are both an in-
teres1.ing arid controversial topic, especially if viewed from the angle of the mass 
media. Precise questions now need to be asked about how t.he media portray 
NRI\1s, vYhether this portrayal is completely negative, or whet.her it is in fact. 
varied. The level of support in the media for anti-cult grnups is also,){ interest 
here, as the treatment that the mass media giv<>s t.o these gronps helps both to 
c.reat.e general impressions about these bodies themselves and to illustrate im-
portant facets of N RMs. The content of articles about NRI\-Is is alsu important., 
with ct>rtain topics appearing morf' controversial than others. The volume of 
articles published concerning both individual NRMs and the control gr~up of 
non-controversia minority religious groups also tells us important information 
about the movements. From this information a more comprehensive picture of 
the phenomenon in hand may be constructed. Lastly, comparisons between this 
study and work conducted in other countries (in particular in the U.S.) will 
be useful in analysing broader cultural questions. Through an examination of 
the results gained through this empirical investigation of the press reaction to 
NRMs in the Chapter Four an insight. will be gained into these fundamental 
questions. The next chapter will discuss the methods employed in the empirical 
investigation of British. print media accounts of NRMs. 
Endnotes: 
( 1) 'Interaction and labelling theory originated iri the 1960s in America and 
was fairly popular: until the 1970s in both t.he United States and Britain. Vari-
ously called 'social control tbeury', 'social react. ion theory' and 'labelling theory.' 
this body of thec•rist.s attempled and executed an attack (•11 the positivist and 
determinist stance in criminology. 
The ultimate preconceptiou of the labelling theori:;t.s i·s 'Nith the way in v.·hich 
being labelled by· a social audience, or by an agency of controL nm change one's 
conception of self. This, in turn, may possibly lead t.o a situation where even 
if there was nu initial commitment to deviation, there could bt> a progressive 
turn to such a course of adion. In this way the process of self control is seen 
as often leading to a 'negative self image', (Erikson, 1966), or i.o a 'symbolic 
reorganization of self' ( Lemert. 1972), wher!" one mmes to see one's self as 
deviant and progressively to act out sud1 deviancy. 
In Howhrcl Becker's ( 1964) f•)nnular.ion the cnu: of the matter is the re-
assertion of 'the c-onJJect.iun::; bel \H'en the study of deviance ancl the growt.h of 
sociological tlwury h]l(l met.hud.' ( p.·" ·; He feels that. the traditional writings in 
the sphere of _deviancf' ignore t l1e central facts within the phenomenon of crime, 
.,., 
'·'V 
and his much quoted work provides a catechism of the 'labelling t.lwory'. He 
states: 
' ... deviance is created by society ... social groups create de-
viance by making the rules whose infraction constitutes de-
viance and by applying those rules to particular people and la-
belling them as outsiders. From this point of view, deviance 
is not a quality of the act a person commits, but rather a con-
sequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions 
of an 'offender'. The deviant is one to whom that label has 
been successfully applied; deviant behaviour is behaviour that 
people so label.' 
1963,pp8-9. 
Critics of t:his approach include Akers ( 1967), 1\'Iat~a ( 19(14 ), Mankoff ( 1971 ), 
Pullner (1975), Pearson (1975), allCI Taylor, WC\.lton and Young (197:3). 
( :2) Exceptions include Me her BC\.ba, Youth for Christ., Campus Crusade, 
i11Jcl N avigat.ors. These movements are e:-:cept.ional in the double- sense t.hat. (a) 
tlwy have escaped the a1.t.ent.ion of writers for t.lte publications sampled in the 
present. research, and (b) they are not regarded as controversial in the U.S.A. 
where accounts of their activities have occi'\.sionally appeared in the press. 
Chapter 3 
l\J et.hodology. 
1. Content Analysis as a Methodological Approach. 
The research conducted in the present study follows the widely accepted 
research method of 'content analysis'. The first part of this chapter reviews 
some of the debates surrounding content analysis in general. The second part 
concentrates upon the relevance of this methodological design to the present 
study of print media accounts of NRMs. I do not intend to discuss the technical 
aspects of content analysis in full, (see Holsti, 1963; Budd et aL 1967; Danielson 
and Mullen, 1965; and Krippendorf, 1980 for a more detailed review of the 
method); instead 1 wish to review the methodology with a specific view to the 
utilization of these methods in the present work. 
Content analysis is a multipurpose research method which has been devel-
oped with the_ specinc aim of investigating any problem in which the concept 
of communication st>rves as the basis of inference. It. provides systematic and 
quantitative clescripti.Qns of t.lw. manift>st content of communication by trans-
forming thi~ information intq dni a t liCit. can be summarized and compared, a 
process achit>vcd in t.um through ! lie r..pplica.1 ic.>Ji uf cakgorizat.ion rules. In t.his 
way: cun1 ent anet.lysis has eYolved intn a scieni ific met hod that. promises t.o yield 
informative i11ferences from essentially verbal, symbo!i·~ ur communicative data. 
David Hays captures the essence and drive of this syskm of research succinctly 
wheu he states: 
'The analysis of content is a central topic in all of the sci-
ences dealing with man. The capacity for speech is man's most 
striking characteristic, and l~nguage is bound up with rational 
thought, the emotions, and all of the distinctively human parts 
of man's internal life ... Rightly viewed, content analysis is 
a core problem in the study of man, and to work at solving it 
could ~lter the social and behavioural sciences ln fundamental 
ways.' 
l'i5 
Hays, 1969,pp.1,21. 
Sociology may therefore be seen to benefit directly from the use of content. 
analysis in research, although care is needed in the application of this technique. 
Allegations of subjectivity and bias have been levelled by some at theorists who 
use this method of research, while the static nature of study has also been 
criticized. One example of this former criticism is that any reading of articles 
necessarily involves individual subjective decisions as to the form of content. 
Decisions concerning the tenor of an item may be singled out here in particular, 
as individuals may come to differing conclusions. Later on in this Chapter I 
discuss the tests performed in an effort to monitor '~nter-coder reliability', but 
suffice it is to say here that checks have been made in this· study along these 
lines. It is also important to note that in this particular area general impressions 
were deemed to be useful to the analysis, general impressions that. are backed 
up by informat:ion supplied through the inclusion of far less subjective criteria 
such as t.he monitoring of nwtapl10rs and key words. One example of the latter 
criticism is that the motivations of journalists cannot successfully be gauged 
in the present study, thereby restricting any conclusions that. may be drawn 
from the data provided. While this is indeed a valid comment. concerning this 
research 1edmique, it. must be emphasised that. although it would be beneficial 
t.o gain informai.ion on t.his aspect. of media reaction to NRMs, it. would require 
e1 completely difl'Pren1. study to accomplish just that.. The review of deviance 
literat.ure based on studies of the mass media in Chapter t.wo touched on the 
clevelopmenl of S(•ciological thinking along t.hes(' lines '-"'hich must. he born<" in 
mind when reviewing the present. research in t.be field. ]1 is n•oled, howt>ver. that. 
further research specifically on journalistic motiva1.ions cunc:erning the reporting 
·A N R~:b would be productive. It must. be emphasised at. this present juncture 
t.hat the present research is one small aspect of a. much larger whole. 
Despite their diversity, definitions of content analysis reveal broad agreement. 
on the requirements of objectivity, system and generality. Objectivity stipulates 
that. each step in t.he research process must. be carried out on the basis of ex-
plicitly formulated rules and procedures, while the term 'syst.emat~c' points t.o 
the interpretation, inclusion and exclusion of content according to consistently 
applied rules. Lastly, generality requires that the findings must have theoreti-
cal relevance to a broader field of analysis, and in this way the work in hand 
becomes useful as it extends the boundaries of knowledge. 
The content analyst is required to describe the conditions under which data 
are obtained, justify the analytical steps taken, and see to it that the process is 
not biased in the sense that it favours one kind of finding rather than another. 
Explicitness about the process is required so that others may evaluate the work, 
replicate the process, or qualify the findings. According to Krippendorf; 'A 
content. analyst is obliged to make everything transparent..' ( H)80,p.180.) 
Holsti ( 19(-i9) locates data for content analysis in tlw context of communi-
cat.ion bet.ween a senclt>r and receiver, and he surve\'S st.udie:-; in 1 t>rrus of three 
f • •• 
principal purposes. First of all, Holst.i turns his attention to tl1ose pieces of 
work \vhich describe characteristics of communication, asking 'what.', 'how', and 
't.o whom' something is said. He then goes on to look at those studies which 
make inferences as t.o the antecedents of communication, asking why something 
is said, before lastly examining content analysis which makes inferences about 
the dft>c1 s of communication, asking· with :what. effects something is said. In 
this \\·ay Holsti's book identifies the range of material that. may be approached 
sp•~ ... dicet.lly through cont.en1 analysis rese<nch. as \vell as emphasizing bot.h the 
benefits and draw backs of this met.hocl of st.udy. 
Comparisons underscore the basic framework of content a.ualysis reseet.rch, 
and three fom1s of this may be identified concerning texts. One application of 
t.his met.bod is t.hf' comparison of messages over time from which t.he analyst. may 
drmv inferences about. secular trends (for example the rise in interest. amongs1 
the British mass media in NRMs and the implications that this has for society), 
while a second highlights situations as the important. variable. Third, audiences 
may also be targeted for analysis, the proposition being that the character of 
audiences affects the content. and style of communications. 
Comparisons of communication content across time, situation or audience are 
labelled 'intermessage analysis'. In addition to these, a research design may also 
be based on the relationship of two or more variables within a single document, 
and 'contingency analysis' is one of the many techniques designed specifically for 
such cases. Studies within which the text. is analysed in order to make inferences 
about the causes or antecedents of the message, and more specifically about the 
author, are distinguished fro'm those in which inferences are made about the 
effects of messages (the decoding process) upon the recipient. 
We may ascertain from this, therefore, that in any content. analysis the t.ask 
is to make inferences from data to certain aspects of their context and to justify 
those inference!':, irL terms of the knowledge about the stable factors in the sphere 
of interest. It is by t.his process that data become rt>cognisecl as symbolic or are 
rendered informative about something of importance 1.o the a11alyst, in what-
ever field is being tackled. At this ::;i.agt- <1. Uwory Ct[ tbe relat i(•nsbips between 
the data a1_1d cont.ext. is formulated so that t.he dat<t appear as its independent 
variables a.11d t.he t.arget appt·ars as ii:s dependent. Vh.riahles, a pr•.ocess labelled an 
'analytical construct'. In this way, rules of inference are proviclt>d, and so-called 
'ana.l::ti<.al constructs' serve as the logical bridge between available data and the 
uncertain targd. in their cont.ext. 
The first task of any piece of empirical research is 1u decide '·'~'Lat. is t.o lw ob-
served. n'C(Jrded, and thereafter considered a datum. 'Cnitizing' invc.Jves defin-
ing t.hese nnit s. separating them along t.heir boundaries, and identifying them 
for s1tbsequent. analysis. The smallest. segment of content. counted and scored 
in coi1t.ent. analysis is the coding unit. d1ich may he a vvorcl, sentence, theme, 
assertion, paragraph, item, character. grunp, object or inst.it.ntiou. The nature 
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of the analysis must influence the format of the unit recorded. For example, in 
this study each newspaper article was coded as a separate entity, clue partly to 
the size of the overall study and the volume of items analysed. Smaller coding 
units were also used, however, through the coding of metaphors (brainwashing, 
mind control and so on), and through the recording of key labelling words (for 
example 'sect' and 'cult'). Moving on from here, Budd and his colleagues main-
tain that; 'No content analysis is better than its categories, for a system or set 
of categories is, in essence, a conceptual sche_me.' ( 1967 ,p.39) 
These categories must ideally be appropriate. mutually exclusive, exhaus-
tive, reflect the purposes of research, be independent. and derived from a single 
classification principle so that the analysis may be successful. Content, form of 
content., type and form of statement., themes and intensity of message, may all 
serve as viable category frameworks . 
. From ihi::: stage· iu the analysis decisions must be made about. the path to be 
-pursued concerni11g claJa collection and appraisal. Once the universe of relevant 
communicnt.ion has bef'n dennecl, it. is often necessary for a process of sampling 
to be imposed upon. all. of the available information, a method guided by a. 
'sampling plan~. Sonw st.uclies require only a single-s~.age sampling design, but. 
a ·mult.i-st.age sample is usually required, involving as many as three steps. In 
this ]at ter method, selection of sources of communication may be followed by 
the sampling of documents, and then the process is repeated within documents 
themselves, althougb t.wo of these st.ages may adequately fit. the needs of the 
s1 udy. Tlw process of analyzing print. media accounts of NRMs over an eleven 
yenr perir)d meant. that ali-bough only four publicat.iuns \Vere coded. all of t.he 
' The finding::; of must c••nteut analysis studies are often expressed 111 t.erms 
of relat.ivf:' fre.quenc_v of occurrence of some tmit. such as t.he column inch, item, 
theme. or key \\'urcl. The <huict-' ,·,f uuit depends on tbe purpose of the study and 
tile kind of c.ont.ent being analyst>d. The inclusion of key words and metaphors, 
l'i9 
for example, in this present study is a useful indicator of the general tenor of 
print m.edia coverage of NRMs. 
In mass communication research, three indicators of measurement are impor-
tant. First., the frequency with which a symbol, idea or subject matter occurs in 
a stream of messages tends to be interpreted as a measure of importance, atten-
tion and emphasis, and this facet of communication has been the framework for 
many studies. Second, the balance of favourable and unfavourable at.titudes to-
wards a symbol, idea, or subject. matter tends to be interpreted as the direction 
or bias, and this has also structure·d research. Third; studies have looked at the 
kind of qualifications made about a symbol, idea or subject matter, and this in 
turn has tended to be interpreted as a measure of the intensity or strength of a 
belief, conviction or motivation. 
Tests of direction are important m many studies involving content analy-
ses, althottgh objectivity is often difficult to maintain when dealing with this 
phenomenon. A.ccorcling to Budd: 
'Determination of direction in content analysis is probably one 
of the. most frustrating problems facing the researcher, because 
it is one area in which the element of subjectivity is diffi-
cult to control and impossible to eliminate entirely. At the 
same ~ime, content analysis can be most productive when it is 
able to show directio~- or the lack of it.' 
Budd, 1967,p.50. 
Tn he nseful, definitions of direction nmst. lw broad c:uough in scope to cover 
almost. every sit.uati••11 t.hat. might arise but not so general t.ha.t. they fail to pro-
vide the desired ~lisnin1ina.t.ion. Su('h definitions operate as a frame- of reference 
v\'ithin which t lw ; e~P<trch caJ; \':·-·rk. 
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After inferences have been made, the data must be summarised ancl reported 
so that interpretation of the results can take place. Patterns and relatiouships 
may now be outlined in an effort to test. the relational hypotheses, and compar-
isons made with information from other sources. But. it is important to add that 
problems of reliability and validity must be tackled at every stage. A reliable 
procedure should yield the same results from the same set of phenomena in any 
situation. T9 test validity, on the other hand, the results of the procedure must 
match what is known to be 'true' or assumed to be already valid. Reliability 
therefore sets limits to the potential validity of research results, yet reliability 
does·.not guarantee the validity of research results. 
·In the light of these considerations we may see that content. analysis is an 
invaluable but not. unproblematic tool for the social scientist, a tool which may 
be used to illuminate previously 'grey' areas of sociology ~s a whole_. Bearing 
in mind Holsti's claim that: 'Content. analysis is any technique for making in-
ft>rences· by objectively and systematically identifying specific characteristics of 
messages," ( 1969, p.14.) it may be inferred that. t.l1.is me1.hocl ofresearch is useful 
in the analysis of print media accounts of New Religious Movement.s. ln the fol-
lowing section, this-specific application of content analysis is discussed alongside 
t.he broader themes of an<1.lysis concerning print. media accounts of NR.f\-ls. 
u.- Methodology Employed m This Study .. 
All items about. NRlvls appeanng 111 four British priut. media publica.t.ions 
vYen· ~:ubjt'cl.ed to cont.ent. amilysis in r.his st.udy. Tl1e clat.a cover i:he period 
bc<.\·.•een January 197:1 all(l Decembe: J!J~:::., and this time span has been sub: 
divided into 22 smaller periods of 6 months in order to detect trends more easily. 
The ba.sic guidelines cont.ained in Holsti ( 19G9) and Budd et. al ( 1 967) were 
followed for sample select.iou procedures, measurement., and t.he use uf cai.egories. 
The structure of this study was designed to replicate t.he work of van Drit."l ( 1981) 
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on the print media accounts of NRMs and some other minority religious groups 
in the U.S., thereby facilitating the construction of fruitful comparisons. 
Four British publications were selected to match, as closely as possible, the 
same broad types of publication as had been used in t.he American research: 
The Times, the Sunday Times, the Da£ly Mail and New Soc1ety. It has been 
noted that. these publications are nationally distributed in Britain (unlike van 
Driel's choice of the New Yorl.: Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times 
and Sa.n Fra.nsisco Chronicle plus a number of weekly publications.) Differences 
in· the size of country. and nature of publications must be borne in mind here, 
as. it.. may be argued that the local press in Britain does not serve the same 
function as its American counterparts .. The fact. that three out of four of the 
chosen publications provided an index was also instrumental in the choice of 
these newspapers, a factor which also influenced van Driel. The Daily Mail was 
included in t.his study (despite its lack of index) due to the important influence of 
the libel hi a:! brou_g;M against. Associated Newspapers. by the U nificat.ion Church 
on the pcrpd.uati,:;n of cult. controversies in the U.l\. 
This st ucly d.coes n• 11. claim to have applicability to all prinl media account.s 
of. NRM.s, as. the· results refer specifically to t.he selected publications only. ( 1) 
It is suggested that in future studies this limitation (produced ~y restrictions 
upon time) could be removed by the use of a bigger and more varied sample. It. 
could he argued that the selected British publications are not, however, entirely 
unrepresentative of those publications which have slvown an interest. in NRMs. 
For tht> sake of comparability, all items ahout. exa.-J:ly the samP NRMs (and 
other religious groups) were coded for ct.nal~'sis in the t.v:t• projens even though 
nu items ha.cl ct.ppearecl about. somf:' moYement.s in the sampled British publi-
cations. The fulluv.·ing seventeen groups were counted as NRMs for present. 
purposes: The Unification Church, Scientology, Hare Krishna, Transcendental 
. Mt>ditat.ion, t.lH:' DiYine Light J\'lission, the Children of God (currently knov.:n 
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as the Family of Love), Meher Baba, t.he Rajneesh Foundation, Centers Net.-
work, Ananda Marga, the Way Internatior1al, the Jesus Movement. (an umbrella 
term), Cainpus Crusade, Youth For Christ, The Navigators, the Church Univer-
sal and Triumphant, and Eckankar. (2) Items about four other minority religious 
groups were analysed in order to check whether print. media accounts of NRMs 
are significantly different from accounts of these other religious minorities. The 
minority groups were: Christian Science, the Jehovah's Witnesses, the Salvation 
Army, and the Mennonites. Again, this list. was used in both the American and 
British projects. Appendix one contains brief descriptions of all these groups, 
with a short summary of their history, beliefs, membership and controversial 
aspects.· 
A total of 764 items appearing in the four sampled publications between 197.5 
and 1985 were coded for content and analysed by means of the SPSS-X computer 
programme. 66.5 of the items referred primarily to the 17 organizations deemed 
'NRl\·1:>' in this study. In addition., 19 items about. the People"s Temple which 
appeared in three of the sampled publications, but. not in the Daily. Mtlll, \\"Pr•, 
analysed separately. 
Tl1e scope of t.his project was not '.vide enough to cover such other media 
of mass conununicat.ion as television, radio, cinema, comics, aclvertise,ments and 
specialist magazines. lt.ems about NRMs have certainly appeared in all of these 
media, and on the basis of findings abnut research on the influence of teleYision 
in particular, (:~), it might. be sugges1ecl that the most formative influence on 
public opinion is not. tbe print media. Since television probably set.s the tone and 
agenda for other popular media, it. must be borne in mine! t.hat. print media items 
about. NRMs occur against a background which was not. available for analy::;is 
in this research. 
The code book contains 27 variables and is b2st-d upnn t.he :21 Yaria.ble version 
used by van Driel (for codebuok see Appendix 2). The adcliti()nal variables were 
prompted by a. \'ariety of ohservation::;, with the work of Dobbelaere, Voet. and 
~., 
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Verbeke (1985) in Belgium, for example, bringing to the attention of the author 
the emphasis placed in that country upon the international wire service for 
stories about. NRMs, while problems concerning certain aspects of the coding 
produced the impetus for the other changes. 
A pilot study consisting of 30 contextual units about. NRMs (not. included 
in the further analysis) was conducted, with each article being independently 
coded by the author and one other person. Only 25 differences were found in 
the coding of all 675 coding units, indicating a high degree of reliability even 
before the modifications had ·been effected. The inter-coder reliability rate of 
0.92· is regarded as highly satisfactory. Some minor changes were made t.o the 
codebook in the light of experience gained from the pilot study. 
The variables in the final version of the code book related to the following ma-
JOr tssues: -Source of data. 
-Date. 
-Front. /inner page coverage. 
-Wire service usage. 
-Grnup(s) covered . 
. ;vlanner in which information is given. 
-Length of contextual unit. in column inches. 
-Graphics. 
-General tenor of contextual units. 
-General tenor of headline. 
-C:at.egorizat.ion of religious groups. 
-Topics c(•vered. 
-Quot.es. 
-Metaphors. 
-At.rocity/Posit.ive tales of NR1Is/anti-cult. groups. 
-Address/telephone nimber det.a.ils. 
-Distinctions~ links t.o ot.her groups. 
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-Focus. 
-U.K./Foreign base forit.em. 
-Serial articles. 
Discussion of these basically quantitative variables has been supplemented 
by consideration of more qualitative issues. They include: 
-The effect of the Daily Mail trial on press coverage of NRMs .. 
-Norms and values conveyed by the print media. 
- expressed in print media towards NR.Ms and the annti-c.ult. movement. 
·_The construction of 'boundaries of the normal' in the mass media. 
-Comparisons between the print media coverage of NRMs in Britain and elsewhere. 
This Chapter has examined· the inethodological technique of content. analysis 
with direct r~ference to the methods employed in this study. It was argued that, 
despite one or two draw-backs of this method of research, fruitful results could 
be gained from their application. Pertinent questions have been outlined for dis-
cussi-on in the next Chapter, when" the result:s gained from an assessment. of the 
print. media accounts of NHJ\b ili BriUtill a.J e presented alongside cross cult. ural 
comparisons with the U.S. (in part.icular) and Belgium, before conclusions are 
drawn. 
Endnotes. 
( 1) Circulation figures for the first. balf of 197~ relating to Fleet. St.. news-
papers include: Dai(IJ Mail. 1,932,XOS; Tht Tlmn. 2!j:n11:1!): The S·u.nda.y Tiw.cs. 
l At.l!J.29!5. The Thompson Organization,,\·.-~~"/';,,. Tliiu., and the Sundu.y T-i·m.r:s. 
'X h iie Associar ed N e\\"spapers C ruup Or-.· :1s i lll'· Dm(v Mail. (Figures derived from 
L'lli!J the ~Hulia, 19t;3. Denis l'vlacslJaJw.: 
( :2) Groups within r his ca1e.g••r:-' sudJ <::- lhi1.ish Youth for Christ., The Nav-
i~ators, and Campus Crusade r.1' ;~cot. n"nn<tliy c.ai.egorizecl as cult.s. These 
groups are treated a.s NRMs in 1l1i::: sl ndy iwc;wse uf the exact. replication ,Jf 
van Oriels work 011 the Americ<JlJ press. It is hypothesized t.ha1 van DriE'l had 
{'j 
been influenced in his development of categories by the debate .which exists in 
the Netherlands concerning the da::;sification of NRMs. For further information 
in this sphere see Kollen, 1980, and Stat~n, 1984. 
( 3) This proposition, however, is still debateable. For a recent discussion of 
the topic see: Bogart, L., 1984, 'The Public Use and Perception of Newspapers', 
PuMic Opinion Quarterly, 48, ( 4 ), pp.709-719. Thanks are clue to B. van Driel 
for this observation. 
Chapter 4 
Results. 
Results Gained From the Sample of British Publications. 
The 154 items in the sample of four Brii ish publicaat it_ons were distributed 
by religious gro~1p and source as illusi.rn.tecl ill Table 1. ( Appe11dix Three). 
Tablt' 1 
In addition, 19 items about the People's Temple. which appeared in three of 
the sampled publications, but not in the Daily Mail, were analysed separately. 
The fact that the topic of NRMs occupies a very minor place of importance 
in British publi<"at.ious must be borne in mind throughout the analysis of t.l1ese 
findings concerning the print media t-reatment. of NRMs. While topics sud as 
crime and violence, ancl.·even the lives of television personalities ( q.mong others), 
may be found in il1e news every day, it must be acknowledged t.hat t.he 'cult' 
issue is relc:d ively infrequently reported. Table 2 indicates the exact. amount. of 
cu\·erage ,,f this tupic with the distribution of itt>ms cnncerni1ig NRMs being 
coutrasted wit.b items concerning the control ~roup <•f ot.lwr 1uinority religions. 
Table 2 
These findings are illustrated more dearly in Figure 1, as this graph clearly 
shows t.he fluctuating pattern of coverage pertaining to NRMs between January 
1915 and December 1985. During the first. part. of this period NRMs received 
relatively little print. media coverage, but. n sudden surge in attention occurred 
between January 1980 and December 1%1. 
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Figure 1 
Initial reporting (1975 to 1977) was of five major movements:- the Divine 
Light Mission ( 8 items), the U ni£cation Church ( 28 items), Transcendental 
Meditation (11 items), Scientology (7 items), and ISKCON (8 items). This 
relatively low level pro£le of NRMs was soon to be altered dramatically, how-
ever. The massacre of the People's Temple in Jonestown, Guyana, in November 
1978 brought. the subject to the notice of the public, and this incident sparked 
off a number of feature articles about. Jim Jones and his movement.. It is in-
teresting to note that, despite this new focus, reporting of other groups at this 
time did not immediately increase. (See Figure 2.) By contrast, the massacre in 
Guyana was@he cue for a flood of.it.ems about NRMs in American publications 
(van Driel and Richardson, 1988). 
Figure 2 
The start of 1980 may be seen to mark the beginning of the upsurge in press 
reports of NRMs. The major factor in.this change was t.he impact of the legal 
battle between the Unification Church and the Daily Mail. The libel action in 
this court case was brought by Dennis Orme, the British Moonie leader, against 
the newspaper because of an article featured in the Daily Ma.il (29.5.78) in which 
the 1Tni£cation Church was described as a 'sinister group who brainwash ymmg 
prople and split. up families'. Associated Newspapers, publishers of the Daily 
:tvlail, contested the case. The record-breaking length of the libel trial (from 
October 1980 to March 1981) and the stunningly high level oflegal costs involved 
on both sides (around 1.5 million pounds) were extensively reported in the press. 
The plaintiffs were defeated both in the High Court and on appe<ll, and leave to 
approach the House of Lords was not granted. The movement therefore innurecl 
most of the legal costs, and this action led directly to a signitirant reduction in 
t.he scale of the l\1oonies' operat.ions in the U.E. 
In the period from 197.5 t.o) H)85 items about. t.he Unifico.tion Clmrch amounted 
to 70 per cent of all items concerning NRMs (as is shown in Figure 3). This 
tigure fluct.uated between 4~ per rent. of t.he total beft•re 1'1w libel case, to 91 per 
cPnt cluring the triaL and jl_; per rent. after June ] 9:31. 
Figure 3 
The trial provided the Da1llJ Ma.1l and other newspapers with an opportunity 
to deploy what James Beckford called the 'negative summary event.' (1) as a 
device for maintaining the momentum of what. it: termed its 'crusade against. 
the church that breaks up families.' Special empho.sis was placed by the press 
on the High Court Jury's recommendation that. ' .... the t.a...-x-freE' status of t.he 
U nific.at.ion Church should be investigated by the Inland Revenue Department. 
on tbe grounds that it. is a political organization'. The gov<:>rnme11t. 's response 1.o 
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the recommendation provided further scope for recurrent. items about. both t.ht> 
Unification Church and other NRM's long after the case had been conducled. 
What began, therefore, as a newspaper article about. one NRM eventually turned 
into a story about. a campaign against the movement and a long running saga 
about the law on charities in. England. By contrast, the greatly reduced level 
of the Unification Church's activities in the U.K. since 1981 has gone virtually 
unnoticed in the press. 
Controversies surrounding the 1984 European Parliamentary debate which 
focused upon the topic of NRMs also received little attention in the press. Al-
though this motion seemed likely to have serious repercussions for both NRMs 
and their critics alike (Beckford, 1986), the implication for the media appeared 
to be slight, helping to explain why the event received very little coverage. Even 
the agitations of the anti-cult lobby and of its opponents who were worried by 
perceived threats to civil liberties and/or the freedom of religion, failed to catch 
the lasting attention of journalists. The number of items on the topic of the 
debates in the sample was extremely low. 
Surprisingly, the attention brought to the 'cult issues' by the 1980-1981legal 
proceedings did not influence the frequency of reports concerning other groups 
in this sphere to any great. extent, a~s Figure 3 illustrates. A peak for 'other 
NRMs' did occur just. before the P niticat.i(l}l Church JWak, yet after this the 
volunw nf repurt.s decreased i . .:• a relrt,i.iw ]nw. Tl,e rise in the frequen~y of items 
concerning ut.ber NRlvls ill .July to December ]:)(')4 and July t.o D~cember 1985 
may be ~een t.o be due firstly t.c. t.be return to t.he news of Scientology (the 
classification of this group as an 'evil sect.' by a Judge in court in the legal bat.t.le 
for the cust.c.cly of a child was instrumental in this). The continued visibility of 
the Hare I\rishnas in the press also contributed to these figures, with this group 
maintaining a relatively high social profile. In the latter period followers of the 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh also became particularly newsworthy clue partly to 
the controversy surrounding this group in the United States, and pari.ly t.o the 
Bhagv,;an's spectacular sale of his 91 Rolls Royce~. 
Among t be comparison groups, t.h~, Sal vat ion Arm~' received the largest. 
amount L•f attention in total (.54 units). Overall C(•V•,rage of t.he groups re-
mained at. a fairly consistent, mimimal level, wit.b numbers fluctuating between 
an all-time low bet.weeu January and June 1979 when· no units were recorded, 
and a relative high between January and June 1981 when 10 unils were pub-
lishecl. Most periods produced appwximately 4 contextual units. The general 
implication therefore is that minorit.y religion is neYer a prominent. theme in t.he 
U.K. 
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Further distinctions between NRMs and the comparison groups surface when 
we take into account. the kind of information that has appeared over the years. 
The print media operate in an agenda-setting function when it comes to outlining 
the controversy that surrounds NRMs, (McCombs and Shaw, 1972) providing a 
public definition of the reality as it. is perceived. 
Table 3 
Table 3 lists the topics encountered most often in the sampled publications 
in order of priority. (2). When dealing with NRMs the British print media have 
covered the topic of legal and judicial conflicts, investigations, and illegalities 
( 27 4 units) far more often than any other topic. Items centrally or peripherally 
concerned with group or leader .history and/or leader profile amounted to 160, 
and therefore came a poor second. It is interesting to note, however, that this 
topic also figured relatively highly ( 19 units) in items concerning the comparison 
groups. The third topic <;.oncerns press cross-references ( 130 units), whereby 
one newspaper refers to stories printed in other publications, or items covered 
in 1 heir own previous editions. This emphasis provides a vital pointer to the 
ways in which the press perpetuate the controversy. A significant. influence upon 
this figure is the lengthy trial of the Daily Mail brought by Denis Orme of the 
British Unification Church, and reported frequently by nt.her newspapers. Topic 
4 centres upon the role that NRivls play in family break up ( 120 unit.s), a central 
feature of the 'cultic' debate. Topic:) refers f,t) Parliamentary references, with 109 
references containing this theme beiug found. The Unification Church /Daily 
Ma.illegal battle of 1981 may be seen to have influenced these figures greatly, as 
23 references occurred in the six months between January and June 1981 alone. 
Brainwashing. manipulation and psychological abuse of members feature as the 
sixth most. frequent topic in the sample (57 units), and echoes one of the central 
accusations levelled by the anti-cultists and journalists against. N RMs. Topic 7 
relates to the teachings of the groups concerned, and the 52 references in this 
areo. may be seen to be fairly evenly distributed over the eleven year time span. 
Business <H"l.ivities, and the wealth of the group and its leaders constitute topic 
8 in this analysis. (49 items), and once again .Tannary h_l June 1981 appears to 
be t.he peak for this t.opic, although int.erest. in t.his topic i1lso occurrc:>d at. other 
periods. 
As far as the cont:rol groups are concerued, gfCJup ur leader history /leader 
profile are t.be central topics discussed in 19 items, while legal conflict. and the 
. 
teachings of the groups makP up tl1e central body of t.l!t:> articles in six instances · 
each. The Salvation Army (in particular) •vas reported on a fairly regular basis 
v.·ith regard t.o events that. t.nok place within t.he group and activities by t.he 
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movement for the benefit of others. When we turn to the tenor of items about 
NRMs, the contrast with the control groups grows sharper. 
Following the work of van Driel, a Likert-scale was used to investigate the 
general tenor of each unit. under study. The five values c~onstruc:tecl to assess 
this were labelled and defined as follows: 
Extremely positive: The religious group is defended, supported and/or alle-
gations of opponents are rejected; no sign of suspicion or rejection of group. 
Somewhat positive: A favourable approach to its opponents; some reserva-
tions and/ or suspicions are implicitly or explicitly evident, however. 
N eu.tra.l: Position-taking on issues is avoided; no support for either the reli-
gious group or its opponents is voiced. 
Somewhat nega.t1~ve: Although the religious group is not severely criticized, 
it does meet ridicule, suspicion and/or doubts; there is no clear-cut support for 
the opponents of the group. 
Extremely negative: The religious group is rejected and attacked and/ or the 
opponents of the group receive sympathy and support. 
Table 4 
Table 4 documents the varying tenor of press coveragt:> of the different. NR1vls 
specifi.c:ally. This informal.ion confirms our view that. the U nificat.ion Church 
rcpresent.s what many jonrnalis(s se.~ as <1 iypical 'cult'. The volume of report.s 
on this group and their teu•Jr are significant. in the perception that. many have 
of the cult.ic pbenomen011, \Vit.h 57 per cent of the items being negative. 190 
neutral items were found, c.onsisting of 40 per cent of the total, although these 
items did tend to be small in size. Only one 'extremely positive' item and 11 
'somewhat positive' items were located for the Unification Church. 
Reports concerning Scientology are by far more neutral (with 69 per cent. of 
items falling into t.his category), although again a negative slant does exist. (23 
per cent of items). The Hare Krishnas have also recieved neutral coverage on 
the who!~ (85 per cent. of articles), with the other 15 per cent being \;omewhat 
negative'. Transcendental Meditation has received more positive than negat.ive 
reporting, although ag;ain ;:.i per ceni of items are seen to be 'neutraL 
Another NRl\1 · ,( nulf- i:-: the Ra_iueesh Foundation, with the followers of the 
Bbagwan Shree RajneesL ;·t'ceiving .');} per cent. neutral coverage, 3:2 per cent. 
negative coverage. and 13 per •ent co-.'erage uf <t. positive nat.urt>. As has been 
not.ed. this latt.er group has come 1.o prominence in recent. years mainly due 
t.o t.lw clissolutiqu uf its C(l!l1111Une ill Oregun, V .S.A., and the problems t.hat. 
this brought. wit.h it. ( .tvlilne, 1986 ). Hugh Milne provoked a st.mngly uegat.ive 
readion from this group when hjs book was published in 198G. Being a former 
body guard t.o Bhagv .. :an, Milne provided an 'insider· account of t.he 11li.Well)t>l11., 
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· and in particular the goings on in Rajneeshpuram during the turmoil there in 
the mid 1980's. This book is seen to have created a particularly negative image 
of the movement, and as such provided information for a television programme 
in which various allegations were levelled against the group. ( 3) 
Lastly, the category entitled 'NRMs in general', a term used to describe those 
'bridging' articles in this sphere, elicited neutral accounts in .52 per cent, positive 
accounts in 12 per cent, and negative accounts in 16 per cent of cases. There 
will be further discussions of this composite category below. 
Of the comparison groups, it was the Salvation Army that attracted the most 
attention, with 2 extremely positive reports ( 4 per cent), 22 somewhat positive 
items, ( 41 per cent), 24. neutral articles ( 44 per cent), and only 6 ( 12 per cent) 
negative pieces. The Jehovah's Witnesses elicited a somewhat. more negative 
response (22 per cent negative, 78 per cent neutral, with no positive accounts), 
and Christian Science and the Mennonites recei.;_,ed very little coverage at all. 
On· closer examination, Table 4 reveals that the unquestionably negative 
image of NRMs that occurs widely in the British print. media does not go un-
challenged, despite initial appearances. 55 per cent of all items about. NRMs and 
other religious minorities can becharacterized as neutral, positive, or extremely 
positive. These findings do conceal two interesting facts, however. First, the 
percentage of items about NRMs alone in this upper group of rat.egories falls to 
.52 per cent.. Second, as we shall see below, many of these items were merely brief 
· news reports, with a number of them being read directly from the international 
. . 
wue serv1ce. 
Moreover, items that are characterized as somewhiit arid extremely positive 
in tenor account for only .5 per cent. of items about NRMs, but. for the control 
group of other religious minorities this figure was 30 per cent. Headlines of a 
positive character, at. 2 per cent, are even harder t.o find. 
Table 5 
As .Table :'5 illustrates. the majority of contextual units relating to NRMs were 
published in t.he form of news-reports; which have been. defined (following the 
work of van DrieL 1 ~187) as 'information based on an occurrence, event, decision, 
and so on.' The ra1 il) of news reports to feature articles, defined as ·information 
designed to discuss trends, phenomena, subject. of interest,' was approximately 
8:]. Other categories of note included letters (also sporting a ratio of 8:1 to 
news reports) columnist articles ( 12:1) and editorials (20: 1 ). In comparison, the 
control group maintained a ratio of 2.5:1 of news items to feature articles, 3:1 
of news items to let.ters, and 4:1 of columnist articles to news reports. These 
figures give an insight into the 'newsworthiness' of these respective groups. 
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The degree of newsworthiness clearly changes over time, however, reflecting 
the changing circumstances in which NRMs fing themselves. Table 5A shows 
that the tenor of items about NRMs has also undergone significant changes. 
Table 5A 
Table 5A indicates three things in particular. First., there is considerable 
stability over time in the small number of items about NRMs which are either 
positive or extremely positive. Second, the neutral category shows fluctuations 
but. remains fairly consistently strong. Third, the negative and ext.remely neg-
ative categories display the greatest fluctuations. If these latter categories are 
combined into a single measure, it. exceeds he strength of the neutral cattegory 
in 9 out of the- 22 periods. The preponderance of items with a negative tenor 
occurs between 1981 and the middle of 1984, suggesting that the Da.ily Mail 
trial and its aftermath had an imporant influence on the periodicity of negative 
reports about NRMs. 
There is some confirmation of this argument in the finding that the Daily 
Mail not only carried more items about NRMs and the UC in particular at. this 
time, but the stories that it published were also twice as likely as those of other 
publications to be negative or extremely negative. See Table .SB. 
Table .sB 
The ·number of items published by the Daily Mail about other minority re-
ligi<)lts groups was so small that comparisons with other publications would be 
hazardous. 
The relationship bet:ween the length of published articles a.ncl c.ther variables 
also helps to outline in dearer terms the treatment given to NR!'vls by the print. 
media. To facibt.at.e analysis of these factor::, .articles wert' grouped into four 
categories of roughly equal size in Table G. 
Table 6 
Each six mm1t.h time span contains, on the whole, a-fairly even distribution 
of art.ides of varying sizes. as short. llf'\\"S bursts appear to be accompanied in 
lol-tf. same juncture by lengthier articles explaining the background of t.he groups 
etnd i b~ issues involved. 
Table 7 
\\.hen \ve observe how this information was distributed per group (see Ta-
bie I). 11 becomes apparent. that. the U nificat.ion Church attracted t.he largest. 
shan·' of attention, though t.he less familiar groups were covered more ext.en-
sively per contextual unit. It could be reasonably l1ypot.hesizecl that the larger 
feature articles are more likely to convey negative images of NHMs and t.o haw· 
a lnshng effect on readers' attitudes towards them. The negative tenor of news 
reports concerning NRMs may therefore be filtered out by re<Lder::; whose basic 
attitudes have already been established by other publicatio.ns and other mass 
media (Curran, 1970). Table 8 helps to substantiate this view. 
Table 8 
Graphics of one form or another have been used in 153 articles concerning 
NRMs, and the pictorial representations used here help to reiterate the basic 
themes pursued by the print media concerning NRMs. 
Table 9 
As we may observe from Table 9, 45 per cent of the print media items which 
were accompa1iied by one or 1'nore photographs carried a picture of a cult leader. 
By comparison, the next most. frequent subjects of photographs in items about 
NRMs were 'other' items, which included pictures of relatives, for example. After 
this category, cult. members featured highly ( 34 per cent), followed by pictures 
of ex-members ( 16 per cent). The central focus on group leaders in the press is 
not surprising when we take into account the central theme of many cult stories, 
i.e. the 'fact' that most members display total devotion to their leaders and 
selfless dedication to their movements' goals. Images of fanaticism abound in 
this realm, with various indicators pointing the reader to this conclusion. 
The use and form of quotations are a further indication of the treatment 
given t.o NRMs by the pres~. Feature articles, for example, made greater use 
of quotations, and quninJions favourable to NRMs (18 per rent of all quota-
t.ions) are bea'.'ily Ol.tfl'LU11lbered by lllifa.•>ourable uues ( 82 per ce1Ji ). The mean 
number of favourable quotations pt>I.' item is 0.17. ;tlld,t.he mean number of un-
favourable qu()t.at:ions is 0.82. This disparity is considerably sharper than the 
7:10 ratio of favoural~le t.o unfavourable quot.ations about NRM s in American 
publica.tions.(B. ·:an Oriel, 1987). 
Tvloreover, the sources of quotations about NRMs are much more likely to lie 
outside the movements than inside them. The single largest source of quotations 
( 31) is from parents of N Rl'v1 members. Second come politicians and government. 
officers (28), followed by ex-members (22). By comparison, only 3 quotations 
originated with members and 6 with NRM leaders. Only 9 quotations came 
from scientists and academics, an important indicator of the ways in \-Vhich 
these stories are researched, the people cont.actecl for information (often anti-
cult. groups), and t.he final presentation of the item. 
Anuther indication of the generally negative character of print. media ac-
counts of NRMs is the pattern of metaphors which are applied to their practices 
and poe>rsonnel. 
Table 10 
Tl1e brainwashing met.aphor was used mos1 extensively, occurring in 24 per 
rent of t.he sampled items about NR11s. The nex1. most. commo,n met.aphors 
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included 'deprogrammii1g' ( 4 per cent) and 'mind control' ( 2 per cent). The 
pattern of negative metaphors in items about NRMs in the American print 
media is quite similar: 'brainwashing' (21 per cen:t), 'deprogramming' ( 13 per 
cent), 'mind control' (7 per cent), and 'zombies/robot.sjautomatia' ( 4 per cent). 
It. should be added, however, that these metapohors may occur in contexts 
where their intended use was positive .. For example, cultists may refer to the 
brainwashing metaphor in order to defend themselves against it.. These findings 
must, therefore, be treated with caution. 
The generally negative image ofNRMs portrayed by British journalists is also 
indicated by the number of so-called atrocity tales recounted in the print media. 
It should be emphasized, however; that the term 'atrocity' is being interpreted 
2n this study in accordance with van Driel's usage to mean 'an event or series 
of events which have severe negative consequences for individuals, groups or 
society'. (van Driel, .1986) This. usage is weaker than all but. the fourth and 
colloquial meaning stipulated by the Oxford English Dictionary. The stronger 
meanings are 'savage enormity, horrible and heinous wickedness,' 'fierceness, 
implacability,' 'an atrocious deed; an act of extreme cruelty and heinousness,' 
and 'a very bad blunder, violabon of taste or good manners, and so on.' Usage 
is also more nH,deretJe than t.h~ s.ense of the term utilized by Bromley, Shupe 
and Ventimiglia (197~1: H)83) and Bromley and Shupe ( 1981 b). Some degree of 
ca1.1i.ion must therefur~ be excercised in interpreting the data in Table 11 which 
arc based em the relatively weak sense of the term employed by van Driel. 
Table 11 
The results show that 31 per cent of items about. NRMs in t.he sample of 
British publications contain atrocity tales about the movements, and only 3 per 
cent: of them recount atrocity tales about their ant.i-n1lt opponents. The majority 
of these t.ales liighlight the plight of young people who became involved in these 
groups in one way or another, and the effects that. this involvement. had on their 
f<1.milies. \Varnings were periodically issued by the Da.il:y Mail in particular, these 
<HI icie>s being aimed mainly at the parents of young people. 
8:; contrast., 'positive tales' have been defined by van Oriel as 'an event. or 
sene:-; <:of' t>\'ents which result. in the vast improvement of the well-being of an 
individ11ai. a group or society'. In this study only .5 per cent of items were 
found to luwe this form of story at some point in their analysis. But. only one 
article contained a positive tale about anti-cultists, suggesting thett. journalist.s 
perceive ne\\·sworthint>ss morf' ±i-equently in the negative aspects of NRMs than 
in positive aspects of t.be movements· opponents. This is retled.ed in the finding 
that only 8 out. of the fj(i!) items about NRI\1s i11 the sample supplied an address 
at which readers could contact an anti-cult organization. This is even !11l)re 
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significant when it is borne in mind that. four items actually supplied a contact. 
address for an N RM. 
A disparity may therefore be detected between the strongly negative tenor of 
items about. NRMs and the weakly implicit support. for anti-cuHism, although 
this finding must be examined alongside tentative conclusions drawn from a 
broad analysis of journalistic motivations and allegiances. The popular argu-
ment that journalists favour anti-cultism because t.hey share the same cultural 
assumptions as the anti-cultists does. not do far enough. (Shupe and Bromley, 
1980). More importantly, print. media accounts of NRMs are structured pri-
marily in terms of dramatic oppositions between the normal and the abnormal 
or deviant, and it. is specifically this framing of the cult./ anti-cult. controversies 
that makes them intermittently newsworthy (Beckford, 1979). The sensational-
ism serves as the eye-catching packaging of deep structural oppositions. 
The ways in which NRMs are categorized in the mass media may be seen to 
substantiate this argument. 
Table 12 
Lindt (1979) encountered the concepts 'sect' and/or 'cult.' in approximately 
two thirds of her sample of American publications, a finding repeated in the wori\ 
of \'an Driel. Table 12 indicates the frequent. use of these t.wo vnlue-laden terms 
by journalists in Britain to describe t.he phenomenon in hand. Over the elt>ven 
year period 17.5 references t.o 'sect.s' have been published, aud :!H reference~ 
1.o 'cults'. These figures Cl)l1t.rast. sharply with the rdati\·ely infrequent use of 
the descriptive terms 'new religion· \4) 'new religions movement.· ( .} ), 'religious 
movement' (2), and 'church'(~~). It. is interesting t.o JJot.e in particular that. the 
·phrase 'new religious movement' is disregarded in the pre~s despilf' t.he wide use 
of the term in t.he social sciences. 
All of 'the prominent N RIVls rhat. came under scrutiny by t.he press were 
labelled as both 'sect.' and 'cult.'. The whole quest.ion of cat.egoriza.t.ion and the 
importance of certain usages are highlighted when we examine the classifications 
applied t.c• t:he c-omparison groups. Despite the references to these bodies as 
'sects' on 10 oc~·~1<uns. (and c.hurch on 2), no ar.ticles madt> use of the term 
·cult' 011 any ( .cc:asi•.tl;. 
These ambi.!!,U<'•;tsl~' applied terms were rarely defined in any !:iyst.ematic way 
by t.he press, aJHl un the occasions that. t.his did take place a.ut.i-cultist. terms 
seemed t.o be more readily taken up t. hau t.he s• )(' iaJ-s,ient ific formulations of 
academics in this sphere. VanDriel puts the situat.ion in tlw t:.s.A. succinctly 
when he states: 
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' ... merely by adopting the concept ."cult'', as~ descriptive 
category, NRMs were, willingly or not, indelibly condemned.to 
occupy a position in the same category of groups that include 
the People's Temple .... and other marginal religions that arouse 
public fear and"horror.' 
van Driel, 198.5, p.3.5. 
Table 13 
Table 13 shows that only 34 items in this study covered more than one NRM 
in its report, while 631 units looked specifically at one group alone. These figures 
help t.o characterize the stance taken by journalists concerning the cults, as in 
22 out of the 34 items the groups are 'treated as one'. This means that. 6.5 per 
cent of the reports containing references to 2 or more NRMs infer that there 
are little differences between the groups, thereby encouraging blanket coverage 
of the phenomenon. Conversely, in only 8 per cent (3 items) of reports in this 
category are distinctions between the movements pointed out.. Parallels are 
drawn with other marginal religions in 33 instances. These figures must be 
looked a.t. alongside the percentage of items in which t.his topic was broached, 
'which amount.ecl t.o 13 per cent. On tllf' otlwr hand, in 9;'; per cent. uf the articles 
abuut NRI\h nomeutir_ll1. was made oft heir relationship t.u ma.instrca.m religious 
estabhshtnf'JJts. ln I c-;,_sPs clis1inct.ic•ns \Ven: puiui.ccl out. <Lnd in .5 items parallels 
were clrav:n. At n··· ti.me vvere distinctions made explicitly. 
Fiimlly, there is a question about. the provenance of si.ories about. NRMs. lt. 
might be thought that. the relative insignificance of NRMs in a country could 
be concealed by stories imported from abroad as part. of a strategy t.o alarm the 
public. International orchestration of news reports is said to be cent.ra.l to the 
treatment. received by NRMs in Belgium, for example, according to Dobbelaere, 
Voet and Verbeke ( 1985 ). Powerful news agencies are seen t.o telex facts and 
interpretations of the groups all over the world - stories which in the course of 
t.ime g<>t. translatt'd int.o the language of the newspaper. The situation in Britain 
is, hnwever. rc:,t l1f'J different, as can be seen in Table 14. 
Table 14 
In tot.al. !:111 art ides ill the four pu blica.t.icms were based upon information 
given by int.emat iunal wire services - a mere 13 per cent of the total. Another 
finding of not.e is t ht- fact. that. 14 per cent uf all stories were U .1\.. based, while 
only 21i per cent. originated ont.side of this c-ount.ry. Tbe::;e figures re:Hed. t.he vary-
ing structures of the media in both Belgium and Britain, as \rVell a.s the relative 
size of the cmmtry and the activity of NRMs within them. Another impi.Jrtant. 
fact.or is the location of two uf t.he main wire service agencies. Bot.h Heut ers ancl 
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AP are based in London, and it is probable that while the newsjmpers did not 
gain a high proportion of their stories through the official wire service channels 
in this country, some information is gained from this source before it. is officially 
disseminated by these agencies. 
From the results described so far, we may conclude that journalists set the 
agenda for public discussions of NRMs by framing them in ways which accen-
tuate their negative and controversial features. This interpretation does not 
disregard the reality of the painful and divisive disputes that undoubtedly sur-
round NRMs: it. simply argues that supposedly objective or balanced accounts 
are nevertheless framed in ways which tend to present NRMs as essentially neg-
ative· and problematic. In short, the kind of material that is regularly reported 
about NRMs and their opponents only qualifies as 'the facts' because of the 
frame of reference in which journalists choose to situate it. Parental accusa-
tions of brainwashing ?r a movement )s defence of its recruitment methods may, 
for example have the appearance of a 'balanced' item in the press, but this so-
called balance is only achieved within a framework which constitutes NRMs as 
predominantly controversial. 
11 Comparisons between American, British and Belgian Research. 
B. van Driel ( 1987) has conducted research in the U.S. on t.he resp(•J1SP elirit.ed 
by N RMs in t.he American print media. The present work in pctrl replicat.es 
van Driel 's study, thereby facilitating comparisons between bc•t b th .. · wc•rkings 
of the media. in the U.S. and Britain, and between the ditfe;·,·~nt ndt-relat.ed 
controversies that exist. in the t.v:o countries. Dobbelaere, Voet <tnd Verbeke 
( 1985) have conducted a content analysis on the press cuttings kept. by the 
Unification ChurdJ in Belgium, and although this work is more limit.ed .than 
both t.he present st.ucly and the research of van Driel, it. nevert.hele:;s provides 
useful information from a comparative point. of view. 
ln this :3t'<'ti•.m_ J shall emphasize a number of points which illust.ra.i.e the role 
t.hat. i.lw ]Yi!Il m•.~.Jia play in the formation of cult. controversies, and the fact. that 
the i11''" -:<i.!!('S Jh'r)Wt uat eel in this way remain fundamentally similar ia all three 
c:ouniries lllldcr cunsiclerat.ion. The U nificctt:ion Church \Vas the group t.o receive 
most ai t.c-utiun in all three countries, with Dobh.elaere and hi::> colleagues looking 
solely at articles cnllect.ecl by this group. While the figures for this particular 
NRI\·1 are of interes1. in both America and BritaiJJ 1 <t.muunt.ing t.o 42 per cent. of 
items in the- lT .S. and 11 per cent in 1lw I i.E.). the met.bocl of data collection 
in the Belgian study means that t.he conclusions reached from this work must 
be· t:ree1.t.ed with great. caution. The- ant hors, freely aclmit.t.ing t.u tlw biased 
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nature of their study, admit that 'Unfortunately, almost all articles exclusively 
devoted to sects or new religious movements other than the Unification Church, 
were unavailable, having been discarded by the public relations officer of the 
U.C.'(Dobbelaere et al., 198.5,p.1) 
Figure 4 
Figure 4 illustrates the frequency of reports pertaining to both NRMs and 
comparison groups in the United States. We may see from this graph that. the 
peak period for cultic reports is between November 1976 and April 1977, four 
years before the British reports came to a peak. The Belgian study c.overs the 
period between July 1980 and June 1985, and the. number of items increased 
from 55 articles between July 1980 and June 1981, t.o 180 articles between July 
1984 and June 198.5. This latter increase was found t.o be mainly due to the 
publication of serial articles in the Socialist. newspapers. 
In both the American and British studies, items on NRMs came largely in 
the form of news reports, with the ratio in the St.ates being 2:1 to other forms of 
reporting, in comparison to the much higher rate of 8:1 in Britain. Dobbelaere 
and his colleagues do not monitor the format of reporting in Belgium in this 
way, but t.hey do highlight. the fact that only 22 per cent of articles referred 
,principally t.o sJories originating in the country. 78 per cent of Belgian articles 
therefore had their focus elsewhere, although some allowance must. be made for 
the fact. that. Unifica1.ion Church headquarters are in the United States: As has 
been mentioned, the role of the wire service is emphasised by the authors as 
being of vital importance in the provision of news stories, as t.hey found that. 
many items are simply hanslat.ions in Dufch or French of telexed news. In this 
way Dobbel~ere ancl his associates feel justified in st.at.ing that., for Belgium. 
media treatment. of the cult-issue is 'internationally orchestrated'. 
Given t.he basic similarities between the methods and instruments ,,f con1.en1. 
analysis adopted by van Driel and the present author, \omparisons bet.\\·een 
their respective findings for the U.S.A. and the U.K. are considerably efi.sier. A 
·number of issues have been prominent in the news reports on 'c:ult nmi.roversies' 
iu the 0 .S.A., and the order of topics mentioned most often is as fnllows: le-
gal contlic:ts, brainwashing, grmip event.s, organised opposition to N Rrvl s, beliefs 
and teachings of ther movements, business adivities and, finally,internal devel-
opments. Van Driel points out that. t.he last. category related to the comparison 
groups specifically. In Britain, it. was found t.hat legal conflicts also occupied 
t.lw cenlral cored media interest (due mainly to the Unification Church vs. the 
Dtu!y Mu'lllegal bat.t.le ). This t.npic was tdlti\Ved i11. frequency by references to 
,group/ leader hist.ory. press eros~. reft:Tf'nces (a,~.?; ail! connected t.o the pr()minent. 
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position given by the media to the Da.ily Ma.il trial), family break-up, Parlia-
nwnt.ary references, brainwashing, teaching and/or beliefs, and, lastly, business 
activities. Dobbelaere;s $tudy also found 'legal conflict.' to be the major NRM-
related topic to be reported in the Belgian press. The prime importance of this 
aspect of cult. controversy in the three countries cannot., therefore, be exagger-
at.ecl. The essence of 'legal conflict' is an adversarial feeling of antagonism and 
struggle, and it follows that the picture of NRMs presented to the public by 
means of this topic is by definition 'controversial'. 
Van Driel's analysis of the American findings alone points out. the 'alarming 
discrepancy' between reports of the negative consequences of NRMs and reports 
which were. otherwise positive. Again this finding also occurs in the British 
material, and is therefore compatible with the current argument. that. newspaper 
reports of NRMs are largely negative. According to van Driel, 'We· can safely 
assert that the wide range of beneficial effects found to be related to NRM 
membership forms a "black hole" in the print media's reporting.' (1985, p.28.) 
Referring t.o the general tenor of coverage specifically,. Van Driel points out 
that the print media accounts in the U.S: were predominantly neut.ral, but 
showed a marked shift. towards negativity in the period between Ma.y, 1976 and 
October, 1976 ( 137 per cent negative). A decrease in negativity became manifest 
in t.lw two pc>riocls subsequent to November 1978 t.o April 1979, although it was 
found t l1at an overall negai ive sla.nt. persisted. Coverage in the U .I\. mirrored 
t.his general pat.t.ern, bot.h over time a.nd per group, with the peak of negativity 
uccurring around 1981 to 1982. \iVork conducted in Belgium alsCI eclw<>s t.his neg-
ative tenor, with articles about the I\1oonies bei11g found t.o report t>ither actions 
against the cults or 'media events' which were largely ant.i-cult:ic in inspiration. 
Dobhelaere and his colleagues found this negative attitude being purt.rayed in 
·slogan-like titles'. Fewer than 1 per cent of t.he sample article:- wt>re f'uuJH! tu 
be st:rongly positive . 
. -'\n int.ere:,;t ing variant. on this t.heme is t.he fact that., in 28 art.icles in t.IIe 
Bel.u:i<'t.ll resert.rrh pa.rallds bet.wc>en NRlvis and either fascism and/or Nazism arf' 
.ir<t\'.'11. Tlti,; JJ<".!!:n1ive Ct.1t.itudf' is seen to have begull cletinit.ely in 1982-198:)~ but. 
!O tlRV•· lw,·nn;(' ~1.;!] more antagonistic in 1984-1985. Van Oriel found 14 articles 
in a simila.r vein in his American study, although no such pc..railels were t.o be 
found in the British press. American research also locat.ed art.iclt>s which drew 
parallels between cults and ot.her groups wit.b a very p•u:>r public image (such 
as the People's Temple), yet once again no British art.iclt>s wen· found in this 
rategory. 
Van Driel argues at. some length t.hat. t.he utilizal ion of the t.erm~: 'sect.' and 
·cult.' in this sphere deserves dose examina.t.iun. thereby edwing Cl.JJ on-gomg 
debate surrounding the categorization ofreligious groups.( Wilson, 1976 ). Suffice 
ii is t.o say that in the U .1\.. both t.erms are used extensively to describe the 
phenomenon in hand, ( 17-5 references to sects, 213 references to cult.), with 
journalists apparently intending the pejorative sense of these terms. A telling 
example is the recent ( 14.8.87) headline in t.he Daily Mail regarding Scient.ology: 
'Weeping Father Accuses "Evil" Cult'. 
The use of metaphors in articles also helps to develop a powerful image of 
the phenomenon in question in a 'punchy' style. 'Brainwashing' was found in 21 
per cent of items in the U.S. sample, and in 24 per cent of the U .. K. study, while 
t.he uncritical application of the term infers that. something l_ike 'brainwashing' 
does actually exist., and that this process probably has some form of scientific 
validity .. Other metaphors used in the,_ American press include deprogramming 
( 13 per cent). mind control ( 7 per cent) and zombies/robots/ automatia ( 4 per 
cent). But deprogramming is used in only 4 per cent of British articles, and mind 
control in 2 per cent. This amounts to a fairly important distinction between t.he 
metaphorical coverage of NRMs and comparison groups in the two countries. 
The use of quotations also gives an insight into print. media accrJunt.s of 
NR !'vis. Van Driel found that. the newspapers gave special status to both indi-
vidual~ and g_rnups directly involved in t.he issues at. hand, as well as 1.1:• t.h.-ose 
pec•plt> deerned 1(, be 'experts' in the field. Of t.his latter category it. was found in 
the' An1r~ ;,.hn study that the individuals quoted most. oft.en were those opposed 
1-o NHI\b. <t tiucling echoed in the Brit.isb study. Van Driel concludes from this 
t.liat.: 
'It is... relevant to note here that on only two occas1ons did 
a social-scientific study serve as the basis of a media report. 
This reality, combined with the large discrepancy between the 
print media's and social- scientific categorization of NRMs, 
and the dearth of quotes stemming from social scientists, tells 
us a lot about the relationship between the social scientific 
world and the media.' 
\"an Dt·iel, 1986,p.44. 
Tl1•.: percentage of parental quotation:-; used i11 Brit.ish reports amount-ed to 
:n. v.-itlJ nnl_v 1:3 quotations originating with NHM members and 6 with NR.I'vl 
leaders. Van Driel ( 1 ~)K8) has inclic-a.t.ecl t.hat these findings were in fac-.t. at. 
varianc-F wit.h t.hos<" gained in the F. S. s1ud-y. Tlw a.nt.agonist.ic slant. \Vas obvious 
in bot.h countries: howf'ver. 
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Dobbelaere and his colleagues cite the work of James Beckford (1982) in their 
analysis of the Belgian press cuttings, using his concept of 'negative summary 
events' to explain the ways in which NRMs were portrayed in the media. They 
.• 
illustrate this by listing the warnings issued against NRMs in the articles studied, 
with 12.per cent. being found to contain general warnings, and 73 per cent specific 
warnings given under the form of 'negative summary events'. The number of 
warnings have increased since July, 1983. · The most frequently used negative 
summary event in the Belgian press, occurring in 64 per cent of items, is the story 
that 'NRMs are involved in crime and/or fraud'. The second most frequently 
used scenario refers to brainwashing of members ( 46.5 per cent), another popular 
topic in both America and Britain. Closely behind this, in 46 per cent of items, 
came the inclusion· of stories concerning the prar.t.ice of cults infiltrating the 
economic ancl political world in order to get power. References were made most 
oft.en in this connection to the Reverend Moon's personal dealings in business 
and politics, most recently in South America. 
'Atrocity stories' are, by their very nature, unlike any form of social scientific 
accounting, but this method of reporting is widely used in journalism. In the 
comparison between the American and British studies in particular, it has been 
found that the British news items incorporated atrocity stories about. NRTvis 
on many more occasions than did their American counterparts. As has been 
mentioned, the use of this term in van Driel's study was very ,._·ealc and this 
must be remembered when accounting for the frequent usage. ln the British 
sample 211 stories were found to include 'atrocity tales' out of a total of 66.5 
art ides ( :32 per cent of the t.ot.al) in comparison to 23 out: of the lti.5.5 American 
cuttings ( 1 per cent.). Despite an attempt to control the research so that valid 
comparisons conld be made, it. is probable that some differences in interpretation 
have 1.aken place, although this would not explain the huge differences locat.ed 
here. 11 is hypothesized, therefore, t.hat. these figures are indicative in part of 
the different set. of issues covered in each count.ry. In particular, the libel trial 
between the llnificat.ion Church and t.lw Daily Mail sparked off a large number of 
reports containing aJrociiy tales in the U.K .. wit.h witnesses being brought. in by 
the newspaper t.o confirm their s;_1ppnsedly libello11s aliegabons. The references 
t.o atrocities in t.he U.S. media, when r.hey did occur, dealt mainly wit.h t.he 
plight of 'bealt.hy, idealistic and especially intelligent. young persons who became 
unwilling victims of manipulative groups and had been subsiquent.ly transformed 
into psycholc,gical wrecks, devoid ,·,f individuality,' (van Driel, 198.5,p.44 ), a 1.rait. 
\vhid1 is echoed in British reports. Portraying cult. members in this fashion is 
essential t.o the sensationa.lizat.iou of t.he news in a highly competitive market .. 
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The act of reporting atrocities in the press may be seen as an efiort. by jour-
nalists to highlight the violations perpetrated by the cults against otherwise 
culturally accepted norms and values. The moral integrity of the 'normal' per-
son in modem Western liberal democracies is brought. neatly into question, as 
NRM members are portrayed as following their cult.ic leaders without. 'normal' 
or rational forethought. The key to the dominant assumptions that exist about 
the normal person is the notion of a.utonomy. A person is usually expected to 
act in such a way as to be able to give adequate reasons for his or her actions 
and to assume responsibility for them, with this incorporating the idea that. the 
normal person does not willingly choose t.o commit self-harm or t.o be subjected 
to external control. It is also expected that the normal person freely chooses 
to live in some form of family unit or, at least, to remain emotionally close to 
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the members of his or her family, thereby providing for 'family break-up' as a 
. widely accepted cause of cultic entanglement. 
Anti-cultists in the U.K. and abroad cultivate the image of NRM members 
as people who manifest many of the characteristics which appear to be the very 
opposite to those shown by 'normal' people, an image reiterated and reinforced 
by the writings of many journalists. In this way, the cult member is often de-
picted as a I}lit;ror imag~ of the n.orm.al person, thereby building. and maintaining 
boundaries of 'the normal'. (Beckford, HJS2) 
One concluding comment on cross cultural comparisons of the media response 
t.o NRI\·1s comes from Ted Nordquist. concerning tbe mass media in Sweden: 
'While the mass media in America, Great Britain, and West Ger-
many have paid particular attention to NRMs, the Swedish me-
dia have, relatively speaking, ignored them. On the whole the 
mass media and the general public ...... seem to be uninter-
ested. Articles which have appeared have been heavily influ-
enced by ne.ws from abroad (concerning the People's Temple and 
other cults in America. in particular) while factual information 
about Swedish groups has been minimal.' 
l'onlquisL 19~2. p.] ~8. 
This observation illustrates that media coverage (A. this topic in the west 
1s not 1.mivt'rsally similar, despite the similarities de-tected between the U.S., 
Belgium and Britain. 
: 
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111 Conclusions. 
To sum up the findings presented in this chapter, the print media in Britain 
promote a heavily but not exclusively negative image of NRMs. Despite this 
emphasis, deliberate anti-cultism has received only weak support in this sphere. 
Legal debates dominate the arena, ( 4 ), with coverage of cults cente;ing upon the 
the involvement of the Unification Church in the libel trial brought by the British 
Moonie leader, against the Daily Mail. Differences between this movement and 
other groups are evident in press reporting of the phenomena, although the pejo-
rative terminology, including the terms 'cult' and 'sect', tended to be applied to 
NRMs indiscriminately; thereby encouraging blanket treatment of the topic. A 
sharp contrast must be drawn, however, between NRMs and the other minority 
religions in the control group - with the latter gaining relatively favourable but. 
infrequent coverage. 
Comparisons betw~en the British and American press (in particular) have 
proved to be interesting, and have shown that the mass media in both countries 
promote a broadly similar image of NRMs. Although the methods used in 
a comparative study are somewhat different from those used in a replicatory 
study, (where, for example, statistical tests are carried out extensively), it is felt. 
t.hat some general impressions can be based on <1 study sudJ as this. Findings 
rcpurt.ecl here indicate that the societal resp(I!JS<-' 1 '-' cu!1 sic; nell merely intluenced 
by political and judicial proceedings (Wallis, l~~I;S;', L but t !Jat in fact the print 
media do promote a definite image of these groups \1.·hid1 helps 1.o set the agenda 
fnr publir debate. (See Beckford and Cole, 1~187). 
The last chapter in this thesis contains concluding comments upon the treat-
lllE'!Ji of NRMs in the mass media and suggests some areas for further research 
in 1 his sphere. 
Endnotes. 
(1) A 'negative summary event." i~ !l~t'·1c~~-n~ rLot .JA. Beckford, folluwing 
Rosengren, Arvidssen and Sturessull ( l'/1.:'), <1:-.c--; f··r cotegorizing t.hejournalisiir 
descriptions of <1 situation or event. vvhirh ,·;q>i.urPs it.s negative es!::>ence as part. 
nf an intermittent. or slow moving story_ He f.>els. therefore, t.hat. an apparently 
isc,Jatt>d incident can serve in. this >va~' as an ocr.asion for keeping the broader, 
conr.r•wersial plwnumenon in the public eye_ 
( ~) Tht' coding criteria in this inst.Rnre were aclapt.ecl from t.l1ose used by 
van Driel ( 1981 ). A number of cc1des were adclecl, and one code was muditied 
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after the inter-coder reliability tests had been executed. In this case category 
12 became 'group or leader history and/or leader profile', as it was felt. that this 
added emphasis filled a gap in van Driel's coding. Problems with this form of 
coding were greatly reduced when the emphasis was taken off the 'main topic' 
category, and a list of topics in order of priority was introduced. Once again this 
modification of the work of van Driel was added after the inter-coder reliability 
tests had taken place. 
( 3) Impressions gained during my visit. to the Rajneesh centre in Holloway, 
London, in the spring of 1987: indicated that the negative image of the group 
pres.ented in the media was considered by members to be largely a result of this 
publication - and was not therefore deemed to be based on 'objective fact.'. 
( 4) This finding may be seen to conflict with Wallis's (1_988) argument about. 
the differences between cult controversies in the U.S.A. and the U.K. 
Chapter 5 
New Religious l\llovements anrl t:lw B1·it.ish Press Some C'ouclusions. 
The aims of this thesis were to develop a bett.er understanding ~·f t.he pro-
cesses of mass communication, to identify the precise image of i\ R ~VIs in f he 
print media, and to outline the cultural cont.ext in which religion can he made 
to appear controversial in tbe U.K. Tc. this end the problem of NRI\1 coverage 
in the mass media was viewed from three specific angles: through the analysis 
of t.ht> i it.erature concerned. with NRMs; by a review of work within the field of 
In<ts:..., 1rwclia <t.nd imal!;h of deviance: and finally through a content analysis of 
orint media covera,g.:e uf the t.opic. This last angle also permit.t.ed a number of 
cToss-cult.ura.l comparisons, thereby adding more depth t.o the study. 
Chapter One put. forward t.he view t.hat. many theories tackling t:J1e problem 
of NRMs - while being of int.eres1 - did not. pay enough attention t.o t.he role of 
the mass media in the geuerat.ion of cult. controversies. This was considered t.o be 
ai1 important. weakness because it. indicates that. tlwse studies have failed t.c, ask 
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pertinent questions about t.he dynamics of public responses to tbe movements. 
It. was suggested that these responses should be considered, in t.urn, as cent.ral 
to a sociological understanding of the conditions affecting the growth and/or 
decline of NRMs. (See Beckford and Cole, 1987.) 
In the search for a potei1tial remedy to this oversight it was argued that 
a review of literature about the mass media within the sociology of deviance 
would be beneficial. It was hoped that an insight could be gained into the social 
construction of moral panics, thereby producing a more rounded picture of the 
phenomenon. Chapter Two therefore examined sociological discussions of the 
processes whereby the mass media influence the terms in which deviance, social 
problems, and public controversies are framed. It. was argued here that., for a 
variety of reasons associated with moral concerns, the ecmiomics of the mass 
media, news values and ideological interests, journalists are often key actors in 
the identification, definition, and sanctioning of perceived depart.ures from pub-
lic norms and mores. Evidence was therefore collected t.o support t.he arguments 
that, firstly, the mass media enjoy the power to frame t.he terms in vvhich opinion 
is formed by setting the public agenda and, secondly, that this form of informa-
tion dissemination is selectively used by consumers to confirm or reinforce their 
pre-conceived ideas. It was inferred from this that the development of public 
controversies ovves much to the way in which they are presented in the print. 
media. These nnclings WE're indeed of interest., yet no methodical research had 
been concluc1.Pd on arcount.s of NR:f\.fs in the British press. 
Chapters Three and Four set. out. the parameters of a cont.ent analysis of 
mass media accounts of NRMs, and more specifically of the way.s in which these 
groups are presented in the British press. The intent.jon was therefore to fill 
perceived gaps within sociological theorizing by generating precise and reliable 
data relating to the topic in hand. 
In i.he research findings reported ill Cbapt.<>.r Four, previous accounts of t.he 
role of the print media in shaping r:ult cnn1roYersit>s were largely subst.antiat:ed 
(Beckford, i979, 1982,198.5; and Wallis, 1976). A heavily (yet. not. exclusively) 
negative image, was indeed found to exist in the overall portrayal of these groups, 
with journalists being seen to set the agenda for cult. controversies by fran~ing 
NRMs in an overwhelmingly contentious way. Surprisingly, explicit. support for 
anti-cultism was weaker than expected. 
This analysis of the phenomenon argued that supposedly objective or bal-
anced accounts were nevertheless framed in ways which tended to present NRMs 
as essentially problematic. The 'factual' appearance of many articles about 
NRMs was shown to Qe the result of careful building of a suit:able frame of refer-
ence by journalists, with 'balance' being achieved within this framework through 
selective discussion of certain topics (for example, brainwashing and suppression 
of others.) 
Economic pressures, plus a feeling of 'what. t.he public wants t.o hear' both 
determine the guidelines for a 'successful' story in the eyes of journalists. Being 
generally unint:erest.ed in routine religious issues, the press devotes considerable 
attention to this topic when religious bodies or individuals can be represented 
as engaging in scandalous or weird activities. NRMs are particularly likely t.o 
be reported in this way just as, it. should be noted, the press rf'aclily rt>port.s 
instances of misdemeanours by clergymen, particularly where sexual or financial 
mat.ters are at. issue. VVhereas matters of this nature are t.reat.ecl as random 
and episodic in the c11.se of what are considered 'mainline' churches, however. 
there is a. tendency for press reports on NRMs to give t.he impression t.hat such 
items an' more or less to be exped.ecl wit.hin t.hesc minorit.y groups. The findings 
of t.hi:; study show t.hat the comparison movements were usually report.ecl very 
clifrerently from NRMs. 
The themes which are central to press accounts of 'cul1 s' arise from cultural 
assumptions about t.he moral integrity of the 'normal' person ill modern western 
liberal democracies (Beckford, 1979). The concept of'aut.onomy· is all important 
in this context., with individuals being expected to exen;isC' fre.e will in decision 
mabng. It is also expected that the normal person freely chooses to live in some 
form of family unit or, at least, to remain emotionally close to the members of 
his 'natural' family. Beckford ( 1979) puts forward the idea that the image of the 
normal person is thrown into sharp relief by the pre-occupations of anti-cultists 
and by many journalists in the U.K. The characteristics of cult members are 
frequently presented as its very negation. The present thesis helps to confirm 
this proposition. 
It is important to note at this juncture that although NRMs are reported in 
each of the four publications analyzed here, they do not. constitute what. might 
be termed a 'high priority topic' in any of them. Minority religions enjoy an 
even lower profile. The Daily Mad did, however, conduct a 'moral crusade' 
against the Unification Church. Describing this movement. as a 'sinister group 
who brainwash young people and split. up families' (29.5. 78), this newspaper 
took a stance of vehen1ent opposition on this issue. The record-breaking length 
~f the legal tria.! relating directly to this article meant. t.hat t.lw t.opic of cults was 
feat.urecl in a number of news report.s. 'Leg;<d conflict· was j;)1.md to be the most 
report.ecl topic, and reports of this trial often served as main 'negative summary 
events· (Beckford, 1979) in this sphere. 
Findings reported by van DriC>l on the American press ( 1987) and by Dobbe-
laC>re and his colleagues ( 1 ~)~!)) l.ll1 the Belgian press indicate that. the present 
research has not. generated completely unique data. Parallels behveen the l.J .S. 
and 11 .I\:. o.re of particular importance, as the methodology med in this study 
wa!O imencled 1o replicate van Driel's work in the U.S.A. 
Tl1,.. methuclology employed in this work was f.-n .. mcl 1.o be adequate, yet. in 
furi her research I feel that. improvements roulcl certainly be made. Content 
analysis as a sociological tool has been examined un a. number of occasions (see 
Holsti, 1963; Budd et al, 1967; Danielson and Ivlulleu·, 196.5: and Krippendorf, 
1980) and fouucl to be well adapted i.o an ex ami nation of problems similar t.o t.he 
one in hand. A It bough my aim throughout. has been to remain as ·scient.ific' as 
possible in coding the newspaper articles on NRMs, however, it is acknowledged 
that content analysis is to some extent open to question in this respect. The 
test of inter-coder reliability conducted before the main body of data collection 
began uncovered certain flaws in the research design, and appropriate changes 
were made to the code book (see Appendix Two). Some ambiguities undoubt-
edly persisted. In particular, the addition of a coding unit. entitled 'statements' 
might have been beneficial to the study, as this would have enabled me to assess 
the tenor of discrete statements in addition to that. of entire items. Additional 
specification of 'topics' which would have facilitated, for example, a clearer dis-
tinction between debates in the European Parliament and those in the House of 
Commons would also have aided analysis. 
It is suggested that future research should concentrate upon a greater variety 
of publications (including sections of the so-called 'gutter press' and more news 
weeklies). Additional coverage of NRMs should include, for example, Emin 
Ten and· the Bugbrooke Fellowship in order t.o improve the grasp of the British 
situation. But this could only be achieved at. the cost. of making comparisons 
v:it h the findings from other countries more difficult .. 
Fi1rt.hcrmore~ although there are plenty of theories on labelling within the 
literature on deviance and the mass media, the specific· o.rea of religion is not 
examined. Further research is needed in this sphere, fur it would advancf' clebat.es 
about both NRMs and deviance in general. Print nwdia accounts of the apparent 
resurgence of religious extremisms at home and abroad are especially in need of 
examination. 
1t is important t.o note t.ha.t. the present research has replica1.ed, in part, 
worl-; conducted by B. van Driel on the American mass media. but. it. is not 
a truly comparat.i ve project. If more at tent ion \•vere paid to strict replication, 
ii. would by rewarding to employ statistical 1 est s t.u measure the strength of 
relationships between t.he two sets of finding~. It. is therefore suggested that. 
further research of a strictly comparable nat.nre should be conclndecL thereby 
facilitating extensive cross-cultural comparisons of mass media presentations of 
NRMs. But. the formidable problem of trying t.o control for different cultural 
milieux should not be overlooked. 
Lastly, 1 acknowledge the fact. that the findings presented in this thesis will 
not. affect the controversy surrounding cults. I have, however, endeavoured to 
document the precise image. of NRMs presented in the British press over the 
eleven years between January 197 5 and December 1985. Insights on a sociolog-
ical level have therefore been achieved, with special reference t.o the processes 
of mass communication and t.he cultural context. in which religion can he made 
to appear controversial. The reaction of the press in a so-called secular society 
has, therefore, come under close scrutiny, opening up a wide range of further 
questions about the significance of the findings presented in this study. Above 
all, this work has helped to substantiate the claim that. societal response is not. 
merely politica.l and judicial (Wallis, 1988) and that cultural factors do play an 
·import.;;nl rnl<". 
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Appendix 1. 
Ananda Marga. 
Ananda Marga was founded in 19.5.5 in India by Shrii Shrii Ananclamurt.i 
(born Prahabat. Ranjan Sarka in Jamalpur, West Bengal, 1921). This guru 
states that. the aim of his organization is to bring 'self realisation and service 
t.o humanity.' The spiritual practices, developed from Tantric Yoga, seek to 
help superior individuals unite to establish a world government based upon 
their moral superiority and enlightened judgement. To this end each member 
is given detailed instructions as to how to gain spiritual strength through daily 
meditations, chanting, rituals, diet, personal habits, and so on. Followers are 
encouraged to 'mercilessly fight sin' wherever it is found, inch1ding the use of 
arms where necessary. 
The social philosophy of Anancla Marga. is grounded in the v1ew that all 
humanity constitutes one extended family. Distind.ions based on nationality, 
religion, race and language are seen to express the natural variations between 
people, but a.ll ati.empts to divide the world and set. people against each other 
are dt>nounced. This idea is promoted in one of the movements publications: 
'Ananda Marga's scheme of social development proposes that, in 
the progressive evolution of the planet, all should develop to-
gether. The resources of the planet are the common heritage 
of all. It is the responsibility of a moral government to see 
that all of society progresses unitedly and that no one lags 
behind.' 
Ananda :Marga, 1984. 
The organization is extremely hierarchical, authoritarian, and missionary in 
character. Members are encouraged t.o place the needs. and purposes of the 
organisation above all personal considerations. Ananda 1v1arga. claims millions 
of followers, the majority of them being around thirty years of age. ]t. also 
maintains that. centres exist in over 160 countries all over the world, alt.hough 
absolute figures were not. available to the present. author. Centres in Britain are 
to be found in London, Birmingham, Liverpool and Leeds, with around 40 to 
.50 full time members in total. The main services provided by Ananda Marga 
in this country centre mainly on education, with one nursery and two primary 
schools in operation. A soup kitchen for the down-and-outs in London is also 
provided by the group, and a number of vegetarian hea:Jt.h food shops are run in 
accordance wid1 Ananda Margan cliet.ary requirements. 
Since 1970 the Ananda Marga Universal Relief Team (AMURT) has been 
providing assistance to disaster victims in various countries. It. is through this 
channel that the group has had most. of its contact with other bodies, and it is 
a popular public relations exercise to promote this work. The main source of 
income for the group seems to be through donations of members, the voluntary 
work of devotees, and profits made in the various Anancla Margan retail out.lets. 
Controversy has surrounded Anancla Marga on a number of accounts, and 
press coverage has been limited to these issues. In 1971 Anandamurti was im-
prisoned for munler in India, but was released aft.er 5 years when Indira Chandi 
lost power. A popular practice used in protest by one or t.wo members of the 
group is self immolation, and in 1978 one devotee hit. the headlines when she 
hurnecl herself to death in front. of the United N a1.lons building in Geneva. In 
]·~){9 the organisation became visible once more when a. Swedish group of fol-
lowers a.l.t.empt.ed to hijack an SAS plane en route t.o t.he U.S.S.R. 
For further reference: Acarya, 1984; Sarkar·, 1973, 1983. 
British Youth for Christ.. 
Robert. Whit.e, the National Dired.or for B;·i1 ish Youth for Christ., sets out. 
t.he centr<t.l ideo behind this movement os follows: 
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'Young people are crying out from boredom and social problems, 
and our responsibility as Christians is to stir up the gift of 
God in us and to reach these people using every available re-
source, mobilizing a vast army of young people to meet their 
peers and to make an impact on their lives.' 
'Time to Stir', 1986, p.l. 
In 1944 the virtua.lly unknown Billy Graham arrived in Britain t.o meet. evan-
gelical churchmen to discuss the possible development of a British arm to the 
American Youth for Christ organization. The following year British Youth for 
Christ was inaugurated in Birmingham Town Hall to follow the mission state-
ment of the group which is: 'To participate in the body of Christ. in responsible 
evangelism of youth, presenting them with the person, work and teachings of 
Christ and disciplining them into the church.' ('Time t.o Stir', p.2.) The phrase 
'Geared to t.he times, Anchored to the Rock' was promoted as the movement's 
chatechism. In accordance with this view, met.hods of evangelism have changed 
from the massed rallies with bow-tie bedecked choirs to helping in the inner 
cities in schools, coffee bars, high unemployment. areas, and so on. 
In this way, throughout the movement's history, British Youth for Christ. has 
placed the emphasis on taking t.he Gospel to young people, rather than expecting 
them to come to the Gospel. A recent statement of intent. runs as follows: 
'British Youth for Christ believes that God is raising up· a peo-
ple who will stand fearlessly as a mighty army to invade even 
the worst strongholds of evil, to release captives and estab-
lish Christ's Kingdom. Over recent years the Church has been 
rediscovering the weapon of spiritual warfare. But now the 
''exercises'' and ''training'' are over- it is time for the 
army to stir and to engage in no/ action as never before. The 
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ministry of British Youth for Christ is all about identifying 
strategic battle fronts, and leading the army to war!' 
'Time to St.ir ', 1986~ p.4. 
The movement feels that. the 'way in' with British youth JS through the 
circulation of products specifically designed for communication with them (for 
example magazines with cartoons, and videos and slide /tape shows) rather t.han 
the traditional form of books. The range of products is geared to t.he 13 to 19 
age bracket. 
There are currently around 60 regional centres in Britain (with 200 full time 
and part time workers). Cleobury Place, situated t.en miles from Kidclerminster, 
houses the national headquarters. Acting as a training centre and conference 
complex, this location is promoted as being a. true 'nerve centre' to the group. 
Family holidays are a.clYertised to be taken here, as well as youth training cour~es 
in 1he form of t.he one month 'Street Invaders' and one year 'Teams' courses. 
A qua.r1.er of a million pounds is to be injected into this site over the next. two 
_Vt·;Hs 1,(, update facilities. 
\iVell known activities initiated by British Youth for Christ. include the an-
nual ECt.st.l~r teaching and worship sessions entitled 'Spring Harvest.'. This form 
of holiday 'aims to equip Christians to serve God effectively through their lo-
cal church - with a. balance bet.ween spiritual, social, prad.ical and t.beologjcal 
t<."aching', ('Time t.o Stir', 1986, p. J 5.) This group does not see itself as a church, 
but rather as a movement. working in leaguf' with ot lwr Christian bodies. 
British Youth for Christ has 1101. come under sociulogical scrutiny and m-
forma.t.ion about t.he organization is difficult to obtain. Nu newspaper articles 
have been reported on this movenwut in t.he publicatiCJns :;ampled in the present. 
study, and one could deduce from 1.l'wse two fa.ct.ors that. the group is relatively 
uncoutroversia.l in Britain. It was regarded as a controversial 'yout.h religion' i11 
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the Netherlands, however, by Kallen ( 1980) who may have thereby influenced 
van Driel's devision to include it. among his sample of NH.Ms. 
Campus Crusade For Christ. 
Campus Crusade For Christ was established in Berkeley, California, in 1951 
by Bill Bright, who described the vision which prompted him int.o action as 
follows: 
csuddenly, without any warning, it was as if I was in the very 
presence of the Lord. The sense of his glory and greatness 
was overwhelming. There in just a fe~ moments it was as if the 
Lord laid out the broad brush strokes of a great canvas that 
embraced the whole world. At this time and in a very definite 
way, God commanded me to invest my life in helping to fulfill 
the Great Commission in this generation, specifically through 
winning and disciplining the students of the world for Christ. 
It was an intoxicating experience. I was filled with joy.' 
Cited m Quebedeaux 1979,p.17. 
Bill Bright. developed an emphasis on separation from the evit world, on t.be 
gift.s of the Holy Spirit, and on the second coming of Jesus to judge the world. 
In this way Campus Crusade became a fertile training ground fnr Jesus people 
leaders, both in the development. of doctrine ;1.nd the in tlw practical supply of 
literature. 
The campus ministry continues to be the heart. of t.]w movement, and most 
of the empl~1yees have had some prior involvement in Campus Crusade as under-
graduates. Campus 1i.1inisiry st.a:fl are urged to sei. a goal of having 40 per cent 
of their 'discipled' students go int•J full-time Christian service. The majority 
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of staff come from a church background and have been part of the movement. 
from oue to three years, usually as student leaders in a r.ampus chapt.er. Most. 
are between 25 and 29 years of age. The worldwide movement claims a mainly 
middle class membership of over 6,.500 staff (including part. time staff) in 97 
countries. 
Based upon the imagery of a family, Campus Crusade encourages a 'parent-
child' relationship between trainer and trainee. Bill Bright and his wife are 
viewed as a model for staff couples and function as the movement's original 
spiritual parents. The inner circle in this organizational hierarchy is the 'Presi-
dent's Cabinet', which serves as the head of a network struct.ure. Each member 
of the family is responsible to his or her 'direct.or', and everyone is therefore 
ultimately responsibl~ to Bright. himself. Richard Quebedeaux ( 1979) attempts 
to explain this system as follows: 
'The "prime movers" .in the U.S. operations at· headquarters are 
the president's cabinet, which consists of seven men in addi-
tion to Bill and Vonette Bright. More so·even than the board 
itself, these individuals together represent the heart as well 
as the brains of the movement. They are Bill's faithful dis-
ciples, who report directly to him and are distinguished by two 
necessary qualifications for the position. First and foremost, 
these men and one woman are one with Bill's vision. They share 
it without reservation. Second, cabinet members are loyal to 
Bill to such a degree that he can trust them without question. 
Not all are based at Arrowhead Springs the movement's headquar-
ters , but their spirit pervades the place, and they are held 
in high esteem by all staff members who know them.' 
Quebedeaux~ 1 9i9, p.Gl. 
Campus Crusade is not. seen as a church in its own right, being non-doctrinal 
in character. Instead, it. is promoted as a 'companion' t.o a church, leading people 
to God, before mainstream bodies take up their role. The group actively pursues 
a policy of non-criticism of others, claiming that. this is part of the Principle 
of Loving by faith and holiness. This stance has led to criticisms concerning 
the alleged superficiality and simplistic level of theology within the movement. 
'Aggressive evangelism' aptly describes the hallmark of the movement. as a whole. 
The Childt·en of God / Family of Love. 
The 'Jesus Movement' is an over arching term used to describe the large num-
bers of conservative evangelical Christian groups of mainly young people that. 
emerged in the lat.e 1960s and spread throughout North America and Europe 
during t.l-Je 1970s. Most. of the movement. was contained within the Pentecostal 
( J) branches of traditional Christianity, but several new groups dicl emerge and 
were subsequently viewed with the ut.most. suspir.ion as dangerous heresies by 
more urt.hodo:x Christians ancl the anti-cult movement in particular. 
The Children of God ( t.o be known from 1978 as t.he Family of Love and from 
1987 as Heaven's Magic (:2)) began as part. of t.he Jesus Movement. The group 
was founded in California i11 19()8 by David Berg, who later became known as 
]'doses Dhvid, or just. 'Mo'. Although many more have participated in t.he COG 
for some period. it.s full - t.ime, live - in membership never exceeded around 
6.000. 
Berg regards himself tu be a prophet. chosen by God to convey a warnmg 
of the coming end of time as well as new revelations concerning God's plan 
and purpose for the current. age. In this way his 'Mo' let.ters are parallelled 
with the Scriptures within the movemeni. This .literature covers a wide range of 
subjects from prophecies of doom t.() instruction on healt.h and sexual pract.ices, 
and marks t.he changing emphasis placed by Berg on certain issues over t.ime. 
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Through the authoritarian structure of tbe group Berg's influence pervaded . 
the whole of the COG, thereby emphasising the anti-establishment. (and partic-
ularly anti - established church) flavour of the movement.. A concept. of 'Godly 
socialism' is heralded as being the all-time aim of the group, as members believe 
that these are the 'last days', and that capitalism and communism will destroy 
each other through their emphasis on the materialistic side of life rather than 
the spiritual. 
In this way the Children of God maintains an oligarchical system of rule, 
with the authority structure of the group resembling the shape of a pyramid with 
Berg at the top and his 'Royal Family' (his kin) clirect.ly under him. This Old 
Testament style movement has adopted varying policies concerning organization, 
following a.n ideal of the nomadic tribes of Israel, the modern Kibbutz, and the 
gypsy style of life at various times in its history. 
Berg has emphasised a. practice of evangelism which he terms 'lit.nessing', the 
dist.ribut.ion of literature to non-members in an attempt. to instill in then) some 
interest in the group. This methocl is now also used a.s a money-making venture 
by the COG members, a.s is a.not.her practice that. originated as an 'evangelical' 
method - that of 'tlir1.y fishing'. 
Flirty fishing is possibly t.he mosi controversial aspect of this NRM, as it. 
involves a form of prostitution designed to aHract converts. According to Berg: 
'The husbands practically have to be pimps for their own wives! 
God bless them! They've got to help manage them and guide them. 
They need the fisherman to help them fish. Oodles of men do it 
for money in the world! Why not for God?' 
The FF Explosion Mo Letter, .576 pat·.] 38. 
Part.ly due t.o t.his and other pra<'t i<"es, t.]w COC is 011e of the first NRJ\.fs t.o 
receive t.he at.t.ention of t.he a.nt.i-n11t movenwni in t.lw fori11 of FREECO(;, an 
American 'parent and friends' association which campaigned vehemently against. 
this group. Seeing many of COG's teachings as being recognizably Christian in 
many respects but. extremely different. in others, FREECOG has been vehement 
in its condemnation of the movement. One of the results of this extreme action 
is the formation of THANKCOG - a movement which ostensibly supports the 
movement in many ways, adding a new twist to cult controversies. 
For further reference: Berg, 1976; Pritchett, 1985; Davis, 1984; Wallis, 1979, 
1981. 
Endnotes: 
( 1) Referring t.o the descent. of the Holy Spirit. on the A post.les at. Pente-
cost, the term 'Pentecostal' is applied to a movement. beginning in 1906 in Los 
Angeles. Current.ly with branches in Africa, Europe and Latin America, this 
group is charact.erizecl by spiritual healing and by ecstatic speaking in tongues 
(glossolalia). 
( 2) The Children of God adopted the name Family of Love, and later simply 
The Family, and now, according to a Mo-leU.er, style publication of January 1987 
'Heaven's Magic'. 
Christian Scie11ce. 
The Church of Cl1rist., Scientist., was founded in Boston in 1879 by Mary 
Baker Eddy (1821-1910). Christian Science may be distinguished from other 
groups in that. it relies heavily upon prayer alone for healing, although it is 
not. primarily a healing group. The movement. is usually dated from 18fi6, this 
being the year i11 which Mrs. Eddy daimecl to have been healed through reading 
accounts of Jesus' healing powers following a serious fall. Bryan \Vilson (] 961) 
outlines t.he fundamental beli~fs of Christian Science as follows: 
'Christian Science is an idealistic philosophy, denying there-
ality of the material world, and its_very existence: it has a 
unitarian theology, (1) agnostic Christology and a perfect.ion-
ist ethic. In its absolute sense it is a closed and complete 
system; man is perfect and has no further development. At the 
human level man has not yet realised his actual perfection, and 
must yet learn the truth which science is revealing.' 
Wilson 1961, pp.27-8. 
While Christian Science affirms its oneness with other Christians in that. 
it worships the one God revealed in Jesus Christ, it. departs from orthodox 
Christianity at seven,;] significant. points. Christian Scientists believe in what 
they term the 'Allness of God' and therefore the 'unreality of disease, sin and 
death'. Thus Christ. does not defeat evil but demonstrates its lack of any reality 
beyond our belief in it.. In this w?.y 'right thinking' is seen t.o be the answer to 
the illusion of illness, and to this end both the system of worldly healing and 
the healing work of Jesus Christ are explained in Mary Baker Eddy's Science 
and Health Wit.h o. Key to the Scriptures. ( 187.5). 
Gordon Melton outlines this movements view of God as follows: 
'Christian Science emphasizes the impersonal aspect of God as 
principle, mind, life, truth and love, though the personal as-
pect of God as Father is acknowledged It also distinguishes 
between the man Jesus and the eternal spiritual selfhood, Christ, 
Son of God, which has been expressed by men and women through-
out the centuries. Humans are saved through the Christ, which 
was demonstrated in Jesus and has been seen in others.' 
Melt.on, 1986~ p.25. 
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Following on from this, the movement believes that God does not punish 
sin, but sin provides its own punishment and is forgiven only as it is forsaken. 
Further, God is felt to know nothing of sin, with sickness being not a consequence 
of sin but a manifestation of the failure adequately to 'demonstrate' God. It. is 
at. this juncture that Christian Science steps in to provide the path to salvation. 
Bryan Wilson helps to round off the picture: 
'Christian Science therapy operates, in practice, to promote 
worldlj success, for Christian Scientists are realists by the 
world's standards, despite their idealistic philosophy. Tran-
scendentalist thought does not preclude a certain hedonism and 
acceptance of material well-being. Christian Science quarrels 
with the wider society in sharply defined areas of contact; 
otherwise its followers may enjoy, and the religion should help 
them enjoy, the blessings of the material world. In demon-
strating his religion, the votary will be deprived of no good 
thing, 'good' as society judges it. The material world is an 
illusion, but at least it should be a pleasant, and not a painful 
illusion. ' 
\Vilson, 1961~ p.133. 
The Mother Church of the denomination is sit.uat.ecl in Boston. W'ithin the 
headquarters the publishing society prints and sells the authorized literature of 
the group, including the daily newspaper entitled the Christilln Science Moni-
tor, t.he weekly Chri$tia.n Scienu ..,·,·ili7'd, and The Hr·mld of (.'hn$fia.n Sc1.cncc, 
which appears in a nuniber of language:,. Tlw Board of Education teaches a class 
of thirty pupils every three yehr :-. ·, 'r 1 hP purpose of providing authorized teach-
ers within the group. A Board of Le<t.uJ t'::-!tip provides free lectures on Christian 
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Science worldwide, while the Board of Publication deals with the public in cor-
recting errors about Christian Science and looks into charges of injustices done 
to its members. 
With nearly 3,000 churches (mainly in the English speaking world) Christian 
Science is a centralized movement comprising one central church with many 
branches . It is known that 260 satellites remain in the U.K., although detailed 
membership statistics are not. made available. 
Headed first by Mary Baker Eddy and then by a Board of Directors, the 
group boasts of many rules and by-laws which may be found in the Ch·u.rch 
M a.nua.l, written by Mrs Eddy. Initially emphatically charismatic, Christian 
Science now has an overriding air of bureaucracy, relating in many ways to t.he 
running of the movement. Every branch, for example, is expected to maintain a 
reading room, and also to call for a lecturer from t.he central board of lectureship 
at least. ~nee a year. 
Tbe social composition of Christian Science is interesting, as it. set.s it. apart 
from many of the other religious groups founded both in this cent.nry and the last. 
90 per cent. of the practitioners are women (there are no figures for the church 
membership), they are mainly upper and middle class, with a preponderance of 
older people. A high drop-out. rate among the young indicates that. the beliefs are 
'adopted' rather t.han 'inl1erit.ed', an interesting phenomenon when we compare 
this move1i1ent to the newer religious groups of the 19G0s and 1 f.JIOs, some of 
which are curren1.ly attempting to raise children within their nwn heliefs and 
cultural system. 
Attacks upon Christian Scienr.e haw come from bot.h Christian quarters and 
t.he medical profession. Several groups of ex-members also continue an active 
polemic against. the church. 
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Endnotes: 
( 1) The Unitarian theology of Christian Science outlines Jesus as being the 
'Way', the one who guides, and the Holy Ghost as 'Christian Science', the 
promised comforter. The belief system is given another twist, however, in that 
Jesus is distinguished from Christ; the former name being_ given to a Gallilean 
prophet, while Christ. is a synonym for truth, which Jesus manifested, and which 
can dwe11 in the consciousness of all men. 
The Church Universal and Triumphant. 
The Church Universal and Triumphant (originally known as Summit. Light-
bouse) was founded in 1961 by Mark 1. Prophet. (1918 -1973). For the first. five 
years of its existence this New Religious Movement. maintaii1ecl its hea.d4uart.ers 
in the Virginian residence of its founder called 'Holy Tree House'. Duriug this 
time the formation of the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity was announced, and 
this group developed into an integral part. of the movement.. In ] 966 t.he centre of 
the Summit. Lighthouse was moved to Colorado Springs, Colorado. Growth dur-
ing this period was slmv but. steady, with the weekly magazine entitled A shra.rn 
Notes (later t.o be renamed Pearls nJ lVisdom) pl~ying an important role in t.hi:; 
progress. 
On February 26th ] 973 Mad-: Proplwt died suddenly, leaving his wife Eliza-
beth t.o take on t.he full respvnsibilit.y for, and leadership of, the Summit. Light-
hous<:>. According to the movement's teachings, Prophe1 ascended immediately 
and is now known as Ascended Master Lanello, the Ever - Present. Guru. From 
this position and through Elizabeth, the former leader ha.s been report.<:>d to have 
given a series of dictations which wer<' lat.er compiled into a book, Cosmic Con-
sciousness, The Putting On The Garment OJ The LoTd ( 197fi), later reissued as 
Co,m1ic ConsciousucssAs Thr Highest EJ-prt:8,~io11 OJ Heart. 
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The Summit Lighthouse expanded rapidly during the 1970s. In 1970, Montes-
sori International was founded to provide both secular education and spiritual 
training for children and youth. Summit University was established in 1972 to 
provide a three month retreat experience with accompanying studies in science, 
culture and religion. In 1974 Elizabeth Clare Prophet and the Board of Di-
rectors incorporated t.he Church Universal and Triumphant and designated the 
Summit. Lighthouse as the publishing arm of the new Church. In 1975 'Summit 
International,' (the structure that t.ies together the various corporations and 
departments which have ~rown out. of the original Summit. Lighthouse) was an-
nounced and plans for the establishment of teaching centres around the U.S.A. 
' 
were initiated. Southern California was chosen for the complex, but the move-
ment now has its headquarters in Montana. 
The administration of the Church is in the hands of a Board of Directors, 
which has responsibility for directing the centres and appointing their leadership. 
The various departments of the church are now located at Camelot., and the 
'lnner Retreat.' at t.he Church's :30,000 acre Royal Tel on Ranch in Montana, 
where regular conferences are held for both ri1embers and the general public 
alike. 
\-Vithin the movement. the internal hierarchy places 'communicants' in a posi-
tion of prestige, as it. is these members in particular who are viewed as dedicated, 
hard working, and to have t.he best. interests of the group at. heart.. To at.tain 
this status a follower must become a Eeeper of the Flame, subscribe to the 
'tenets' (rules) of the church, be formally baptized, and also t.it.he his/her in-
come. Individuals make applications for this honour, and ceremonies are held 
for christening or accepting new members. 
The Church Universal and Triumphant sees itself as the true Church of Jesus 
Christ: and Guata.ma Buclclba as well as t.he hosts of the Lord ascended, referred 
t.o in the Bible as 'the saint.s robed in whit.e. · J. Gordon 1\:lelt.on summarizes the 
basic beliefs of the movement. as follows: 
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'The Church offers belief in God, the source of Life and Being. 
From the Great Central Sun, the metaphysical centre of the cos-
mos, light came forth and was individualised in numerous indi-
vidual sparks, each a replica of God, a personalized fragment 
of the Deity. The seeds of light are the 'I AM' Presence, the 
Lord, or godly part of each individual.' 
Melt.on, 1986,p.98 
The group maintains that each person was created as a soul, an infinite 
potential intended to return to the source of its creation, to fully unite with 
its individualized God - presence. In accordance with this idea, the 'universal 
Christ. consciousness' 'is seen to mediate the process of the soul's ret. urn and the 
eventual union with the 'I AM' Presence. The movement expec.t.s each individual 
to strive to master the energies appropriate to the life of the soul, and then to wed 
the soul to the Universal Christ. consciousness in what. is considered a balancing 
action of Alpha (spirit) and Omega (matter) - representative of the fusion of 
the energies in God. As a means of helping individuals towards their goal of 
self- mastery, the Church stresses a practical paJb of discipleship which includes 
instruct-ion in the lost. arts of healing, an understanding of the la.ws of Karma and 
reincarnation, ancl the use of the science of the spoken word (prayers, mantras 
and so on) to invoke light, expose evil and give illumination to God's people. 
The movement's publications, entitled Climb Tht· Highrst Mounl.a.in (1972) 
aud The Gn:at Whit.f Brotherhood in the Cult·ur-c. Htsion; a:nd Religion of Amer-
ica ( 1983) are a guide 1.o the basic teachings in some detail. 
Though the Church Universal and Triumphant has not been attacked to the 
extent of the better-known new religions such as the Unification Church or the 
Hare Krishnas, it has joined the list of groups labelled 'cults' by the anti-cult. 
movement. The adoption of a communal lifestyle by members in residence at 
the centres and the exacting requirements for those who live at. Camelot. have 
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brought the common charges of excessive indoctrination and brainwashing. The 
Church has also been attacked for its outward signs of wealth, with critics citing 
Elizabeth Clare Prophet's wardrobe and jewellery, the acquisition of property, 
and the proliferation of publications and audio - visuals as unwarranted for a 
religious organization. More recently the Church has come under attack by 
several ex - members, including a few who were asked to leave for violating the 
Church's standards. 
For further reference: Prophet., 1972, 1983. 
Divine Light Mission. 
The Divine Light'Mission (also known by t.be name Elan Vital) was founded 
111 India in the 1930's by the father of the present leader Maharaj Ji. The 
title of Satguru (perfect. master) was given to this young leader at. the age of 
eight in 1 961) when his father died. At this time t.he Indian sect claimed a 
following of millions and was one of the many min(lr Hindu movements. ln 
1969 the new leader sent. one of his mahatmas (a 'released soul') to Britain as 
a missionary to win converts to the movement, thereby paving the way for his 
masters visit in 1971. The guru was 13 years old when he attempted his first 
missionary trip abroad, aud in England he found that. 200 hippies had already 
given up their former lifestyle and were act.ively promoting their new r<'ligion. 
The first Western heaclquart.ers was also set up iu this year in the U.S., and the 
movement. quickly grew in both count.rics. By 1913 it. was clainwd t baJ t.hPre 
were about. 8,000 premies (followers) in Britain alone with some living in forty 
one ashrams around t.he country and more still residing in comnmnal houses, 
though in hindsight we may see that. this was the numerical - and in many ways 
theological - peak of the movement. 
The religion of guru Maharaj Ji stems largely from the Hinduism within 
which he was nurtured, with the Divine Light Mission offering an experience 
rather thau a creed. The Upanishads, ( 1) a collection of sacred Hindu writings 
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which originate between 800 and 300B.C., appear to have had great bearing upon 
the evolution of beliefs within the group, yet many other religious scriptures are 
quoted by the modern day avatar to illustrate his ideas. Maharaj Ji points out. 
that. whereas cosmic energy is infinite, we are finite. He states, however; 'The 
mind does have the capacity of directly experiencing this cosmic energy, and 
after regular and prolonged contact with it, the mind eventually merges with it; 
it becomes attuned .... to the universal mind.' (Science a.nd Religion, p.3) 
When this occurs, man is seen to experience 'bliss, moksha, liberation, nir-
vana, salvation, or samdhi.' Science a.nd Religion leaflet published by the DLM.) · 
In line with these ideas is the Hindu notion of Samsara (reincarnation), a phe-
nomenon that. t.he DLM regards as true. Maharaj Ji has attempted to popularize 
the pantheistic (2) view of God oft.en found in the Hindu scriptures by producing 
a means of instant. salvation for his followers through the reception of what. he 
terms 'knowledge', a goal that. is only 1o be accomplished through him. In this 
way his devotees rla.im t.o have access t.o a direct experience of that. theological 
centre, the force that. operates the cosmos. 'Enowledge', as described by the 
movement, consists of four simple meditation techniques which are taught to 
the aspirant by a Mahatma at a secret. initia.t.ion and which, it is c.laimecl, enable 
him to turn his senses ,within and perceive !.he Divine Light. and t.he 'primordial 
liberation' which is the holy name or word. The premies are also encouraged 
to practise sat. sang consisting of spiritual diswurses on the knowledge) in or-
der t.bat they should gain enlightenment., and service to help the Mission ( 3 ). 
Thomas Pilarzyk (1978) put.s t.he beliefs of the group into perspective as follows: 
'The mystical experience among Divine Light Mission premies was 
considered the basis for all world religious scriptures. Con-
tinual meditation on the ''Divine Light'' and its effects guar-
anteed salvation for the individual and became a theme rein-
forced through the selective use and interpretation of various 
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scriptural references. Little devotional ritualism developed 
although verbal lip service was paid to the illusory nature of 
the external world (maya), greater emphases was placed upon the 
''practicality of meditation for daily living''·' 
Pilarzyl<, 1978, p.32. 
Other than 'knowledge', however, the DLM never cultivated a really sys-
tematic theology or developed its own scriptures. One other concept. which 
did emerge despite this lack of emphasis and idiosyncratic teachings was the 
not.ioi1 of world peace- achievable, according to the guru, only through medita-
tion. Maeve Price ( 1979) commented upon this phenomenon within the Divine 
Ligbt. Mission and used this concept to illustrate the moving en1phasis within the 
group. She put forward the view that although the idea of world peace had been 
important. in the past, its prominence in the movement had diminished radically, 
being replaced by an interest i1; the state of t.he indivivduals own peace. She 
remarks: 
'The change probably reflects both the single failure to convert 
the world's millions and the general counter cultural shift 
from a concern to change the world towards exploration of the 
self. It is also in accord with the current introversionist 
phase dictated by the leader.' 
Price, 1979, p.285. 
Media reaction in Britain to t.his new religious movement began when Ma-
haraj Ji visited the country in ] 911, with t.he split that. had developed between 
the guru and his mother being cove~·ed in some detail. These articles embodied 
a flavour of incredulity and ridicule. Despite this general amazement., however, 
the group engendered little overt. opposition in the British press, and i11 recent. 
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years the movement has faded out. of the public eye almost. completely. This 
pattern has been influenced partly by the policies of the Divine Light. Organi-
zation in that they discouraged relationships with the media in any form and 
censured publications emanating from the movement itself. The general decline. 
of the group has also affected this t.rend. 
Since 1974 the Divine Light Mission has abandoned much of its Hindu 
flavour; Maharaj Ji is no longer referred to as lord of the universe; and the 
earlier millennia! expectations have been totally removed. This might. reflect. a 
decline in the appeal of the movement to both potential converts and t.o the 
commentators on NRMs. 
Endnotes: 
( 1 ) The Upanishads are the concluding portions of the veclas (the sacred 
writings of the Hindus) and contain the developed essence of Vedic teaching. 
They are the philosophical foundations of Hinduism and teach that all men can 
achieve the divine state if they strive for it. 
( 2) Pantheism veiws the whole of reality as being divine; all is God and God 
is all. 
( 3) The Divi11e Light Mission has a two tier membership; an elit.e and a rank 
and file. The ordinary members of the sect. are called premies, while some 2,000 
or more others have been designated by Curu Maharaj Ji as Maha.t.mas (literally 
'high souled'), and to them has been given the power to reveal the knowledge 
to potential converts. 
Eckankar. 
Eckankar, the 'ancient. science of squ] travel,' was founded ill 1964 by Paul 
Twit.chell, a.ncl may be st>en t.(, rely heavily upon t.he ( una.ck!lowledgecl) teachings 
of the Sant Ma1. tradition of India. This gro11p actiw~ly promotes the idea t.hat., 
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until his death in 1971, Twitchell was the unique incarnation of God on earth. 
Members therefore felt that it was only through Eckankar that. an. individual 
could find truth and salvation. Ii1 this way, the group was seen by its adherents 
to represent a timeless and universal truth which had been 'revived' for public 
dissemination in 1964. The anti-cultist 'S.C.P. Journal' described the rise of 
Eckai1kar as follows: 
'In fifteen short years, Eckankar has gone from (literally) noth-
ing to a highly systemized belief system with a large corporate 
bureaucracy and in-residence 'God-man' as its leader. In al-
most every respect, it is a perfect example of the phenomenon 
of spiritual mania which had so characterized the last two decades.' 
Spiritual Counterfeits Project, 1979, p.fi, Vol.3. No.1 
In his writings Twitchell claimed that he was tlw 971st Eck Mas1.er, the 
descendant of an unbroken chain of masters in the Order of .the Vaiargi. He is 
reported to have received his rod of power from Eck Master Rebazar Tarz, a 
Tibetan. After his death in September 1971, Darwin Gross rereiveclt.he rod of 
power and was acknowledged as the 972ncl Eck Master. 
Gross' time as the leader of Eckankar began and ended in controversy. Ini-
tially a rift was created wit.hin the movement when it was announced that. the 
leadership had been given to Cross, with the Vi\e President. Dr. Louis Bluth 
leading the discontented and helping them to form an opposing group. Aft.er 
this period of unrest the leadership question took a back seat, and when Gross 
married Paul Twitchell'· s widow a coherent force was created, meaning that. 
organization began to prosper once more. During the next. seven years mem-
bership more than doubled, and a new headquarters \Vas built. in Menlo Park, 
California. Gross used his talents t.o expand t.he art.ist.ic and cultural develop-
ment of the group, especially in music. However, all was not. well. In 1918 the 
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leader announced his divorce. During the next year Twitchell and Eckankar 
were attacked for plagiarizing from Sant Mat materials and creating the lineage 
of Eck Masters, while Gross married again (the marriage was annulled after only 
a few months). On October 31st the former leader passed the rod of power to 
a new Eck Master, though still retaining a leadership role. Recently, however, 
Gross was officially cut off from the Eckanka.r organization, and is now no longer 
officially recognized as a genuine Eck Master. His books have been withdrawn 
from circulation. Gross was succeeded by Harold Klemp, the 973rd living Eck 
Master, with this appointment. being made public at the 1981 Eck Worldwide 
Seminar in Los Angeles. Trustees are active regional leaders from various loca-
tions. These men and women operate under the spiritual leadership of the living 
Eck Master, and effec.t.ively manage Eckankar. 
The satsang class is the basic unit. of organization within the movement., and 
is concluded monthly for students under the supervision of the area represent.a-
t.ive. Melton outlines the basic theology of the movement. as follows: 
'Eckankar beliefs begin with the 'Sugmad', defined as the form-
less, all-embracing, impersonal, and infinite, the ocean of 
love and mercy, from which flows all life, the equivalent of 
God in theistic religions. All life comes from the Sugmad via 
the Eck current, the audible life current, which can be heard 
as sound and seen as light. Humans are an immortal soul in-
carnated in a set of bodies.to protect it from the coarse lower 
worlds. The Eck Masters teach the precise techniques and spir-
itual exercises whereby the soul can be.released from the lim-
itations of physical life and travel in the higher spiritual 
realms to the Sugmad. Travel is along the Eck, the audible 
life current. The path back to the Sugmad is through a se-
ries of twelve invisible planes. They may, in part, be dis-
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tinguished by the sound typical of each level .... the fifth 
plane is the first in wijich the soul reaches the pure spiritual 
worlds. ' 
Melton, 1986, p.148. 
While Twitchell maintains that the top six planes are ruled by Sugmad, he 
also points out that the lower planes are ruled by the negative god-forces, and 
especially by Kal Niranjan, the devil of Eckankar. Earth is the first. plane in this 
cosmology. 
The discol)rses and other material available to students ( chelas) within the 
movement. teach a variety of techniques to contact. and travel the Eck current .. 
The only way to succeed, according to Eckankar, is by submitting t.o the guidance 
of the living Eck Master, or mahatma, who plugs the student. (chela) into the 
cosmic currept. The enlightenment gained through this process is described as 
progressive self~realization or god-realization. 
The notion of reincarnation is highli.e;hl.ecl by Eckankar, and with this the no-
tion of karma. The group t.eacbes that. the soul enters the universe as a mineral, 
then moves its way up through plant, fish, reptile, and mammal reincarnations. 
At the human stage the soul is seen to spend any lJumber of lifetimes until it 
gains spiritual enlightenment. 
Controversy has mainly been based ilJ the United States, and centres on the 
issues made public by David Lane during his studies of Eckanka.r concluded at 
California State University and published in the anti-cultist 'S.C.P. Journal'. 
Lant> uncovered many discrepancies within t.he movement., concerning the au-
thenticity of Twitchell himself as well as the legitimacy of the teachings that 
he promoted as fad. Lane's complete work has been published as M abng of a. 
Spirihw l Jl.1 ovcmcnt( 1983). 
For Further Reference: TwitchelL 196~, 1971a, 1971b; Gross, 1979; hemp, 
1980; Hinkins, 1976. 
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est. 
Erhard Seminars Training (now Ki1own as Centers Network) was founded by 
Werner Erhard, and entails a 60 hour seminar in which the charismatic leader 
(or, more likely, a team of trainers) promotes his own brand of 'salvation' through 
an organization of men and wori1en dedicated t.o advancing the sovereignty of 
the self. Started in 1971, the est movement has had a substantial impact. for 
such a short. history, with the first European programme starting in London in 
May 1977. In 1976 there were 170 paid staff members and 13,000 volunteers, 
and by 1979 16,000 people ha_d graduated from the course. 
The estian view of life is that reality is completely created, controlled, expe-
. rienced, and determined by the person involved, thereby placing the individual 
in a position of god in his own universe and eliminating any perception of ob-
jectivity. According to Erhard: 
'Life is always perfect just the way it is. When you realize 
that, then no matter how strongly it may appear to be other-
wise, you know that whatever is happening right now will turn 
ou·t all right. Knowing this, you are in a position to start 
mastering life. ' 
'\Vhat.'s So', Jan.197.5. 
Bry ( 1976) ela.bora1.es upon this point. by put.ting forward the vww that. 
'\Vrong is actually a. version of right. If you are always wrong yc•n an· right .. · 
(p.192.) Acc:ordingly, the movement. espouses objective truth, and no absolutes 
eY.cept. the absolute of 'whatever is, is right.' 
In an effort to account for some of the problems with his. world view and 
to justify actions reminiscent of pre-est life, Erhard coined the term 'games' to 
explain the phenomenon otherwise known in the Hindu writings as 'maya'. Life 
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as viewed by many is seen to be an illusion, with people's problems emanating 
from the fact that. they cannot distinguish the 'game' from the ult.imat.e reality. 
est claims to promote understanding in this sphere. 
The basic seminar programme followed by would-be est graduates combines 
psychological insight and confrontation with a n~ethod of allowing ·emotional 
release and a sort of self-acceptance. Joel Kovel (1976) discusses t.he est system 
as follows: 
'est has discovered how to compress and intensify the basic psy-
chotherapeutic maneuver of breaking down defences. From one 
side of the tedium, haranguing batters resistance, while from 
the other the group experience leads a person to dissolve his 
or her individuality, and its stubborn arrogance, and topsy-
chologically merge with others in the room. The very size of 
the group, along with the techniques of est, tends to keep those 
others in a rather undifferentiated state, hence promoting a 
sense of union with them. The result for the individual is a 
state of openness, receptivity and weakened discrimination. In 
to the gap steps the est philosophy, embodied in the trainer, 
and behind him, Werner Erhard.' 
1976~ p.l72. 
The organization has special programmes for children, teenagers, parents, 
college students, professors, blacks, prisoners, clergy, scientists, lawyers, psychi-
atrists, and homosexuals. Each and every group adheres to t.he Erhard principle 
t.hat., 'we want. nothing short. of a total transformation - an alt.erat.ion of sub-
starice, not. a d1ange of form.' ( 1-Yha.t's So, Jan. 197.5). 
For further reference: Tipton. 19&2. 
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International Society For Krishna Consciousness. 
Orthodox Hinduism encompasses a variety of sects or traditions with diver-
sified beliefs, practices and traditions. In accordance with the world view of this 
religion, these variations are not considered to be wrong or heretical, but merely 
to be different perspectives of the one eternal system, or the Santana Dharma. 
Commenting upon this phenomenon, Yogi Ramacharka states: 
'The different Hindu sects, while practically appearing as dif-
ferent religions, in reality regard themselves as but differ-
ent sects and divisions of the one eternal religion of India, 
of which each, of course, considers itself the best and most 
favoured channel of expression and interpretation.' 
1930 pp.271-272. 
Both the International Society for Krishna Consciousness and Transcenden-
tal Meditation follow the philosophies of the Indian Hindu faith, yet they em-
phasise different. spheres of this mult.i-facet.ed religion. 
The origins of the International Soceit.y for I\risbna Consciousness dat.e back 
m 1.lw West to 19G6, when a 70 year old h1dian, A .C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prahhupada, formed the 'Hare Erishna' movement in New York. The spiritual 
pivot. of 1.lw movement, Bhaktivedanta, is widely accepted by his membership 
· t.p have been Anacarya, a spiritual master who educates through example. Fol-
lowing the teachings of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu,( 1) a Hindu saint born in 14M1. 
the old Indian guru brought to the west. knowledge of Lord Krishna, popularly 
thought of as being the supreme God and bodily form of Vishnu. In his 1ime 
Chaitanya had revived the devotional form of Hinduism called ·Bhakt.i Yoga, 
emphasising that love ancl deyot.ional service to God were the primary means 
by which to gain spiritual realization. \Vith this emphasis on purity aml love 
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Bhaktivedanta succeeded in attracting a sizable following in the U.S. of young 
and enthusiastic people willing to give up their former lives to come and fiud 
God, albeit in an Indian garb. 
Discussing the phenomenon of devotion in the west to various New Religious 
Movements (often with Oriental origins), Robert. Bellah suggests that; 'Cul-
ture, from being conceived as an exo-skeleton, is becoming an endo-skeleton, 
something self-consciously chosen and internalized, not immutably given from 
without..' ( 1970 p.219.) 
Followers of ISKCON claim that. the world is near the end of the materialistic 
age of I<ali Yoga, the last stage of a four cycle millennium. In line with this 
they feel that people need to be aroused in some way so that. the present era 
can be concluded and a new period of peace, love and unity brought about.. It. 
is spec-ifically with this end in mind that the members pursue aggressive tactics 
of recruitment.. 
Encouraged by their personal relationships with 'God as Man', the devotees 
chant. pu blidy as well as distributing literature about. the sed. in an effort t.o 
arouse interest in others. This prac-tice of chanting the holy name of Krislu1a is 
highli~;ht:ed by Bhaktivedanta (and Chaitanya) as being t.he direr:t. way to the 
supreme personality of the godhead, and because oft his it is felt. that. on-lookers 
are impressed (and often stunned) by t.he power and purity of repeating the hol.Y 
nanw of Krishna, thereby becoming receptive to the message of t.he group. As 
well as following t.he beliefs \\Tit.t.en in the Bhagavad Gif.a (and Bhakt.iveclanta's 
interpretation of them), the l~rishnas are duty - bound t.o c:(•mply with four 
main rules while living within the religious community. Gambling, intoxicants 
(including teo and coffee), illicit sex, and the eating of meat, fish or eggs are all 
outlawed, and through adherence to these basic laws the young devotees seek 
to gain the ascendance of their soul which is expect.ed to exerci.se dominion over 
their body which is, in t.urn, ruled by passion. In t.his Vedic t.raclit.ion women are 
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relegated completely to the charge of men, another facet. which contrasts this 
group rather sharply with most of their western neighbours. 
Controversy has surrounded the Hare Krishnas in Western Europe, despite 
efforts by the group to counteract. this. Child custody disputes have emerged 
when one parent. remains within the group and the other leaves, generating 
heated arguments. The highly visible nature of the Krishna recruitment tech-
niques has in some instances helped to earn them a unique reputation. 
In Britain, as in America, the future of ISKCON would appear to be influ-
enced by the growing Indian element within the ranks. These people tend t.o be 
attracted specifically to the religious traditions that. the movement represents, 
rather than to the distinctiveness of ISCI\ON itself, yet their voice is beginning 
to be heard within the group and by the outside society. Burke Rochford's 
survey of the st. ate of the Hare Krishna faith in the U.S. suggests that: 
'By aligning itself with the larger Hindu community, the move-
ment hopes to shed its image as a deviant cult and establish 
its legitimacy as a truly religious movement in the eyes of 
the American public. ISCKDN hopes that it will be extended the 
rights and privileges of any other religious faith in America.' 
Rochford, 198.5 p.271. 
This comment. is of particular relevance in Britain a1 present., as the I\rishna 
community in Watford is currently fighting an injunction t.ha.t has been brought. 
by t.he Let.dunore Heath residents who have so far succeeded in preventing large 
numbers of devotees from flocking to the lSI\ ON manor house on Sundays. Tlw 
Erishna property became subject. to an enforcement. notice which says the group 
must 'discontinue t.he use of the land for the purpose uf a religious communit.y 
and public worship and public entertainment i11 connection with rdigious fest.i-
vals'. Following an <tppeal a public enquiry was held on the 9th of November 
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1987. The local Indian community backed the Hare Krishnas in their tight., a 
possible sign that they· are willing to commit themselves to the wider cause. 
For further reference: Wit.worth and Shiels, 1982; Judah, 1974; I~nott., 1986. 
Endnotes: 
( 1) Chait.anya's theology basically resembled that of Ramamya, who identi-
fied the supreme spirit. with Vishnu, one of the three personalities of the Hindu 
trinity. Brahma and Shiva, who were normally considered to be distinct. gods 
within the Hindu trinity, became separate manifestations of Vishnu. 
(2) The Upanishads are the concluding portions of the vedas (the sacred 
writings of t.he Hindus) and contain t.he developed essence of Vedic teaching. 
They are the philosophical foundations of Hinduism and teach that. all men can 
achieve the divine st.ai.e if they strive for it. 
Jehovah's Witnesses. 
The Jehovah's Witnesses are, in their own words: 
'Servants of Jehovah, the Almighty God, and active witnesses to 
this sovereign supremacy. Since the time of Christ Jesus they 
are Christian ~inisters doing the will of God by following the 
course exemplified by Christ their leader. The name Jehevah 
means 'The Purposer', his witnesses declare him as the only 
true God, who is now working out his purpose of vindicating his 
name and sovereignty and blessing all faithful mankind through 
his kingdom. ' 
Mal,·,: S·u.Tc of All Thin_q5, 19.53, p. 193. 
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The Watchtower Bible and Tract Society was founded in 1874 by Charles 
Taze Russell, born in 1852 near Pittsburgh, Pennysylvania. In 1879 Russell 
began publication of Zion's WatchtoUJer, a magazine in which he published his 
own unique interpretation of the Bible, and in 1886 he produced the first. volume 
of seven books (six written by him), entitled The Millennia[ Dawn, (later to be 
retitled Studies 1:11 the Scriptu.rcs ). At Russell's death in 1916 Judge Joseph 
Franklin Rutherford became the second President of the Watchtower Society, 
and it. was under his leadership that the name Jehovah's Witnesses was adopted. 
Rutherford moved the society's headquarters to Brooklyn, and also engendered 
a system of theocratic control, gaining the power to make all policy decisions. 
Rutherford died in 1942 t.o be succeeded by Nat. han K. Knorr, and it. was 
during Knorr's presidency that the society increased from 115,000 to over two 
million members. In 1961 the socict.y produced its own English translation 
of the Bible entitled The N cw vVorld Translation of Holy Scriptures. When 
I\norr died in 1977, Frederick W. Franz became t.be new president and continued 
the tradition outlined by his predecessors of promoting the image of Jehovah's 
vVit.nesses as holding the uniquely correct. interpretation of God's word. The 
movement. claimed to have more than three million fully committed members in 
1986. ( Yca.rbool: of Jchouah \ Hlitnc.~st's. 1987.) 
The teachings of the \\iat.rh1 nwer organization are allegedly based strictly on 
the ideas put forward on the Bible, yet they do differ from conventional Christian 
thinking in some very fundamental ways. First and foremost., the group rejects 
the doctrine of the Trinity, declaring that it is of pagon origin. In t.his way t.hey 
t.al<e a unitarian view of God and liken him to a person, in whose image man 
was created. Jehovah is seen to have a specific location (and therefore He is not. 
thought of as being omnipresent.), plus a personality to which the Witnesses feel 
they can readily relate. 
Jesus Christ. is viewed by the movement. 1.o be a Cl_lmplete]y separate person-
ag~ from God, being an archetypal maJL a perfect being sent down from heaven 
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to earth in human form by God specifically to provide redemption for mankind, 
and in the process giving up his prestigious position as the Archangel Michael. 
Once he had finished his 'earthly course', the Jehovah's Witnesses maintain that 
he gave up his life in a 'perfect. sacrifice', and returned t.o heaven to be at. the 
right hand of God in anticipation of ruling as King of God's Kingdom. All cre-
ated things in the universe are seen to be made through Christ and for Christ. 
as God's first born heir, yet he is not thought to be the co-creator. 
In line with the unitarian view the Watchtower Society teaches that. the 
Holy Spirit. is not part. of the Godhead. Both the personality and the deity of 
the Holy Spirit are denied, and it is defined as being, ' ... the invisible act.ive force 
of Almighty God which moves his servants to do His Will.' ( Lr.t God Be True, 
p.108.) 
Other key symbols encompassed within the theological boundaries of the 
\Vat.cht.ower Society's belief systems are the unique views of both Sa.t.an and 
Hell. Satan inhabits the \iVit.ness's imagination in anthromorphic form as a 
savage and evil fallen angel who is aware of every human action, but who is 
not able to read inner-most. thoughts, and is not as powerful as either Jehovah 
or the enthroned Christ. In this way he is currently seen to be 'misleading the 
entire inhabited earth' in subt.le ways (especially since 1914), yet he is allegedly 
predestined t.o be defeated by Christ. at. Armageddon. 
The \iVatcht.ower movement. denies the existence of Hell as a place of everlast-
ing punishment. for the wicked. The JW's argue t.hat., 'The doctrine of burning 
hell where t.he wicked are tortured et.emally after death <'<llmot. be true mainly 
for four reasons. (1) It. is wholly unscriptura.l; (2) lt us unreasonable; (3) ]f. is 
contrary to C~od's love, and (4) It is repugnant. to justice.' (Let God Br True 
p.9.) 
The Jehovah's V.'itnesses strongly promote the concept. of ~n imminent. Ar-
mageddon, thereby placing themselves within t.he category of millenariaJJ sects. 
Christ is regarded as being able to pmge the earth of Satan's influence during 
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this time, when the world as we know it is destroyed, leaving Jehovah's people 
in their elevated position. According to the leading prophecy of the movement., 
Armageddon must come within the generation of mankind living at the time of 
Christ's Second Coming in 1914 ( a heavenly kingdom, it. is said, having been set. 
up at this time in order to prepare the way for Jehovah's new nation of people 
on earth.) Prophecies have in the past. been revised, however, in the light of 
unexpected events. 
Central to the concept of God's chosen people is the Wat.cht.ower notion of 
the 'Bride of Christ', a class of 144,000 men and women who, it. is said, will rule 
in heavenly glory aft.er the Battle of Armageddon. The 'great crowd' conception 
goes hand-in-hand with this idea, as a large number of other people are seen to 
be the faithful witnesses who will survive the battle and the First Judgement. 
before living in paradise on earth for a thousand years. The survivors of the 
Second Judgement are believed to live forever in a perfec.t.ecl condition on earth 
and in heaven. 
In Watchtower theology, salvation is not. regarded as a free gift. from God. 
Rather, t.heir literature stresses a salvation through work. Russell wrote t.l1at., 
'they must. be recovered from blindness as well as from cleat h, that. they, each 
for himself, may have a full choice t.o prove, by obedience or clisolwdience, their 
worthiness of life eternal.' ( St1t.dies in the Script-ure~, vol.l, p.l-58.) 
The one consuming con\ern of the group is to gain more adherents by warning 
people about. Armageddon. Baptism within the movement is seen not. only to 
be an introduction to the organization, but. also to ad.ive servi<'e. The pradice 
of 'publishing' (going from door to door selling lit.erat.me and evangelizing) is 
heavily promoted in this way, wit.h the central message bei11g that, 'The Kingdom 
of heaven is at. hand. The end of the age is near and Armageddon is just around 
· the corner, when the wicked will be destroyed and t.he t.heonacy, or rule of God, 
will be set. upon t.he earth.· ( ld God Be Tru.t, p.214.) 
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For further reference: Beckford, 197.5; Harrison, 1978; Penton, 1976; Botting, 
1984. 
Meher Baba. 
Meher Baba (meaning compassionate father) is a deceased Indian spiritual 
ma.'>ter who claimed to be the most recent manifestation of the avataric t.radi-
t.ion. Living between 1894 and 1969 this guru ac.t.ively promoted the view that. 
Zoroaster, Rama, Krishna, Buddha, Christ and Mohammed were all human 
manifestations of the same divine being whose appearances on earth have punc-
tuated humanity's movement. through an 'avat.aric cycle'. Meher Baba's place at. 
the end of this succession is faithfully observed by his followers, known popularly 
as 'Baba Lovers', and his dod.rine of love is actively adhered t.o. Robbins and 
Anthony ( 1981b) discuss the format of relationships within the movement. and 
st.a.t.e: 
'Saba's love is viewed as diffusing through loving relationships 
among Baba Lovers, which are viewed as derivative from the par-
ticipants' inner expressive liason with the divine beloved. 
Expressive and affective relationships among followers are thus 
universalised and achieve a transcendental legitimation.' 
1981~ p.204. 
Meher Baba's position in the movement cluri11g his lifetime was affeded by 
tl1e fact t.ha.i. he st.opped talking a.t. the age of thirty one and continued his 
vow of silence until his death ( 1 ), giving him an added aura of mystery. This 
was reinforced by the fact that. Baba maintained that. his predecessors had said 
everything that. there was t.o be said of any great importance, and t.ha.t. his role 
was t.ba.t. of divine propagat.or of thesf' combined teachings. 
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Although Baba did not speak, he did write. Among t.he books that. contain 
his thinking is a five volume work entitled Discourses, a more philosophical work 
outlining the history of God and the universe entitled God Speaks, and a third, 
Listen Humanity, which is an assortment of essays by Baba on various subjects. 
These writings highlight the predominant message of the movement which em-
bodies the doctrine of metaphysical unity among all people, summarized in the 
phrase 'we are all one,' a concept. which was extremely attractive in the West 
among young people from the 1960s onwards. In his Discourses Baba affirmed; 
'Love and happiness are the only important things in life, and they are both 
absent. in the dry and factual knowledge which is accessible to the intellect.' 
Alongside this doctrine of love in the Baba theology is the notion of rein-
carnation, that is, an the idea that we all begin life as a metal, but progress 
in successive incarnations to being a vegetable, an insect, a reptile, animal, and 
then a man. ·within the human realm five distinct levels are then located, with 
the lowest. being the gross materialistic plane and the highest. being sainthood. 
Finally, the sixth plane consists of a sphere of illumination. and aft.er that there 
is nirvana and the merger into the mind of Gael. Moving along the path of spir-
itual progress can be accomplished in several ways according to Meher Baba. In 
keeping with Hindu and Buddhist. teaching, he refers to t.be ways of knowledge, 
of action, and· of mental and physical discipline as being acceptable. But. the 
best way, according to this modern avat.ar, is to surrender completely t.o Meher 
Baba. 
The organisational procedures within the Meher B<tba centres are mostly 
informal and 'personal', with group activit.ie:; heing more or les:; spontaneously 
arranged by people who happen to be around at t.he time. Formal proselyt.izat.ion 
is de- emphasised, with intellectual beliefs giving way to a more general interest 
within the group. Members also maintain that involvement with Baba is not 
inconsistent with ot.her religious ancl worldly interests~ an element. which has 
at.tra.cted a tlow of followers through t.he silencing of their qualms. 
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Endnotes: 
( 1) In 1969 Meher Baba announced in his Universal Message; 'When I break 
my silence, the impact. of my love will be universal and all life in creation will 
know, feel and receive of it.. It will help every individual to break free from his 
own bondage in his own way. I am the Divine Beloved who loves you more than 
you can ever love yourself in knowing you real self.' Despite this promise, Meher 
Baba 'dropped his body' in 1969, and now his followers debate whether their 
leader will yet break his silence. 
For further reference, Needleman, 1977 . 
. The Navigators. 
The Navigators was founded in the lJ .S. during the 1930s by Dawson Trot-
man, a Christian layman. The group spread firstly throughout th~ sailing fra-
ternity, and the impact. of the Second World War enabled it to gain a strong 
following which in turn led to the founding of Christian servicemen's centres in 
several countries. The name 'The Navigators' was born out of these nautical 
associations. 19.5ti heralded the start. of The Navigators in Britain, with part 
of the impetus for this coming from the aftermath of the 19.54 Billy Graham 
Harringay Crusade. 
The Navigators see themselves as 'an organization seeking t.o promote Chris-
tian discipleship around the world', (Navigators, 1987, p.:3.) The stated aims of 
t.he group are to evangelise, to establish (encouraging growth through individual 
care and guidance), tu equip (to h(>Jp growing Christians pass on to others the 
things they themselves are learning) and to send qualified people int.o the 'har-
vest. fields of the world'. ('The Navigators', p.l.) Doctrinally The Navigators 
claim t.o stand i11 t.he historic, evangelical tradition of t.he Christian Church. and 
they emphasize their membership of the Evangelical Alliance in the 1l .I\. 
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The Navigator work in Britain is led by a team of full-time workers who are 
aided by a large part-time staff. Recent. evangelical crusades include a project 
called 'Faith in Action,' executed in Spark brook, the details of which may be 
found in the movement. 's publication entitled 'Log 1987' (pp. 6-7). Branching 
right out from their nautical roots, The N avigat.ors seek converts i11 many sec-
tions of society and in varying places. Currently enjoying international status, 
the movement claims to have men and women from 25 countries serving with 
The N avigat.ors in more than 30 nations. 
Press reaction to this group has been non-existent in Britain, indicating that 
it cannot. be considered controversial in this country. This group was t.reat.ed 
as a NRM in this study because of the exact. replication of van Driel's work on 
t.he American press. It is hypothesized that. van Driel had been influenced in his 
development. of t.hese categories by the debate which exists in the Netherlands 
concerning the classification of NRMs. (Kollen, 1980; Staten, 1984). Sociological 
literature on this movement. is virtually non-existent. For further reference see 
Foster, 1984. 
People~s Temple Christian (Disciples) Chm-ch. 
The People's Ten1ple Chrisi.ian (Disciples) Church was formed in 195.5 in 
Indianapolis by tl1e Rev. Jim Jones. This charismatic leader developed an 
image of caring for the poor and the black people of the city, with his sennons 
containing messages of equality, brotherhood and socialism. In 1964 Jones was 
ordaint-"cl in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ.), and in 1%5 he migrated 
with his following to lTkiah, Califomia. From there the People's Temple became 
a communal group modeled on the Peace Mission of Father Divine, whCJm Jones 
' 
had known. 
Jones acquired a largely black follmving in California who came to view him 
as a prophet. and mirac:k worker,and by 1972 he rlaimed that. over forty people 
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had been raised from the dead. Church servic.es within this group featured psy-
chic readings and healings by Jones, spirited singing, testimonies and sermons. 
A wide range of social services was also promoted by the group. 
By 1972 congregations flourished in San Fransisco, Los Angeles and Indi-
anapolis, and followers were to be found in cities around the United States.· 
In 1977 Jones opened a community in Guyana, which he named 'Jonestown', 
settling on land that. he had leased five years previously. During this period 
Jonestown numbered over a thousand residents amongst it's inlwbitant.s, and it. 
was here that. the murder of Congressman Leo J. Ryan and several of his party 
took place in November 1978, immediately prior to the mass suicide/murder of 
over 900 of the community's residents (including Jones) at this time. 
Although not. normally categorised as a NRM, the People's Temple has fig-
. urecl promi11ent.ly in the upsurge of interest in the phenomenon collect.ively 
known as 'cults'. Despite the lack of publicity about. the group before 1978, 
the scale of events in this year ensured the importance of this occurence in t.he 
agenda of the press all over the world. It is around t.his time that.· the question 
of 'cults', as we know it. t.oday, began t.o be investigated intensively. Any review 
of mass media reaction to NRMs must, therefore, take the controversies about 
the People's Temple into account. 
f'ur further reference: Krause, 1979; Naipaul, 1980; Hall, 1979; Richardson, 
1980. 
Rajneesh Foundation. 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh is the charismatic yet. controversial figure at the 
head of the Rajneesh Movement, a (vaguely) Hindu sed which bt-came popular 
during the mid 1970s to 1980s in particular. Tlw rise of this group highlights the 
synthesis that was altempt.ed betwee11 Eastern ~ncl West.ern spiritualities at this 
time among certain sections of the population in North America and Europe, 
thereby echoing the changes in values and ideas which were brought about. by 
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the counter-culture of the 1960s. In April 1975 the first therapy groups began 
in Poona, India, and Bhagwan's name and teachings became established on t.he 
new .age 'growth circuit'. This communal movement moved to the U.S. in June 
1981 where its visibility reached new heights. 
Religion, according to Bhagwan, is deemed to be of great. importance in 
liberating the indiv~dual in this life, thereby allowing him fully to enjoy the 
present as well as the future. In this way Rajneesh puts forward the view that. 
all orthodox religions are both anti-life and death-orientated, and holds out a 
ray of hope for those who wish for something more. He states: 
'I_am bringing you a synthesis of East and West, of science and 
religion, of intellect and intuition, of the male mind and the 
female mind, of the head and the heart, of the right and the 
left. I am also trying in every possible way to create a great 
harmony, because only that harmony can save.' 
cited in V. Joshi, 1982, p. 171. 
The theology of the Rajneesh Movement is based around t.he pivotal con-
cept of God and creation being one. This monist- view permeates the whole of 
Bhagwan's thinking and teaching, and encourages followers t.o appreciate the 
aspects of God displayed in both Bhagwan and each and every one of them. 
V. Joshi reports an interview with the guru which illustrat-es this aspect of the 
movement: 
'To the question ''why do you call yourself Bhagwan?'' -(why do 
you call yourself God?) he replied; ''Because I am. And be-
cause you are. And because only God is .... the whole con-
sists of one stuff ... If you can recognise God in me, you have 
taken the first step toward recognizing him in yourself.''' 
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Joshi, 1982, p.6. 
A two tier level of reality is expounded by the movement, consisting of the 
divine and 'mundane' spheres. For most people, according to Bhagwan, life is 
lived exclusively in the realm of the 'everyday', with more philosophical questions 
being ignored. Yet for others, insight. into the realm of the divine is attainable 
by overcoming the block of the mind in order that the experience of God within 
may be wholeheartedly embraced. 
In this light. the dod.rine of reincarnation is of extreme importance, a philos-
ophy which reflects the Hindu background to the sect. Bhagwan puts forward 
the view that a. person needs to understand his past. lives in order to be able to 
attain any form of spiritual growth, taking up in this life where he left. off in the 
past. 
It. JS t.he ann of all sannyasms (1) t.o attain enlightenmennt. through t.he 
best. way possible, and in this quest. Bha.gwan guides them to the methods he 
considers most appropriate. The guru encourages his disciples to go deeply and 
totally into all experiences of life, as he maintains that. transcendence can never 
be achieved through denial or suppression. This freedom wit.hin the Rajneesh 
movement is extended to sex as wt>ll as nwnt.al states such as violence, jealousy, 
possessiveness, greed, hatred, and ot.hen: t.hat. make up the range of human 
emotions. The door to liberation (or 1\1oksha) is therefore seen to be beyond the 
experience and understanding of our passions. Bhagwan elaborates thus; 'I give 
you t.ota.l freedom t.o experience, wit.h just one condition: be aleJ:t., be watchful, 
be conscious.' 
The theory behind the methods and meditations of release used in the R.a-
jneesh movement is based on t.he premise that. anything incomplete is carried by 
the mind indefinitely, and for these memories and inhibitions to be dropped in 
favour of a higher ideal they must. be completed. In t.his \vay Bhagwa.n maintains 
that emotional indulgence results in purgation, thereby rendering it. spiritually 
desirable. 
Joshi, as a follower of the movement, expresses the central thrust of the group 
when he claims that.: 
'The main objective of this movement is to create a spiritual 
awakening all over the world. It aims at eliminating all dis-
tinctions and divisions in the name of race, nation, caste, 
creed, and religion, and building a world family of those who 
are seeking inner transformation.' 
Joshi, 1982, p.9.5. 
Through this method Bhagwan hopes t.o stem the tide of what. he deems t.o 
be imminent. disaster; by creating a body of 'new men' he hopes to thwart the 
millenarian apocalypse heralded by this guru as otherwise imminent.. 
Becomming increasingly labe1led as a controversial group, the followers of 
Bhagwan have also been thrown into turmoil by internal wranglings during the 
past. two years, and notably by the split. between Bhagwan and his second in 
command Sheela. Hugh Milne's ( 1986) book describes t.bis period of unrest. at. 
length from an insider's view (he was Bhagwan 's bodyguard), but for a. good 
objective account. of'the goings on in Rajneeshpuram and abroad, the work of 
Juclit.h Thompson and Paul Heelas (1986) is invaluable. 
Tlw methods used wit.hin the Rajneesh Movement. concerning t.be enlighten-
ment of young followers have been highlighted in the controversy that. has grown 
around this group. Bhagwan 's enormous wealth has also been emphasized in the 
criticisms, with his fleet. of Rolls Royces gaining much publicity. Those within 
t.he movement itself, lvlv\·ever, see Bhagwan as a 'master of publicity', and are 
happy to see t.ha.t. his name is bewmming well known. 
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Endnot.es: 
( 1) 'Sannyasins' is the term used within the Rajneesh Foundation for dis-
ciples. The initiation ritual of an individual is described as ' 'taking sannyas', 
and sets the context for future development within the movement. Bhagwan 
illustrates the importance placed upon this ceremony by the group when he 
says: 
'The moment you are a sannyasin you are totally at freedom. It 
means you have taken a decision: to live in indecision, to 
live in freedom. The moment you are initiated into sannyas you 
are initiated into an unchartered, unplanned future. Now you 
are tethered to the past.' 
Rajneesh~ 1980, p.llO . 
. Until recently initiates received a necklace called a mala during the ceremony, 
and were told to carry on wearing orange clothing. New policy within the 
movement has advocated that. the giving of a new name alone is symbolic of a 
change of lifestyle. 
The Salvation Ann:y. 
The Salvation Army was founded in J8G.5 by William Booth, ( 1829-1912). 
The roots of this group lie in the Ch1~istian revivalism encountered on the fringes 
of Methodism at this time, and its uniqueness lies both in its outward appear-
a11ces, doctrinal teachings, and activities in society at large. 
ln adopting military uniforms, bands, ranks and metaphors for its organi-
zation and activities the Salvation Army struck a new chord among t.be urban 
working class in t.he late-19th century, promoting an image of working for God 
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and the poor; the former achieved through worship and t.he latter through ac-
tive social work. ( 1) The Army was born amid the great outburst of Victorian 
philanthropy and voluntary effort that prepared the way for the modern wel-
fare state. The Salvationists' concern for man's present welfare is intended to 
be an expression of Christ's love for mankind, and this predominantly lower 
middle class group does much to improve social conditions for the disprivileged. 
Frederick Coutts explains that the creed of the Salvationists: 
' ... proclaims the grand principles of their Methodist forbears; 
their or&anization has an autocratic structure unique in Chris-
tendom: they are pledged to teetotalism among other things; 
their officers may only marry other officers; their flag is 
yellow, red and blue ... ' 
Coutts, 1981, p.8. 
The Army is also ant.i-sn1oking, anti-gambling, and anti- abortion. More 
theoretically, baptism and the taking of the sacrament in Church services do 
not take place, t.hereby increasing the distance between the movement. and other 
more est.ablished religious bodies. 
William Booth, in an attempt. to clarify t.he position of th(' group within the 
framework of existing religion, put. forward the following explaJHtt.ion: 
'In the north of England ... a clergman said ... that it is evi-
dent that the Salvation Army is not a church. To be a church 
there must evidently be the exercise of sacramental functions, 
which evidently are not duly appreciated by the army. We are 
... getting away from the ordinary idea of a church every day. 
It seems as if a voice from heaven said that we were to be an 
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army, separate from, going before, coming after, and all round 
about the existing churches.' 
'War Cry' 2.1.1883 
Roland Robertson ( 1967) examines the Salvation Army from a sociological 
point of view, discussing the insertion of this body into the wider society. For 
him the transition from persecution in the 1880's, through royal recognition in 
the early years of the 20th century, to a partial integration in the complex of 
mainstream Christianity in mid 20th century Britain has not been accompanied 
'without a di1ninut.ion in both the publicity accorded to the Army and in the 
movement's own vitality.' (1967, p.49) He goes on to say that. superficially 
this transition appea1~s to represent a frequently discussed change in religious 
movements from sect. t.o denomination - from a position of seperat.eness from 
t.he secular society to one of accommodation to it.. Despite this, Robertson 
argues that., whilst. the Sah1at.ion Army has become more tolerant -of worldly 
affairs and has slowly responded to many aspeds of change in British society, 
there are basic features of Salvationism which, paradoxically, at. the same time 
involve the Army in 'the world' and also prevent. accommodation t.o 'the world'. 
Hen' Robertson cites in particular the pragmatic interpret.at.ion of doctrine and 
teaching, the 'military' form of government ancl the social welfare services of the 
Army. 
End notes. 
(])See Fairbank, J ., 1983, Booth's Boots: The Beginning.~ of Salvation .4rmy 
Social ll'or~·, Londoll, Salvation Army Press. 
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Sc ie nt.o logy. 
According to its founder, L. Ron Hubbard, Scientology is the 'science of 
acquiring knowledge', the name being formed from the latin word 'scio', which 
means 'to know' or 'distinguish', and the greek word 'logos', which means 'the 
word' or 'outward form by which the inner thought is expi·essed or made known'. 
From this perspective the founder's third wife, Mary Sue Hubbard, emphasizes 
the religious aspects of the movement in particular by stating : 
'Scientology is a religion in the oldest sense of the word, a 
study of wisdom. Scientology is a study of man as a spirit, in 
his relationship to life and the physical universe. It is non-
denominational. By that it is meant that Scientology is open 
to people of all religions and beliefs and in no ways tries to 
persuade a person from his religion, but assists him better to 
understand that .he is a spiritual being.' 
Freedom 13. 
\Vit.h a background in both physics and engineering plus a career in t.he u.s. 
navy, Ron H ubbarcl utilized his favourite skill when be retired by writing the 
science fiction stories that he enjoyed so much. His interest in the 'unknown' has 
featmccl in the many stories that he wrote, and the roots of the Dianetics self-
llelp movement may be seen to lie in these expositions. The enormously positive 
response eli.c:it.ed by his work from the reading public enco11raged Hubbard t.o 
develop and promote his ideas in ·a more systemai.ic fashion, and in 19.50 t.he 
book Diandics, the Modcru Science of lv!cntal Health, was p11blislwd with t.he 
claim to be 'the common people's science of life and bet.termei1t.' 
Thri)ugh the enormous success of dianetic:s as a form of self-help ment.al train-
ing an~l therapy, Hubbard was encouraged t.o set. up t.he Church of Scientology 
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111 19.54 as an organizational instrument for supervising the original movement, 
ami as a opportunt:ity to advance new ideas in the field. Dianetics was primarily 
concerned with the problems of the reactive mind, whereas Scientology deals 
with learning about. mankind's spiritual nature. Despite this basic difference, 
the relationship between the two movements is cor11plementary, with Scientology 
following on from ideas already expressed in its parent movement.. According t.o 
Roy Wallis, 
'Scientologists see Hubbard as having privileged access to su-
pernatural knowledge of a kind never before revealed, which 
rendered established disciplines such as Psychology and Phi-
losophy obsolete. Hubbard had located a means of transcending 
human limitation and the downward spiral of man's spiritual na-
ture. Like Buddha, he had made available the route to total 
freedom.' 
] 976b,p.250 
The original concern of Dianetics in particular was with engrams, psychic 
scars which are seen t.o inhibit. the full potential of the mind. Hubbard dis-
tinguished between the analytic and reactive 'minds', ·with tl1f' former referring 
to the conscious mind \vhich ads rat.her like a conq)111.er monitoring input in a 
systematic fashion, and the latter referring t.o the uuconscious level of t.houghL 
To survive. the human is seen t.o repress the body's painful experiences, yet. 
t.bis survival is counterbalanced by the fact that. the repressed memories act as 
blocks to, or distortions of, the efficient operation of some i1ormal mental func-
tions. Engra.m!:i are therefore seen t.o place llmit.at.ions upon the ways in which 
we react to situations - an interesting idea considering the fact that. up t..o two 
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thirds of them are estimated to be of a prenatal nature. Irrationality i!; consid-
ered t.o be the key facet. of the behaviour conditioned by engrams, and the aim 
of dianebcs in particular was to eradicate this flaw. 
Help was offered in this sphere in the form of what. Hubbard termed 'au-
diting', the means by which engram " conditioned irrationality was replaced by 
computer - like efficiency. An instrument labelled an 'e-meter' was heralded as 
the key to monitoring recall of the engram experiences, thereby turning them 
into memories which could be dealt. with normally by the mind. In this way the 
in eli vidual was freed to continue his life with 'full potential' both mentally and 
physically, and labelled 'clear' by the movement. 
Hubbard regarded the urge t.o smvive as being the fundamental principle of 
existence. He subdivided this impulse into a number of drives which he termed 
'dyna!J1ics', ranging from t.he individual person to mankind as a spiritual ward 
of t.he supreme being. Similarly, the notion of the individual spirit. or soul (given 
the title of 'the!. an' in the movement), emerged as the undying human life form 
which is subject. to disturbance in t.he physical world of matt.er-energy-space-t.ime 
(mest. ). Hubbard subsequently reconceptualized the term 't.het.an' in its plural 
form 'tbet.ans', the latter being classed as spiritually perfect. beings considered 
t.o be all-knowing and all-powerful creators of t.he universe. The t.het.an is seen in 
the movement to have become bored with his omnipotence. thereby permitt-ing 
limitations upon his abilities. allowing himself to become increasingly the effect 
rather than the cause of t.he environment. which he had created. Ultimately the 
thet.an. is seen by Sciento!ogists t.o be responsible for everything; 1 hat happens 
subsequently. Hubbard states t.hat. although t.he t.hetan is nominally resident. in 
the skull, it. is one of t.he goals of Scientology to exteriorize it. in such a way that. 
it. is outside but near the body, knowingly controlling it.. 
The tbeology of the movement elaborates upon the belief. t.ha1 the t.hetan 
cannot. die and is constantly being reincarnated either on earth or ou some other 
plan<:'t. Hubbard argued that. the thetan joins its designaJecl body immediately 
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prior to its birth. At death the thetan leaves the body and goes to the 'between-
lives' area where, after reporting in, it. is given a strong 'forgeti.er implant.' before 
returning to earth to join another body just before that body is born. The report. 
area for most thetans is mars, although some women, Hubbard explains, have 
to make do with elsewhere. 
Once Scientology was fully established as an organization, the structure of 
the movement. began progressively to resemble a large corporation in the shape of 
a pyramid, with communication and authority flowing downwards.· In line with 
this analogy, the followers tended not. t.o be drawn into a collective communion 
but rather into an atomized mass, differentiated only by their level of attainment. 
in the theology and practice. The leadership took to the water in the late 1960s 
in a flotilla of ships named the 'Sea Org', from which decisions were made about. 
the future of the movement.. 
Membership in t.he movement is strictly voluntary and goal-direct.ed, fitting 
111 with t.be 'positive t.hinkinp;' ethos which emanates from Hubbard's philoso-
phy. People join basically because they feel that. they will be able t.o improve 
1.hemselves in som<" way, and this facet of the group makes it more attractive 
to a wider range of people in comparison, for example, to the 'youth - cent.red' 
religions of tl1e counter-cult.urf'. 
The methods by which Scientology recruits and maintains its membership 
through the sale of courses of training and counselling have given rise to a set of 
very distinctive cont.roveies. They concern both the encouragement. to purchase 
. . 
morf' and more expensive courses, the 'tug-of-lov<"' cas<"s. between Scient.ologists 
a1Jd t.heir spouses over custody of their children, nud t lw ~· •nw1 iwes over-zealous 
treatment of pf'rceived 'enemies'. 
For further reference: Wallis, 1 976b. 
', 
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Transcendental Meditation. 
Transcendental Meditation stems from the Shankara Tradition of Vedanta 
Hinduism, and was brought to the West in 19.58 by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. 
Maharishi claims to have been commissioned by his spiritual teacher Guru Dev 
to take this technique of relaxation out of it.s native India, where it is reported to 
have been practised for many thousands of years. Becoming popular in t.he mid 
to late-1960s, this particular spiritual practice gained much of its attraction from 
the purportedly scientific nature of the methods used and result.s gained. In 1980 
it was estimated that around 120,000 people were meditating in Britain, with 250 
full time workers administering courses for their middle class clientele. The av-
erage age of adherents to this tradition is 35 years. Appealing to the western 
consciousness, TM promised results in the fom1 of increased creativity and in-
ner peace, with minimal effort. In short, Transcendental Meditation is defined 
as a way of allowing attention to go from the gross, surface level of ordinary 
thought to increasingly subtler levels, until finally the subtlest level is reached 
and transcended. In Mabarishi's own words: 
(TM is a natural technique which allows the conscious mind to 
experience increasingly more subtle states of thought until the 
source of thought, the unlimited reservoir of energy and cre-
ative intelligence is reached. This simple practice expands 
the capacity of the conscious mind and a man is able to use his 
full potential in all fields of thought and action.' 
Maharishi~ 1966 p.20. 
We may see from this quotation that the movement is promoted along scien-
tific lines, although an1i-cultists in particular have stressed t.he religious nature 
of the ceremonies involved. Bainbridge and Jackson ( 1981) look specifically at 
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the c.oncepts of TM as science and/or religion, and put forward the idea that. for 
t.he majority, TM is a simple technique learned in a few visits t.o the local centre. 
Despite this outward appearance the authors do point. out., however, that. while 
the introductory lectures leading t.o instruction in meditation were designed to 
appear secular and scientific, higher levels of indoctrination contained explicitly 
religious elements.' Advanced lectures were based on the Bhagavad Gita, and 
sought to apply principles from this Hindu holy book to problems of modern life. 
Within the TM group it is explained that normally people live on three specific 
levels of consciousness, namely waking, sleeping and dreaming. ]t. is believed 
that there are also several other levels of eonsciousness which can be attained 
through TM alone. These are 'transeendent.al consciousness', 'cosmic. conseious-
ness', 'God consciousness', 'unity eonsciousness', and 'brahma consciousness', 
although most. TM members only concern themselves with the first. two and 
perhaps do ~10t even know about the last. three. It. is on these further levels that. 
the concept of T:M as religion ari::;es. Maharishi aims to have one initiator within 
TM for every 1 ,000 people in the world, thereby advancing his goal of achieving 
an 'ideal society' through many people perfecting t.he technique. ln this way 
TM may be classed as being a millenarian cult, as the movement. claims that.: 
'The quality of life in society is determined by the quality of 
life in individual citizens. If citizens are enjoying enrich-
ment of body, mind, and behaviour then the ~hole community will 
be characterized by peace, harmony and progress. The TM pro-
gramme of his Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi provides the tech-
nology to develop the full potential of the individual thereby 
improving the quality of life and creating an ideal society.' 
'To Create An ]deal Society,' TM booklet., 1980, p.2 
4is 
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· It. is around this issue and subsequent attempts to set up an 'ideal society' 
in certain areas in Britain (in Glossop, for example), that the press has found 
some interest in the group. Advocation of TM within the national health service 
has also been suggested by a group of practising meditators in the medical 
profession, and this issue has also been reported in the media- mainly as a form 
of curiosity /interest arousal. 
For further reference see Maharishi, 1966; Bainbridge and Jackson, 1981. 
The Unification Church. 
The Unification Church was founded in the Republic of 1\orea in 1954 by 
the Reverend Sun Myung Moon under the name of the Holy Spirit Associat.ion 
for the Unification of \,Yorlcl Christianity. lndivicluals from t.be group first. came 
to the West in 19.59 in an attempt. to gain a following for their leader, but the 
movement had little success in America or Europe until the early 1970s, when 
Moon himself moved to the United States. 
The Divine Principle, attributed to Moon, is heralded as representing the 
ultimate source of authority within t.he Unification Church. This text. consists 
of a special interpretation of the Old and New Testaments plus adclitioual rev-
elations which Moon claims to have received. The theology expressed and duly 
adhered to by t.he Pnification Churd-J members is strikingly positive, with the 
darker Christian dod.rines relating to Hell, the apocalypse and predestination 
being passed over in favour of the more optimistic idc<ti of universal salvation 
and t.Le e:;t.ablishmeni of a physically perftect kingdom of heaveu on earth. In 
t.his way happiness is described by the group as being t.lw goal for existence, with 
the messianic and millenarian emphasis in the theology being seen by recruit-s 
1.() be highly attractive, making them feel that their role in de,;eloping the 'new 
world' is an important. one. 
:l\·1oon describes the original Fall as the result of a (spi1itual) sexual rela-
tionship between Eve and Archangel Lucifer, followed by a :>exual relat-ionship, 
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before marriage, between Adam and Eve. In this way the whole of history can, 
according to the Divine Principle, be seen as a series of continuous attempts 
by God and man to restore the world to a state originally intended by God. 
A succession of key figures participate in this quest - Adam, Abraham, Moses, 
King Solomon, and Jesus, with restoration ultimately' being seen as possible 
only through a future messiah who will fullfil the role in which the others failed. 
Within the Unification Movement there is a quiet consensus on the belief that. 
Moon is seen t.o occupy this foretold role, although he has never stated this 
categorically. 
In this wa~ Bromley and Shupe ( 1979) analyse the Unification _Church as an 
illustrative case of a 'world transforming movement', as it seeks total, permanent. 
structural change o(whole societies. Moon's role in this process may be seen 
as important, as he feels it to be his duty to bring to God loving, obedient. 
sons and daughters. To this end the members of the movement are taught 
to re~arcl themselves as models for the rest of mankind. Life in the group is 
thereby intended t.o inst.rud. me.mbers on how to live a God-centred existence as 
individuals in God-centred families. This practice involves the uncompromising 
life-style of celibacy among members before marriage, and having Moon and his 
wife ( viewed as being mankind's true spiritual parents) select. maf.es and 'bless' 
couples in marriage ceremonies sometimes containing thousands of followers. 
The Unification Church is strongly anti-communist. in its out.look, with some 
of the controversy surrounding the group emanating from alleged foreign gov-
ernment ties. It also owns a large number of businesses (mainly in South Korea, 
Japan, America and Europe), and sponsors a number of performing arts groups 
and inter-national conferences for academics. It. runs a seminary in Barrytown 
in New York and the Little Angels school in Sout.h Korea. 
The Unification Church has recieved considerable hostility from parents, the 
media and t.he anti-cult movement (Bromley and Shupe, 1979), making it highly 
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visible. The main accusations include; brainwashing, connection with t.he Ko-
rean CIA, the splitting up of families, using 'heavenly deception', amassing great. 
wealth for the leadership by exploiting t.he followers, tax evasion, and the manu-
facture of armaments. The church itself claims that it is victimized, particularly 
whei1 its members are illegally kidnapped and 'deprogrammed', and to this end 
various court cases have been brought in an effort t.o stem this tide of persecu-
tion. 
For further reference: Allan, 1980; Barker, 1981, 1984; Bromley and Richard-
son, 1983; Bromley arid Shupe, 1979, 1981a; Hampshire and Beckford, 1983; 
Lofland, 1977; Sontag, 1977. 
The Way Inter'national. 
The Way International, with its headquarters in New Knoxville, Ohio, was 
founded by a former Evangelical and Reformed Minister called Vict.or Paul Wier-
wille. Wierwille had been a pastor for sixteen years in north western Ohio when 
he resigned from this position and began teaching his own unique interpretation 
of Christianity. Disillusioned with orthodox Biblical interpretation, he disposed 
of his library of 3,000 books and began his own persona] study of the scriptures, 
an exen·ise which culminated in his work Power For Abu.ndant Living. The Way 
International was founded around 19.58 (the ex ad. date is difficult to define), and 
membership today is estimated as between 20,000 and 100,000 followers, with a 
figure of 50,000 appearing to be a reasonably safe est.imot.e. 
Vict.or Paul \\'ierwille claims to have had an encounter with Cod, an expe-
rienn:· which ei.1couraged him t.o witness to others. He states; 'God spoke to 
me audibly, like I'm talking t.o you now. He said that. he would teach me the 
word as it had not been known since the first century, if l \Vould teach i1. to 
others.' (\Vhiteside, 1972 p.17&.) Tht:' maga.zim· of t.he Way lnt.ernat.ional elab-
orates upon this theme more explici1ly: 'The so-called Christian church today 
i:; built essentially on man-made doctrine, traditions, confusion, bondage trips, 
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and contradiction to the word as it. was originally God-breathed.' Sept.-Oct. 
1974,p.7.) 
In this way the movement. believes that W ierwille has the only true interpre-
t.ation of the Scriptures, and through him alone do members feel that they may 
be led out of the confusion in which traditional Christianity has engulfed them. 
One pamphlet produced by the group st.a.t.es: 
'The Way is not a church, nor is it a denomination or a reli-
gious sect of any sort. Its followers are people of every cul-
ture and ·ethnic background who all their lives have hungered 
for purpose, for meaning, for answers to life's enigmas, and 
\ 
\ 
for the power that would lead them to the fullness of Christ's 
promise: ''I ·am come that ye might have life, and that ye might 
have it more abundantly.' '(John 10:10).' 
This is t.he 'Vay, 1981,p.4. 
The a.t.tract.ion of The Wa.y International may therefore be partly at.t.ributed 
to the charisma of its founder, and also to the systematic review of the Bible 
offered by Wierville to all who show any interest in his i11ovement. 
Through a close scrutiny of the Scriptures, Vlierwi]]e comes to the conclusion 
that the New Testament. was originally written in Aramaic, not. Greek, and that. 
th(? four gospels at. the beginning of this work should really belong to the end of 
the Old Testament.. Alongside these changes in mainstream Christian dod.rine 
the founder also put.s forward his own interpretations of Biblical event:;. Througl1 
promoting an essentially unitarian view of God and thereby denying the viability · 
of the concept of t.rinit.y, Wierville shows that his views differ·radically from the 
conventional interpretations. For him, t.he Bible indicates that. Jesus wa.s· not. 
God incarnate (but. a perfect. human being), a.ncl that Mary bore Jesus through 
I 
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divine intervention (despite the fact that she was not. seen t.o be a 'virgin mother' 
in the traditionally accepted sense of the term). 
The Holy Spirit is interpreted in two very different ways, and Wierwille thus 
denies the unique personality (and thus deity) of the phenomenon. He states: 
'The Giver is God, the Spirit. His gift is Spirit. Failure 
to recognize the difference between the Giver and his gift has 
caused no end of confusion in the Holy Spirit field of study as 
well as in the understanding of the new birth..... The gift is 
the holy spirit, pneuma hagion, which is an inherent spiritual 
ability, dunamis, power from on high. This gift is ''Christ in 
you, the hope of glory'' with all its fullness.' 
\Vierwille, 1979, pp 3-5 
Wierville interprets Holy Spirit as a11ot.her name for Cod, and holy S]lirit as 
the gifts that. Cod bestows on mankind. 
This reasoning leads on i.o another umque idea developed by Wierwille, 
namely, tht> not.ion t.hat. mankind has no spirit (as such) unless either Cod or 
Satan (see11 as being the god of this world) bestows it. upon t.hem, f\.1an's original 
spirit. is deemed I.e• have been lost at. the Fall, and Wierville puts forward the 
view that at tha1 time: 
'The spirit disappeared. The reason the spirit was called dead 
is that it was no longer there. Their entire spir~tual connec-
tion with God was lost. From that very day Adam and Eve were 
just body and soul - as any other animal.' 
\Vierwille~ 1979,p.258 
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The absence of the spirit, according to The Way, continued right up to t.be 
Day of Pentecost., when God gave the gift of the holy spirit to the believers. 
This emphasis also highlights the elevated position given in the movement to 
the gift of tongues, with this occurrence seen by Wierwille to be: ' .... the only 
visible and audible proof that a man has been born again and filled with the 
gift from the Holy Spirit.' (Wierwille, 1979). 
Wierwille has organized his group around the symbol of a tree. The Way 
functions like a tree, with roots, trunk, branches, limbs, twigs and leaves. The 
first. authority in The Way is Wierwille, who is called, with his associates, the 
roots of the Way tree. The trunk is a conglomeration of national organi.zations, 
while branches are statewide units, and limbs are the city groups. Each city unit, 
or limb, is .divided into smaller twigs which comprise of numerous home Bible-
study groups. Lastly, the smallest. units in the Way's organizational network are 
the individual members themselves, who are referred to by all as leaves. 
Two types of missionaries are used by the movement in an evangelical ca-
pacity, the first being called WOW Ambassadors (Word Over the World Mis-
sionaries) who spread the news on a more or less full time basis (alongside 
mal\ing money in some way t.o suppo~t themselves), and part. time missionaries 
in the form of college and high school students. In addition to these individu-
als the '\11./ay also possesses some sixty ordained ministers, a majority of whom 
are women. The 'word' is also propagated through an annual convention called 
the 'Rock of Ages', a meeting that was attended by 12,000 people in 1976 and 
retlect.s t.he intluence of the movement. among the young (18 1u 24 year olcls). 
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27. Is the ite~~.part of a numbl!red sl!rin? 
0 NO 
I = Yes 
•alnstreal religions ? 
? Q 
Q 
D ,, 
Appendix 3. 
Table 1. 
Distribution of articles on NRMs in the four publications. 
Group / Publication Times s. Times D. Mail N. Society 
NRMs 
Unification Church 165 17 285 6 
Scientology 39 4 7 2 
.Hare Krishnas ll 5 ll -
Transcendental Meditation 18 3 6 3 
Children of God/Family of Love 5 l l l 
Meher Baba - - - -
Rajneesh Foundation 25 2 3 l 
est / Centers Network - 2 - -
Ananda Marga 2 - - -
Way International 3 - - - . 
NRMs in general ll 4 3 7 
Jesus Movement 
- -
"l 2 
Campus Crusade l 
- - -
Yout_h for christ 
- - - -
Navigators 
- - - -
Church Universal & Triumphant 
- - - -
Eckankar 
- - - -
Divine Light Mission 5 4 l -
TOT.M. 283 42 3i8 22 
Christian Science 2 -
- -
Jehovah'·s·witnesses ll 3 6 3 
Salvation Army 46 4 2 2 
Mennonites / Amish l - - -
TOTAL 59 7 8 6 
Table 2. 
Number of contextual units per specified religious group, by period. 
u.c. Sci. H.K. T.M. D.L.M. c.o.G. M.B. Raj. est A.M. way J.M. c.c. Y.F.C. Nav. C.U.T. Eck. NRMs Total c.s JWs S.A . Menn. Total Period Group 
·--··· -. ·-
Jan-June 1975 4 1 2 5 - - 12 - 1 4 
- 5 
-
- - - - - - -
- - - -
July-Dec 1975 1 1 1 2 2 -
- -
- 1 8 
- 3 1 
- 4 - - - - - - - -
Jan-June 1976 4 1 4 
- 1 
- - -
- 1 - - 11 - 1 1 
- 2 - - - - - -
July-Dec 1976 4 2 3 - 1 - - - - -
- 1 - - - - 1 12 - 6 2 - 8 -Jan-June 1977 5 2 2 2 -
- - - 1 -
- - - - - -
- 3 15 - 2 4 
- 6 July-Dec 1977 10 1 3 1 - -
- ·- - - - - - ·- - -
-
- 15 -
- 3 - 3 Jan-June 1978 18 1 
-
2 
- - - - 1 1 
-
1 
- - - -
- 1 25 - 4 1 
- 5 July-Dec 1978 11 1 - 4 - - - -
-
1 
-
- - - - -
- 1 18 
- 1 2 1 4 Jan-June 1979 2 - - 1· - 1 
- - - - - - - -
- -
-
-
4 
-
- - -
-July-Dec 1979 
- 4 - 1 1 - - - - - -
- - - - - - 1 7 -
-
2 
- 2 Jan-June 1980 10 14 1• 5 - 1 - 7 - -
- - - - -
-
-
- 38 - 1 4 
- 5 July-Dec 1980 43 4 1 1 - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - 3 55 - 1 4 
- 5 Jan-June 1981 114 - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 2 118 
-
-
10 
- 10 July-Dec 1981 43 3 4 - - 1 - 1 
- - - - - - - - - - 52 1 
-
- 6 7 Jan-June 1982 )4 
- - 2 
- - - 1 
- - - - - -
- - - - 37 -
- 2 - 2 July-Dec 1982 42 2 
- - - -
-
2 
- - - - - - - - - 2 48 
-
- - -
-Jan-June 1983 38 - 2 -
-
1 - - - -
- - - - -
- -
- 41 
-
- - 1 1 July-Dec 1983 11 1 2 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 16 
- - 1 
- 1 Jan-June 1984 29 1 1 - - - - 2 -
- - - - - - - - - 33 -
- 3 
- 3 July-Dec 1984 25 8 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- 7 43 
- 1 2 3 -Jan-June 1985 15 3 2 - 1 
- - 1 - - - - - -
- -
- 1 23 1 1 
- - 2 July-Dec 1985 10 3 1 - - 1 - 16 
- - - - 1 
- - -
- 2 34 1 - 1 
- 2 
Total 473 52 27 JO 10 6 
- Jl 2 2 J 3 1 
- - -
- 25 665 2 23 54 1 80 
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Topics discussed 
most often, by 
period. 
Table J. 
Topic/Period T.l 
NRMs. 
Jan-June 1975 4 
July-Dec 1975 -
Jan-June 1976 1 
July-Dec 1976 3 
Jan-June 1977 7 
July-Dec 1977. 5 
Jan-June 1978 5 
July-Dec 1978 7 
Jan-June 1979 -
July-Dec 1979 2 
Jan-June 1980 12 
July-Dec 1980 43 
Jan-June 1981 79 
July-Dec 1981 13 
Jan-June 1982 16 
July-Dec 1982 16 
Jan-June 1983 26 
July-Dec 1983 4 
Jan-June 1984 6 
July-Dec 1984 9 
Jan-June 1985 5 
July-Dec 1985 11 
Total 274 
Comparison 
groups. 
Jan-June 1975 -
July-Dec 1975 -
Jan-June 1976 -
July-Dec 1976 1 
Jan-June 1977 -
July-Dec 1977 -
Jan-June 1978 2 
July-Dec 1978 1 
Jan-June 1979 -
July-Dec 1979 -
Jan-June 1980 -
July-Dec 1980 -
Jan-June 1981 -
July-Dec 1981 -
Jan-June 1982 -
July-Dec 1982 -
Jan-June 1983 -
July-Dec 1983 -
Jan-June 1984 1 
July-Dec 1984 -
Jan-June 1985 -
July-Dec 1985 -
Total 6 
Topic 1 = Legal and judicial conflicts, 
investigations, illegalities. 
Topic 2 Group/Leader history, leader 
profile. 
Topic 3 Press cross references. 
Topic 4 Family break-up. 
Topic 5 Parliamentary references. 
Topic 6 = Brainwashing, manipulation, 
psychological abuse of members. 
Topic 7 Teachings of group. 
Topic 8 Business activities, wealth of 
group leaders. 
T.2 T.J T.4 T.5 T.6 T.? T.8 
7 - - 3 - 2 -
5 1 - 2 2 2 1 
4 - 2 - 2 4 2 
1 - - - - - -
2 - 3 1 5 2 1 
3 - 6 1 2 2 4 
10 - 6 5 2 5 4 
6 2 1 1 1 3 1 
2 
-
2 - - - -
3 - - 4 6 1 -
11 2 8 8 5 11 4 
6 29 6 5 18 3 2 
11 53 38 23 - 3 8 
13 12 8 7 1 2 3 
8 - 8 5 1 3 2 
13 9 13 5 3 1 4 
1 13 3 19 1 1 -
J - 2 - 1 3 J 
7 1 9 10 2 1 J 
16 5 1 7 J 1 2 
6 2 1 2 1 1 2 
22 1 J 1 1 1 J 
160 130 120 109 57 52 49 
1 - - - - - -
- - - - -
1 -
1 - - - - 1 -
-
1 - - - 2 -
2 
-
1 - - - -
2 - - - - - -
- -
2 
- -
1 -
1 - - - - - -
-
- - - -
- -
1 - - - - - -
1 - - - - - 1 
- - -
1 - - -
1 - - - - - -
5 - - - - - -
1 - - 1 - - -
- - - - - - -
1 - - 1 - - -
- - - - - -
-
2 - - - - - -
- - - - -
- -
- - -
- - -
-
- - - - -
- -
19 - - - - 6 1 
(Row percentage between parenthesis.) Table 4 . 
Group / Tenor N= Extremely Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Extremely 
Positive Positive Negative Negative 
Unification 473 1 11 190 198 73 
Church (. 2) (2) (40) (42) (15) 
Scientology 52 2 2 36 7 5 
(4) (4) (69) (13) (10) 
-
Hare Krishna 27 - ' 23 4 -(-) (-) (85) (15) (-) 
Transcendent-
al Meditation 30 2 9 17 2 -,. (7) (30) (57) (7) (-) 
D.L.M. 10 - 1 6 3 -(-) (10) (60) (30) (-) 
t 6 Family .of 6 - - - -
Love (-) (-) (-) (100) (-) 
Meher Baba - - - - - -(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
Rajneesh 31 1 3 17 8 2 
International (3) (10) (55) (26) (6) 
est 2 
-(-) 1 1 - -(50) (50) (-) (-) 
Ananda Marga 2 - - 2 - -(-) (-) (100) (-) (-) 
Way 3 - - - 3 -
International (-) (-) (-) (100 (-) 
Jesus 3 - - 2 1 -
Movement (-) (-) (67) (33) (-) 
Campus Crusad 1 - - 1 - -(-) (-) (100) (-) (-) 
touth for - - - - - -
Christ (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
--
Navigators - - - - - -(-) . (-) (-) (-) (-) 
C.U T. - - - - - -(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
Eckankar - - - - - -(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
NRMs in 25 - 3 13 6 3 
general (-) (12) (52) (24) (12) 
-9 
Christian 2 - - 1 1 -
Science (-) (-) (50) (50) (-) 
J.W's 23 - - 18 5 -(-) (-) (?8) (22) (-) 
Salvation 54 2 22 24 5 1 
Army (4) (41) (44) (9) (2) 
Mennonites 1 - - 1 - -(-) (-) (100) (-) (-) 
Table 5, Part (i). 
Manner in Which Information is ~iven about Group 
by Period. 
Period/Information N= J:di torial Letter Columnis News Cartoon Feature Book/Prog. Other 
~ Review 
NRMs 
Jan-June 1975 12 - 1 1 10 - - - -
Julv-Dec 1975 8 1 1 3 2 - 1 
- -
Jan-June 1976 11 - 2 2 4 - 2 1 -
Julv-Dec 1976 12 - - - 11 - 1 - -
Jan-June 1977 15 - - - 13 - 2 - -
Tul v-Dec 1977 15 - 5 2 6 - 2 - -
.Jan-June 1978 25 - 2 1 17 - 5 - -
Tul v-Dec 1978 18 - - - 17 - - 1 -
Jan-June 1979 4 - - - 3 - 1 - -
Tul v-Dec 1979 7 - 1 3 3 - - - -
Jan- T'lne 1980 38 - 8 3 19 - 8 - -
.Julv-Dec 1990 55 - - 5 47 - 1 2 -
-Tan-June 1931 118 4 9 4 86 3 10 2 -
Jul v-Dec 1981 52 1 9 1 39 - 1 1 -
.Jan-.June 1982 37 1 1 1 33 - 1 - -
.July-Dec 1982 48 3 4 2 28 2 6 1 2 
Jan-June 1983 41 6 3 2 26 - 2 2 
-
Julv-Dec 1983 16 1 3 "1 9 - 2 - -
.Jan-June 1984 J3 . ' 2 3 2 20 3 3 - -
Julv-Dec 1984 43 4 6 2 24 
- 5 2 -
Jan-June 1985 23 - - 1 20 
- 2 - -
July-Dec 1985 J4 - - 2 27 1 4 - -
Total 665 . 23 58 38 464 6 59 15 2 
cant ..... 
Tenor of Items About NRMs by Period. 
Table 5A. 
Period / Tenor N= Extremely Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Extremely 
Positive Positive Negative Negative 
NRMs 
·-
Jan-June 1975 12 - 1(8) 7(58) 4 (JJ) 
-
July-Dec 1975 8 
- 2(25) 4(50) 1(12) 1(12) 
Jan-June 1976 11 1 ( 9) 1(9) 4 (36) 3(27) 2(18) 
July""'-Dec 1976 12 
- - 7(58) 5(42) 
-
Jan-June 1977 15 - 2(13) 9(60) 4(27) 
-
July-Dec 1977 15 1(7) 1(7) 503) 7(47) 1(7) 
Jan-June 1978 25 1(4) 2(8) 14(56) 4(16) 4(16) 
July-Dec 1978 18 - 3(17) 11(61) 3(17) 1(6) 
Jan-June 1979 4 - - 2(50) 2(50) -
July-Dec 1979 7 - - 5(71) 1(14) 1(14) 
Jan-June 1980 38 2(5) 3(8) 19(50) 9(24) 5(13) 
July-Dec 1980 55 - l (2) 41(74) 13(24) 
-
Jan-June 1981 118 - - 38 (32) 57(48) 23(19) 
July-Dec 1981 52 - 3(6) 24(46) 22(42) 3(6) 
Jan-June 1982 37 - 2(5) 12 (32) 12 (32) 19(51) 
July-Dec 1982 48 - 1(2) 21(44) 17 (35) 9(19) 
Jan-June 1983 41 - - 16 (39) 19(46) 6(15) 
July-Dec 1983 16 - - 10(62) 5 (Jl) 1(6) 
Jan-June 1984 33 - 2(6) 9(27) 12 (36) 10 (JO) 
July-Dec 1984 43 1(2) 4(9) 16(37) 15 (35) 7(16) 
Jan-June 1985 23 - 1(4) 13(56) 7 (JO) 2(9) 
July-Dec 1985 34 - 1 (J) 21(62) 9(26) 3(9) 
Total 6(1) 30(4) po8(46) 2)8(36) 83(12) 
Total percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding off. 
'·' 
.-
NRMs 
-
Paily Mail 
Other 
Publications 
Total 
Other 
Religious 
Minorities 
Daily Ma,il 
Other 
Publications 
Total 
Table 5B. 
The Tenor of Print Media Items About NRMs and Other 
Minorities by Publication. 
·Extremely Positive Neutral Negative !Extremely 
Positive Negative 
1 (0.3) 4 (0.7.) 101 (32) 139 (44) 73 (23) 
5 (1) 26 ( 8) 207 (60) 99 (28) 10 (3) 
6 (0.9) 30 (4. 5) 308 (46.3) 238 (35.8) 83 (12.5) 
0 ( 0) 1 (12) 4 (51) 3 (37) 0 ( 0) 
2 (3) 21 (29) 40 (56) 8 (11) 1 (1) 
2 (2.5) 22 (27:5) 44 (55) 11 (13.7) 1 ( 1) 
Total 
318 
347 
' 
665 
8 
72 
80 
Relationship Between Column Size and Year.- Table 6. 
NRMs. 
-Year / Size l (l"-4") 2 (5"-8") 3 (9" -16") 4 (17"-154") Total 
1975 Jan - June 5 (42) . 2 (17) 3 (25) 2 (17) 12 
1975 July - Dec - 2 (25) 4 (50) 2 (25) 8 
1976 Jan - June 3 (27) 2 (18) 4. (36) 2 (18) ll 
1976 July - Dec 4 (33) 2 (17) 3 (25) 3 (25) 12 
1977 Jan - June 6 (40) l (7) 5 (33) 3 (20) 15 
1977 July - Dec 3 (20) 3 (20) 4 (27) 5 (33) 15 
1978 Jan - June 6 (24) 3 (12) 4 (16) 12 (48) 25 
1978 July - Dec 6 (33) 2 (ll) 8 (44) 2 (ll) 18 
1979 Jan - June - - 2 (50) 2 (50) 4 
1979 July - Dec l (14) 2 (29) 3 (43) l (14) 7 
1980 Jan - June 6 (16) 6 (16) 13 (34) 13 (34) 38 
1980 July - Dec 8 (14) 28 (51) ll (20) 8 (14) . 55 
1981 Jan - June 15 (13) 25 (21) 42 (36) 36 (30) 118 
1981 ·July - Dec 16 (31) 17 (33) 12 (23) 7 (13) 52 
1982 Jan - June ll (30) 10 (27) 14 (38) 2 (5) 37 
1982 July - Dec ·13 . ( 2.7) ' ... 7 (15) 13 (27) 15 (31) 48 
1983 Jan - June ll (27) 9 (22) 13 (32) 8 (19) 41 
1983 July - Dec 6 07) 3 (19) 3 (19) 4 (25) 16 
1984 Jan - June 10 (30) 8 (24) 8 (24) 7 (21) 33 
1984 July - Dec ll (26) 12 (28) 8 (19) 12 (28) 43 
1985 Jan - June 8 (35) 3 (13) 6 (26) 6 (26) 23 
1985 July - Dec 12 (35) 4 (12) 7 (21) ll (32) 34 
Total 161 151 190 163 
(Column percentages in parenthesis.) 
Table 7 
Column In-::h 
]_ - 4" ) - ti" 9 - 16 11 17 - 154" 
Unificati nn Church 115 117 131 llO 1\73 
Scientology 1) 12 19 6 52 
ll:tre Krishna 10 /f 10 3 27 
Tr;mscendental 1'1edi tat ion 6 4 11 9 ~0 
Divine Li<.;ht Mission 4 1 2 ~ 10 
Childnm of God 1 1 1 ~ 6 
~1eher B:1ba 
Bhaewan 8 5 4 :.).4 ~1 
est 2 2 
Ananda l"!arc:a 2 2 
\'/a:J International 2 1 3 
Jesus !1ovement 1 1 1 3 
Campus Crusade 1 1 
Youth for Christ 
Navigators 
·--------·--· 
C.U.T. 
Eckanker 
N.R.Ms •. in general 4 10 11 25 
\ 
Ctn·istian ::icience 1 1 2 
·------
Jehovah's Witnesses 3 ) 13 2 23 
1:>n.Jvat.i0n Ar:~y 14 14 11 15 ?4 
t·1ennoni t.es 1 1 
Total . 179 172 214 HJO 745 
Table 8. 
Relationship between Column Inch and Tenor of Item. 
Column size is divided as follows: 
1 = l" to 4" 
2 = 5" to 8" 
3 9" to 16" 
4 = 17" to 154" 
Tenor/Column Size 1 2 3 4 Total 
Extremely Positive 1 - 1 . 4 6 ( 1) ( 1) ( 2) 
Somewhat Positive 3 12 5 10 30 ( 2) (8) (3) (6) 
Neutral 103 73 85 47 308 ( 64) (48) (45) {29) 
Somewhat Negative 40 56 84 58 238 {25) (37) (44) (36) 
Extremely Negative 14 10 15 44 83 (9) ( 7) (8) (27) 
Total ............. 161 151 190 163 
(Column percentages in parenthesis). 
Table 9. 
The use of graphics in the press accounts of NRMs. 
Graphics l-6 / Subject 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Graphics l 512 56 3 2 8 30 18 - 36 153 
Graphics 2 620 12 3 3 2 12 3 - 10 45 
Graphics 3 644 l 3 - - 8 l l 7 21 
Graphics, 4 657 - - 1 2 2 1 - 2 8 
Graphics 5 663 - - - 1 - 1 - - 2 
Graphics 6 664 - - - 1 - - - - 1 
Total - 69 9 6 14 52 24 l 55 230 
1 = Group leader 
2 = Group activities 
3 - Group opponents 
4 = Group property 
5 = Group members 
6 = Ex-members 
7 = Combination 
8 = Other 
Table 10. 
Most Frequently Used Metaphors in Describing 
Subject Matter by Period 
Period/Metaphor Number Brain- Deprogramm- Mind Control Victims 
washing ing 
\ 
NRMs 
-
Jan.-June,l975 - - - - -
Julv-Dec.,l975 1 1 - - -
Jan. -June, 1976 4 3 - - -
July-Dec.,l976 2 - 1 1 -
Jan.-June,l977 12 7 5 - -
Jul. -Dec., 1977 7 5 - 1 -
Jan.-June,l978 6 2 1 1 
-
July-Dec.,l978 2 1 1 ~ 
-
Jan.-June,l979 - - - - -
July-Dec. , 1979 1 1 - - -
Jan.-June,l980 4 3 - - 1 
July-Dec.,l980 38 33 4 - -
Jan.-June,l981 101 58 9 9 1 
July-Dec., 1981 6 6 - - -
Jan.-June,l982 7 2 2 1 . -
July-Dec.,l982 13 8 - 1 1 
Jan.-June,l983 9 7 - - 1 
July-Dec.,l983 2 1 
- - -
Jan.-June,l984 20 7 2 - 2 
July-Dec.,l984 10 7 - 2 -
.Jan. -June, 1985 2 1 
- - -
July-Dec.,l985 6 4 2 
- -
Total ......... 253 157 27 16 6 
QOMPARISON 
GROUPS 
Total during 80 
-all periods: - - -
Atrocity and Positive Tales of NRMs and their Opponents 
Table 11. 
Period/Tales N= Atrocity Tales Positive Tales Atrocity Tales Positive Ta;J..eE 
Religious Gp. Religious Gp. Opponents. Opponents. 
NRMs 
1975 Jan-June 2 2 - - -
1975 July-Dec 3 2 l - -
1976 Jan-June 8 3 3 2 -
1976 July-Dec 5 5 - - -
1977 Jan-June ll 4 3 4 -
1977 July-Dec 12 9 3 - -
1978 Jan-June 12 9 2 l -
1978 July-Dec 7 4 3 - -
1979 Jan-June 2 2 - - : -
1979 July-Dec 3 l l l -
1980 Jan-June 21 12 8 l -
1980 July-Dec 17 10 3 4 -
1981 Jan-June 62 2 - - -
1981 July-Dec 18 ll 3 4 -
1982 Jan-June 10 8 2 - -
1982 July-Dec 19 18 1 - -
1983 Jan-June 17 16 - 1 -
' 
1983 July-Dec 5 5 -- -
1984 Jan-June 13 12 l - -
1984 July-Dec 8 5 3 - -
1985 Jan-June 4 3 l - -! 
I 
1985 July-Dec 13 10 l l 1 
Total 272 211 41 19 1 I 
i 
I 
I 
' 
Comparison 
Groups 
(Total all 45 10 28 7 -
peri.ods). 
Table 12. 
Categorization of Groups in the British Print Media. 
Categorization / Group New Religious Comparison 
Movement Groups 
. New Religion 4 -
New Religious 5 -
Movement 
Sect 175 . 19 
Cult 213 -
Religious 2 -
Movement 
Church 88 2 
Not categorized 285 68 
Other 9 2 
Total 665 80 
Table 13. 
The percentage of articles covering more than one 
group - by publication. 
-
Combination Publication 
(NRMs) 
Times Sunday ·Daily New Total 
' Times Mail Society 
0 269 37 307 18 631 (95%) (88%) (96%) (82%) (95%) 
1 2 - 2 - 4 (1%) (1%) (1%) 
2 10 2 6 2 20 
CJ%) (5%) (2%) (9%) (3%) 
3 1 - 2 2 5 (1%) (1%) (9%) (1%) 
4 - 1 1 - 2 (2%) (1%) (1%) 
5 - - - - -
6 1 1 - - 2 (1%) (2%) (1%) 
7 - - - - -
. 8 
- -
- - -
9 - - - - -
10 - 1 - - 1 (2%) (2%) 
·Total 238 42 318 22 665 
The Use of Wire Services Between 
January 1975 and December 1985. 
Year / Wire No 
1975 Jan - June 11 {92) 1 
1975 July - Dec 8 (100) -
1976 Jan - June 8 (73) 3 
1976 July - Dec 9 (75) 3 
1977 Jan - June 12 (80) 3 
1977 July - Dec 13 (87) 2 
1978 Jan - June 22 (88) 3 
1.978 July - Dec 16 (89) 2 
1979 Jan - June 4 (100) -
1979 July - Dec 7 (100) -
1980 Jan - June 38 (100) -
1980 July - Dec 53 (96) 2 
1981 Jan - June 117 (99) 1 
1981 July - Dec 38 (73) 14 
1982 Jan - June 26 (70) 11 
1982 July - Dec 42 (87) 6 
1983 Jan - June 40 (98) 1 
1983 July - Dec 15 (94) 1 
1984 Jan -:- June 26 (79) 7 
1984 July - Dec 33 (77) 10 
1985 Jan - June 20 (87) 3 
1985 July - Dec 17 (50) 17 
Total 575 (86.5) 90 
Table 14. 
Yes 
( 8.) 
{27) 
(25) 
(20) 
(13) 
(12) 
(11) 
( 4) 
(1) 
(27) 
(30) 
(13) 
(2) 
(6) 
(21) 
(23) 
(13) 
(50) 
(13.5) 
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